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It drives us mad, but we have to,
midnight alley walking, thinking the conflicts,

keep working and planning and breaking plans,
laughing through tears.

It hits like a ton of iron over time
or like a road roller passing on through

and smiling like a cartoon character,
if it is not actually real.

It drives us mad, but we have to,
with the devil like decision makers
in the cold huge meeting rooms.

It sounds like cracking ankles and chafed
dry skin like sisters or mothers or

brothers or fathers or friends weeping into
pillows or sometimes it sounds like a sigh of

relief like a job well done.

It drives us mad, but we have to,
midnight gazing, eye crossing,

stepping back, stepping forward, standing still
while other eyes are on us with a chance for negotiation.
It is like dancing around with words or maps or pictures

or presentations, but can't give much more than
a silhouette that keeps changing in other minds.
It looks like the vast cracks in between what you

know and think, what really is and what they guess.

June 13, 2000
Tan Yigitcanlar
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A Methodology for Geographical Infonnation Systems Based

Participatory Decision Making Approach

Geographical Information Systems (GIS) to come up with better planning can be

utilized. But unless the final decisions contain strategic and participatory decisions and

are indeed an improvement upon previous solutions and are in fact turned into actions,

using a GIS will just not necessarily increase the cost of the planning activities. In this

thesis a new approach, which is called "Geographical Information Systems Based

Participatory Decision Making Approach (GISbPDM)" is proposed to overcome current

planning problems and also to answer most of the debates about traditional GIS.

GISbPDM employs three basic components in its body. Collaborative GIS is the

first component of GISbPDM and represents the spatial decision support system and

makes new GIS trends available - especially Public Participation GIS - for public, urban

planners and decision makers. Strategic Choice Approach is the second component of

GISbPDM and it is a sophisticated technique for making decisions and developing action

plans in situations with many options and uncertainties in a participatory manner.

Computer Supported Collaborative Work System (CSCW) is the third component of

GISbPDM and has an involving structure - by cooperative work and participatory design

supported by computers - for utilization of the collaborative and participatory decision

models.

The system architecture of GISbPDM has quite a simple mechanism. GIS including

the local and central databases is used for data manipulation, visualization, queries and

interactive sketching on an easily accessible platform. Strategic Choice Approach is the

policy and decision-making model that works interconnected to this GIS platform.

Accordingly participants can visualize the alternatives, submit them to the decision-

makers and other participants, allow them to modify the alternatives and create their own



proposals. The participation can be realized in different levels such as information

participation, collaborative work, public participation and elite participation. Proposed

system architecture has an encouraging power for participatory planning and besides

CSCW helps in increasing participation in all levels.

The case is taken from a real planning problem that is; allocating the most suitable

land uses for ~araphane Region in izmir. The aim of this pilot project is to show the

capability and ability of the approach on a participatory planning process and also

pragmatically to underline the basic and distinguished points of the approach rather than

to struggle with the long, detailed and very complex participation providing processes.

Therefore, instead of concerning with a massive case study, a simple pilot project, which

mirrors the main characteristics and logic of the proposed system approach, has been held

with real data and hypothetic participation.

An experiment with this pilot study showed that GISbPDM facilitates and helps in

following several aspects. Interest groups and individuals can be represented in the

mechanisms that are giving decisions about shaping their future and environs. Decisions

can be made with a consensus and being accepted with a broader group of stakeholders by

the wide range of participation. Finally it can help in broadening democracy, transparency

and participation issues into the planning practice.



Cografi Bilgi Sistemlerinde KatdlmCI Karar Verme

Yakla~lml i~in Bir Metodoloji

Cografi Bilgi Sistemleri (GIS) ile daha b~ planlara ul~mak, ancak sonu9lann

stratejik ve katilimcl anlaYI~1arIigermesi, bir onceki 90zfune gore ge~me saglamasl ve

bunlann eyleme ge9irilebilmesi ile mUmkilndiir.Aksi taktirde GIS'in kullarnrm sadece

planlama aktivitelerinin rnaaliyetini artrran bir ara9tan oteye gidememektedir. Bu tez

9ah~masmda, "Cograji Bilgi Sistemleri Tabanlz KatllzmCI Karar Verme Yakla$lml

(GISbPDM)" adh yeni bir yakl~Im, mevcut planlama problemlerinin iistesinden gelmek

ve aym zamanda geleneksel GIS'e yonelik tart~ma ve ele~tirilereyamt verebilmek i9in

geli~irilmi~tir.

GISbPDM biinyesinde ii9 temel bile~eni banndrrmaktadrr. KatllzmCI GIS,

GISbPDM'nm ilk bile~enidir ve ozellikle balk katIlnnma ili~kin yeni GIS trendlerini,

balk, piancilar ve karar vericiler i9in kullanIlabilirkIlan bir mekansal karar destek sistemi

igerir.Stratejik Ser;im Yakla$lml, GISbPDM'nm ikinci bile~enidirve katilimcl bir yaplyla

belirsizlikve 90klu segenekler altmda eylem planlan geli~tirmektekullamlan ge~mi~ bir

karar verme teknigidir. Bilgisayar Destekli Ortak r;alz$ma Sistemi (CSCW),

GISbPDM'nm ii9iincii bile~enidir, katilimcl ve i~birlik~i bir karar verme modelinin

kurulmasllll te~vik eden bilgisayar destekli yapl igeren i~birlik9i 9ah~ma ve katilimcl

tasanma yonelikbir sistemdir.

GISbPDM'nm sistem mimarisi olduk9a basit bir mekanizma igermektedir. Lokal ve

merkezi veri tabanlarl da dahil olmak iizere GIS, veri depolanmasl, i~lenmesi,

gorselle~tirme, sorgulama ve interaktif senaryo iiretiminde kullamhr. Stratejik Se9im

y~tml, GIS platformuna entegre olarak 9a~an bir politika ve karar iiretim modelidir.

Bu sistemde karar vericiler, teknik uzmanlar ve katilimcilar plan altematiflerini



ol~turarak, yada onlan degi~tirerek iizerinde uz~tlan plan onerisini belirlerler. KatIhm

bilgi pay~trnl, ~birlikyi yah~ma, halk kattltrnI ve elit kattltrnI gibi ye~itli diizeylerde

ger~ekle~ebilir.Oneri sistem mimarisi, katIhmcl planlamaYlte~vik edecek bir gu~ ve

bunun yarnsrra CSCW ile kattltrnIn her diizeyde arttmlmaslfll saglayabilecek biryapl

igermektedir.

Omek ya~ma alam olarak, ger~ek bir planlama problemi iyeren, izmir Saraphane

bOlgesisey~ olup, Saraphane iyin en uygun arazi kul1anlmlannmseyimineyonelik bir

9ah~mayap~trr. Bu pilot projenin amaCl, katIhmcl planlama sfueci iizerinde oneri

yakl~Imm yetenek ve yeterliliklerinin smanmasldrr ve bunu ger~ekle~tirirkenpragmatik

olarak, uzun, detayh ve karma~lkkatIhm sfuecinin realizasyonu yerine, y~Imm temel

ve farkhl~ yonlerinin gosterilmesi hususlannm altl onemle yizilmi~tir.Boylece, ~ok

kapsamlI bir omek yah~mayerine oneri yakl~lffilfi mantlk ve temel karaktesistiklerinin

yanslttldlgl, ger~ek verilere ve hipotetik katilima dayanan bir pilot proje

geryekle~t~tir.

Pilot ya~ma ile yaptlan bu deneyim GISbPDM'mn ye~itli aytlardan etkin ve

faydah oldugunu gostermi~tir. Bunlar; bireylerin ve ylkar gruplannm kendi gelecekleri

hakkmda karar mekanizmalannda daha etkin temsil edilebilmeleri; kararlarm fikirbirligi

ile geni~ bir katIhmcl grup tarafindan, rum ylkar gruplarlfll temsil edecek bir ~ekilde

verilebilmesi; ve son olarakta, demokrasi, ~effafhk ve katIhm konularmm planlama

pratigindeki onem ve uygulamalannm ge~letilebilmesidir.
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"While integration of GIS in the planning process is becoming

more commonplace for efficient description of basic facts, it

has not been widely used by planners for the incorporation of

local knowledge. Therefore current GIS approaches should be

re-evaluated by considering their critics and then new

approaches should be establishedfor considering the ethical

and societal issues. This dissertation describes a new approach

termed "GISbPDM", in which GIS is placedfor empowering

users in the participatory planning" (Yigitcanlar 2000a, p.l).

The planning profession prior to the 1950s had relied almost exclusively on the

design capability of the planner-designer to produce on paper in map form, a visual

imageof the city of the future. The plans prepared emphasized the physical form of the

city that is the product of the planner's imagination and experience. Even though the

planner may undertake the survey-analysis-plan approach in preparing the plans, the

final product would typically be a single master plan based almost solely on the

intuitivejudgment of the master planner.

But under the influence of the scientific mode of planning, rationality became the

rallyingcall for planners. This philosophy was founded on the notion of a continuous

process of planning wherein the emphasis is on the generating of numerous alternative

planswhich could then be evaluated based on the goals and objectives of the community

for whichthe plan is intended.



For the urban planner who is entrusted with the job to generate alternative land use

plans, urban development models remain the privilege of large planning organizations

with the financial resources and expertise for such a major undertaking. While urban

development models continue to be in operational form in various parts of the world, they

are not readily available for general usage because of their complexity and the difficulty

in adapting them to new settings.

For organizations which lack the financial and technical resources, urban models

are used mainly for analysis with the alternative plans generated mainly using a

combination of professional training and experience in hand-allocation of the spatial

distribution of land for various projected uses based on planning standards and guidelines

in the traditional way (Lee 1995).

In that case, how Geographical Information Systems (GIS) are integrated into urban

planning? In the last two decades possible contributions of GIS for urban planning have

been realized. There are several competing definitions of GIS, but essentially a GIS is a

computer-based tool for mapping and analyzing things that exist and events that happen

on earth. GIS technology integrates common database operations such as query and

statistical analysis with the unique visualization and geographic analysis benefits offered

by maps. These abilities distinguish GIS from other information systems and make it

valuable to a wide range of public and private enterprises for explaining events, predicting

outcomes and planning strategies.

John Pickles situates GIS as a tool and an approach to geographical information

within wider transformations of capitalism in the late twentieth century. As a tool to

protect disciplinary power and access to funding, as a way of organizing more efficient

systems of production; and as a reworking and rewriting of cultural codes such as the

creation of new visual imaginary, new concepts of earth, new modalities of commodity

and consumer and new vision of what constitutes market, territory and empire (Pickles

1995).



As the implications of technological developments, in the last decade, especially in

the United States, GIS has started to be used very effectively in the urban planning

discipline. European and many other countries also have begun to ground GIS in their

planning departments. Especially with the new Participatory Planning Approaches GIS

needed to reformulate its vision in the Planning Discipline one more time and this

obviously caused its constant place in the field of urban planning.

The technological advances and social changes that are characteristic of late

twentieth-century urban centers have created the need for new strategies of urban

planning. The development of advanced information and telecommunications networks

have created new kinds of socioeconomic activities, while changes in values and

increases in cultural diversity within cities have manifested the need for planning schemes

based on flexibility and responsiveness to change. In contrast to motorization that

completely altered the urban scene, information technology has quietly merged into the

existing urban structure, causing little change in appearance. Nevertheless, the

exponential growths of the Internet and the increase in the utilization of computers have

had profound effects on urban activities.

The social life of cities has been changing. There have been a diversity of life styles

introduced into cities and that also has created a need for more fleXIbleplanning schemes.

The social challenge facing planners is to address the problems attendant upon the mixed

culture of highly concentrated modern cities as well as the problems caused by spatial

distortions resulting from the development of new transportation and information

networks. In fact, as digital technology is rapidly deployed throughout urban space and as

that technology becomes more important to urban life, social problems arise when a

portion of the population cannot gain access to that technology (Shiode 2000).

Urban planners have responded by developing supportive tools such as network-

based GIS as well as online public participation programs and other types of groupware.

These technologies automate data handling, reduce planning time and increase the

opportunity for public participation. In this manner a new concept Public Participation



GIS (PPGIS) has come to the agenda. In the course of time with the new developments in

the GIS technology and philosophy, GIS has become a science and discipline instead of

being a system and tool.

By the year 2050, everything around the people will be some form of computer.

Already, people are observing a massive convergence of communications and computers

through various forms of media. Computerized highways are in prospect and smart

buildings are almost upon us. Planners are accustomed to using computers to advance

science and art but it would appear that the city itself is turning into a constellation of

computers. The implications of this technology for the urban planning discipline are

enormous. New data sources emerging in real time and software to understand many

elements of the working of cities such as simulation games and GIS are now widespread

(Batty 1995). And this situation brings some new criticisms with itself particularly on the

information technologies and GIS tools.

Currently, there are many criticisms and debates about GIS and arising from an

understanding of social impacts on existing uses of GIS is a concern to address these

issues and consider how 'alternative' forms of GIS production, use, access and

representation, could be pursued? Could a 'bottom-up' GIS be developed successfully and

what might it comprise? How can community participation be more fully incorporated

into a GIS and to what extent would such participation serve to legitimize conventional

top-down decision-making?

It appears to be that for solving the current problems of urban planning discipline

the solution tendencies are through the participatory and collaborative geographic

information systems' route. But unfortunately, traditional GIS approach has deficiency in

constructing clear participatory perceptive. Consequently there is an urgent need for an

innovative evaluation of the GIS. In this dissertation, by considering the expectations for a

new GIS, a brand new methodology has been developed. This new approach attempts to

answers most of the criticisms of current GIS. In addition this approach enhances the

decision-making capability and provides a wide range of participation along with



Another important point is also going to be underlined while attempting to propose

the new approach. That is the gaining importance of the Strategic Planning and the

Strategic Choice Approach in the course of time. Since the strategic choice is in the heart

of the strategic and participatory planning, the tools and principles of the strategic choice

are being considered respectably in the new planning visions. Whereas participatory GIS

is being established, some of the strategic and groupware tools have to be employed in

this process.

There are multiple tangible and intangible benefits of pursuing a bottom-up

participatory decision process to the use of GIS in planning. Therefore, the major concern

of this study is constructing a methodology for employing participatory decision-making

approach with geographical information systems into the field of urban planning.

It is essential to establish a new planning method that benefits from the current

digital and information technologies, that provides collaborative work platform for

technicians and experts, that accommodates public and stakeholders with the power of

making their own decisions for their community by means of a consensus, equipped with

effective geographical information systems, powered with the strategic approaches,

considers societal and ethical issues as well as the rest and contains a flexible and easily

accessible structure.

The central thesis in this doctoral dissertation research is that a new decision

making approach for planning can be developed, which involves Geographical

Information Systems in order to provide collaboration and participation processes. A new

approach called "Geographical Information Systems Based Participatory Decision

Making Approach (GISbPDM)" employs all of the above requirements.



1.3 Aim of the Study

The rapid urban growth and change processes in many parts of the world require

effective new planning methods and increases in planning staff numbers and capacity at

all levels, both in the public and private sectors. New opportunities to be actively utilized

are: Strategic planning approaches to urban management and planning, especially the

strategic choice approach and information technologies. New technological improvements

are also offering great opportunities for the urban planning discipline entering to the third

millennium. The most important prospective approach is the utilization of the new

geographical information systems. However in the course of time only some of the

developed countries would be able to apply this new approach or tool into their planning

discipline and practice, nowadays there have started to appear some new GIS applications

efforts in many countries around the world. And it is obvious that soon or later all

planning departments will be adopting this GIS technology into their institutions.

Therefore, the aim of the study is to develop a method, which can generate

participatory decision making with Geographical Information System and is to explore

such new ground for strategic urban planning and the new planning support system

technologies. And this approach can be a generic model or methodology for the

institutions and communities who are willing to adopt this technology into their

conditions.

This dissertation underlines the importance of strategic and GIS-based decision

support tools for participatory spatial decision-making. The aim of developing a new

approach for participatory spatial decision-making is threefold.

First, it is to create a methodology that, with the help of computer supported

collaborative work, enables public participation in decision-making. Second, it is to

provide potential meeting participants with a system that not only helps to explore the

problem on the agenda but also educates about the nature ofthe problem and facilitates its

understanding. And finally, the aim is to empower the public by removing the

participants' position from passive to active in the decision process, provided with limited



options of either accepting or rejecting presented alternatives, into the position of active

stakeholder capable of creating new solutions alternatives.

Proposed new approach enables the public to utilize strategic and GIS-based

decision support tools and turn them out to be the real participants of the decision process

with the position equal to stakeholders and experts. In other words that supplies the

equalization of the public to the power groups in terms of equal participation rates.

1.4 Methodology

The methodology of this dissertation is based on the following five issues: First of

all, it is based on a literature survey about the current critiques and problems of the GIS

and their solutions. Secondly, it is based on the explanation of the need for a new GIS

approach in the Urban Planning discipline. Thirdly, it is based on developing a new

approach (which is GISbPDM), explaining the necessity, logic, components and steps of

this proposed approach. Fourthly, it is based on applying this approach into a planning

problem on a selected pilot project area. And finally, it is based on concluding comments

about this proposed approach and its application.

In the first chapter, a general introduction to this doctoral dissertation research is

given such as the background, the thesis, aim of the study and the methodology.

In the second chapter, evolution of geographical information system is discussed.

The common deficiencies and criticisms of GIS utilization in the urban planning are

reviewed. Emerging Public Participation Geographic Information Systems are introduced.

Models for making GIS available to the communities for considering local public

participation are also reviewed. Furthermore, by concerning the present alternative GIS

developments, new visions for the future GIS are discussed.

In the third chapter, the public participation models and technologies that are

shaping and creating participation are examined. Participation types and levels that are

diverging in the different planning philosophies, its place in the three urban planning



theories that are comprehensive, incremental and advocacy planning theories are

analyzed. Additionally participation before the information age and during the

information age is disclosed.

In the fourth chapter, the decision-making mechanism in the urban planning process

is examined. Furthermore, the most recent and important decision model in this

mechanism is introduced, which is called strategic choice approach. The necessity of

strategic planning and the logic of the strategic choice approach are also discussed.

In the fifth chapter, the question of what can be done for overcoming most of those

problems and for putting GIS into the center of urban planning process is analyzed and

answered. In addition, as a solution to the critiques a new approach, which is called

"Geographical Information Systems Based Participatory Decision Making Approach", is

proposed to overcome current planning problems. Besides, the reasons and answers of

why and how this approach is such a useful tool or system in the planning related

problems are exposed. And finally the logic, components and steps of this new approach

are introduced.

In the sixth chapter, a pilot project study in Izmir, is held for explaining the details

and application stages of the approach. The "case" is taken from a real planning problem

that is; allocating the most suitable land uses for ~araphane Region in tzmir. The aim of

this pilot project is to show the capability and ability of the approach on a participatory

planning process. And a participation model for the characteristics of this study area is

presented. The project is presented the use of the proposed approach that facilitates a new

bottom-up planning with a bottom-up GIS. And this pilot study is helped in answering the

following questions; How Geographical Information Systems Based Participatory

Decision Making Approach works? What are the advantages and disadvantages of this

approach in planning practice?

In the final seventh chapter, the concluding remarks of this study and Geographical

Information Systems Based Participatory Decision Making Approach are underlined.

Moreover, the benefits and contributions ofthe Geographical Information Systems Based



Participatory Decision Making Approach in the urban planning discipline, communities

and geographical information science are discussed.



"GIS is asset of tools, technologies, approaches and ideas that

are vitally embedded in broader transformations of science,

society and culture" (pickles 1995, pAY.

In the information age, planners keep talking a lot about the Geographical

Information Systems (GIS). But what is GIS? There are probably as many definitions ofa

Geographical Information System as there are disciplines involved in using GIS. All these

disciplines (urban planning, geography, agricultural engineering, surveying, landscape

architecture and so on) are concerned with the development ofa "powerful set of tools for

collecting, storing, retrieving at will, transforming and displaying spatial and non-spatial

data from geographic world for a particular set of purposes" (Burrough, 1986).

In this definition, the two most important elements of GIS are spatial data handling

and analysis. Spatial data also refers to geographical data that describes the geographic

world in three ways, namely:

OJ Their position with respect to a known coordinate system,

OJ Their attributes that are related to position,

OJ And their spatial interrelations between them, which is called topology.

GIS is an organized activity by which people measure and represent geographic

phenomena then transform these representations into other forms while interacting with

social structures. According to Martin (1991), GIS may be summarized as having the

following characteristics:



OJ Geographic: The system is concerned with data relating to geographic scales

of measurement and which are referenced by a known coordinate system to

locations on the surface of the earth. Other types of information systems may

contain details about location, but here spatial objects and their locations are

the very building blocks of the system.

OJ Information: It is possible to use the system to ask questions of the

geographic database and obtaining information about the geographic world.

This represents the extraction of specific and meaningful information from a

diverse collection of data. This is only possible because of the way in which

the data are organized into a 'model' ofthe geographic world.

OJ "System: This is the environment which allows data to be managed and

automated (a non-automated example would be a traditional map library) and

consisting of the integrated set of procedures for the input, storage,

manipulation and output of geographic information. Such a system is most

readily achieved by automated means and our concern here will be

specifically with automated systems (Martin 1991).

Though the term geographic information can refer to all types of storage medium,

the term Geographical Information System is usually reserved for a computerized

database. The other important element of GIS, analysis, distinguishes it from other

mapping or drawing software packages. These two elements imply that the GIS should be

able to map information and refer to features that can be located. It should be able to

identify the relationships between the mapped features and to process their geometric

characteristics for data analysis in a spatial context. Thus a database, which contains non-

geographical (attributes) information such as population or average household income by

census tracts or other geographic units, but lacks the element of location in its data

structure, does not qualifY as a GIS.

At the other end of the GIS spectrum is its ability to graphically display and map

geographic features. Though Computer Aided Design (CAD) and Computer Aided

Mapping (CAM) have the same graphic capability, they are not GIS. Specifically, they



lack topology, which is the mathematical formulation in vector GIS for relating graphic

objects (points, lines and polygons) in geometric space. Topology is thus the driving force

behind GIS. In raster GIS, topology is implicit with absolute location defined in relation

to some geographic world coordinate system or an arbitrary Cartesian Coordinate System.

Relative position is implied by each cell's connectivity or adjacency to other cells. The

vector GIS, on the other hand, has explicit topology with the relationships between the

geographic features being expressed in separate tables and updated by the GIS as a

geographic features are modified or edited (Lee 1995).

Further discussion of the characteristics of GIS and its differences

compared with relational databases, CAD, CAM and other computerized

informationsystems can befound in Dueker (1987) and Dangermond (1989).

Peucker and Chrisman (1975) provide an early account from its

developmental work The topological data structures of vector GIS are

discussed in Huxhold (1991) and ESRI (1991 b) while the data structure of a

raster GIS can be found in ESRI (1991 a), Burrough (1986) and Dueker

(1987). Wiggins and French (1991) also provide a brief discussion of both

rasterand vector GIS data structures. Bell and Page (1989) has been given a

concisedefinition of the various terms associated with GIS (Lee 1995, p.14).

2.2 Evolution of GIS Adoption and Impacts

Hermann Hollerith invented the punched card machine at the turn of

the century for the US Population Census and this eventually led to the

formation of the world's largest computer company, IBM Once the digital

computer was developed half-century later, applications in engineering,

public planning and management became widespread (Batty 1996, p.1).

Consecutively, Geographic Information Systems were developed in the 1950s and

1960s, primarily in the public sector. Roger Tomlinson, initiator of the first large scale

GIS; the CGIS (Canadian Geographic Information System) maintains that three separate



developments led to GIS:

I5l The gradual integration of automated techniques into traditional cartography,

I5l The initiation, during the 1950s and 60s of spatial and quantitative analysis

including statistical methods and spatial comparisons,

I5l And precedents to GIS, which included efforts to structure spatial data

digitally in order to solve geographical problems (Schuurman 1999).

In the 1970s and 1980s, a vigorous GIS industry developed, with clear US

leadership. GIS software, data and services are a two billion usn industry at present and

the industry is believed to be growing at about 20 per cent each year (Pickles 1999a).

The integration of GIS with urban modeling did not takeplace until the

late 1980s, as apart of the GIS community's efforts to improve the analytical

capabilities of GIS. GIS users and urban modelers currently have

increasingly recognized the mutual benefits of such integration from the

preliminary successes of the past ten years. Various urban modeling

techniques have enabled GIS users to go beyond the data inventory and

management stage to conduct sophisticated modeling and simulation. For

urban modeling efforts, GIS has provided modelers with new platforms for

data management and visualization. The massive diffusion of GIS in society

has the potential to make models more transparent and to enable the

communication of their operations and results to a large group of users. The

growing literature on the integration of GIS with urban modeling attests the

recognition of such mutual benefits (Sui 1998, p. 651).

After 90's in parallel to the rapid developments in digital computer technology,

which made this technology available and accessible to a larger group of user both in

private sector and in academic settings, Geographic Information Systems have started to

be used almost in every discipline. GIS have found a wide application area in a broad

perspective from the domain of local government to the private sector and gained wide

acceptance. Many efforts have been made to develop technical capabilities of GIS and to



Among many, Zorica Nedovic-Budic, David R. Godschalk, Lyna Wiggins,

William Huxhold, Judith Innes, National Center for Geographic Information and

Analysis (NCGIA), Heather Campbell and Ian Masser are pioneers of research on GIS.

In the early publications and researches were in GIS adoption, use and diffusion by

local governments, effectiveness and impacts in local planning, organizational issues

and human factors in adoption of GIS and inter-organizational GIS activities (French

and Wiggins; Nedovic-Budic and Godschalk, 1994; Budic, 1996; Champbell, 1992;

Budic and Pinto, 1999). According to Nedovic-Budic (Effectiveness of GIS in Local

Planning, 1994) GIS emerged as the most significant factor in achieving operational

benefits, using GIS technology for analytical tasks positively affected improvements in

decision making.

Later on, the first serious engagements between GIS and social theory occurred

over issues related to the politics of knowledge and the social impacts of use (Pickles,

1991, 1995; Lake, 1993; Sui, 1994; Miller, 1995; Sheppard, 1995). In his critique of GIS

as the new imperialist geography, Taylor (1990,211-212) suggested that GIS emerged as

a two-part strategy on the part of unreconstructed quantifiers who had by-passed the

critiques levied against the empiricism of spatial analysis and at the same time captured

the rhetorical ground of a progressive modernism or naive post-industrialism by readily

accepting the switch from knowledge to information.

The book "Ground Truth: The Social Implications of Geographic Information

Systems," edited by Pickles (1995) aimed to locate discussion of the social questions in a

variety of the possible interpretative frameworks and thereby to provide illustrations that

might lead others to deepen the analysis of the intellectual and practical commitments and

impacts of GIS on the societies. "This was also the goal of the 1995 special issue of

Cartography and Geographic Information Systems-GIS and Society-edited by Eric

Sheppard (1995)" (Pickles 1999a). This book's general message is that GIS is neither an

14



all-powerful and unproblematic nor a misguided and destructive technology. Instead, the

authors view it as an important technology whose implications for academic studies and

professional practice must be revealed and understood more fully.

2.4 GIS in the Urban Planning Discipline

By the mid 1950s, population and transportation data were being processed by

computers and these were quickly followed by various simulation modeling efforts. By

the late 1960s, urban data management systems were being widely implemented by public

agencies for a variety of routine and less routine management and strategic planning

functions. In the last 10 years, applications of computers in planning have changed

dramatically. The top-down approach based on remote, large-scale, database computing

has been replaced by a much more personal computing style in which graphical display of

urban data now provides the focus.

The bottom-up style is largely a consequence of changes in computing

technology. Once the microprocessor was invented, the path to

miniaturization and personalization was set and as the cost of memory fell

dramatically, more and more applications involved graphical computing. GIS

is an obvious application but the way computers are being accessed and

results displayed is now largely graphic (witness the widespread

dissemination of recent Windows-based software) and this has led to a sea

change in the way computers are being applied in planning. There has also

been a change in types of application over the last 20 years. There is now

much more emphasis on data than on modeling, on routine applications for

management rather than the more grandiose applications to strategic

planning, which dominated the 1950s and 1960s. This is reflected, as much in

the way planning is now perceived in its current role in advanced post-

industrial societies, as in the way the technology has changed (Batty 1996,

p.2).



Among many, some of the applications of GIS in urban planning, especially in the

local administrations, are including zoning, land-use, transportation and economic

development planning, site selection, land suitability analysis and equity mapping (For

further information on GIS Types for Local Administrations see Appendix A). There have

been high expectations of use of this technology not only in automation of routine data

handling but also help with managerial tasks, decision making and communication with

the public, especially in enhancing public involvement in decision making.

According to Martin (1991), the development of GIS also depends upon computer

technology and related technical developments, such as relational databases and high-

resolution graphics. Its rapid development in the last two decades has been driven by the

development of technology and by its application in the government and commercial

sectors where the primary concern has been its utility in terms of financial cost and

benefit, rather than its validity, let alone its ethical implications (Martin 1991).

At present, the ideology, particularly manifested in quantitative model revolution,

assumes that scientific reality is separated from daily life therefore invariable and

universal, still remains in GIS. Today GIS is heavily criticized because of positivist

assumptions lying in its design. These critiques and debates about GIS can be grouped

under the four categories.

2.5.1 Ontological Inadequacy and Representation in the Electronic Age

The first debate is ontological inadequacy, which is associated the way of

representation of spatial reality within the GIS. This raises the issues related with the

assumptions behind the design of data models. At this point, the aim of modeling is to

determine "how the infinite complexity of the geographical world can be represented

within the discrete finite machine" (Sui 1994, p.264).



complex construction consisting of gender, culture and class. Therefore

attempts to represent it by using various data formats are totally irrational.

Hence, the current GIS entirely ignore the aspects and conditions of

economic and social processes. "Most post-positivist geographers believe

that geographical reality is a socially and culturally produced puzzle that

irifinitely complex and cannot be represented in a GIS" (Sui 1994, p.264).

The space is socially constructed and therefore the existence of autonomy of

individual, which constitutes the space, is often ignored. So there occurred an

important representationproblem of space and social structure (Saygin 1997,

pp.6-7).

2.5.2 Inevitability of Ethical Inconsistency

The second debate is in contact with ethical inconsistency of GIS. The

claims of enthusiast that GIS fosters democratic practice, broadens the

distribution of and access to information and reduces burden of work on

those who adopt its rigors and accept its benefits, are morefiction thanfact,

critics argue. Critics also argue that information is only accessible by who is

willing to pay not by whom really needs it. In addition to this, GIS is claimed

to be a tool serving existing power structures (Sui 1994, p.267) (Forfurther

information on GIS and Access see Appendix C).

According to Pickles "because of the availability of information is seen as being of

fundamental importance to the making of decisions, whose who have that information see

themselves as empirically better able to make decisions than are those who are merely -

other" (Pickles 1995, p.79). And this means that there are features of the use of these

systems that are fundamentally antidemocratic.

Science seeks generalizable rules or "universals". Existing GIS creates a

universality in which software takes on monopolistic status, particularly due to the cost of

hardware, software and data assembly and to the difficulty in learning how to use GIS to



analyze and model complex relations. The software limits the type of data used and the

nature of analysis performed. Moreover, the technology is designed around a style of

thinking that supports the dominant culture (white, male and technocratic) and ignores

alternate styles.

2.5.3 The S in GIS: System or Science?

Third debate is on whether GIS is a system or science. By the beginning of the

1990s, a sense prevailed among many academic researchers that GIS had forged new

intellectual territory. In 1990, Goodchild had noted that the GIS community is driven by

intellectual curiosity about the nature of the GIS. He argued that there are unique

characteristics of geographical data and problems associated with its analysis that

differentiates GIS from other information systems. He also argued that GIS as a field

contains a legitimate set of scientific questions that are unique.

First, Goodchild (1992) introduced the discipline called Geographical Information

science (GISci). According to Jeremy Dobson (1993) spatial logic ofthe sort enabled by

GIS is suited to the "resolution oflarge-area, comprehensive, integrative problems." GIS

enables holistic analysis of geographical problems and the implication is that GIS is a

science, by virtue of its ability to address casual and relational questions at any scale,

involving a large number of attributes.

Consistent with a tendency to distinguish GIS from other strands of geography is a

recent twist on its appellation. GIS now routinely refers to geographic information science

rather than systems. A number of those researchers referred to GIS as a science (NCGIA,

1991, 1999; Goodchild, 1998; Kemp, 1998; Poiker, 1997; Marble, 1998; Mark, 1998,

1999; Egenhofer, 1999; Miller, 1998) (Schuurman 1999).

Geographical Information Science (GIScience) is the basic research field that seeks

to redefine geo-graphic concepts and their use in the context of GIS. GIScience also

examines the impacts of GIS on individuals and society and the influences of society on

GIS. GIScience re-examines some of the most fundamental themes in traditional spatially



oriented fields such as geography, cartography and geodesy, while incorporating more

recent developments in cognitive and information science. It also overlaps with and draws

from more specialized research fields such as computer science, statistics, mathematics

and psychology and contributes to progress in those fields. It supports research in political

science and anthropology and draws on those fields in studies of geographic information

and society.

GIScience seeks to provide the theoretical foundation for GIS, just as

the discipline of statistics provides foundations for statistical software. Again

as in the case of statistics, basic research in GIScience is a legitimate

scholarly enterprise in its own right. But the positive effects ofGIScience on

the GIS software industry and on basic and applied research using GIS, are

inescapable. And GIS are used in some of the most pressing societal

problems, such as crime, health, disaster response and community

developmentplans (Mark 2000, p.48).

2.5.4 Insufficiency in Participation, Decision Making and Democracy

Fourth debate is its insufficiency in decision-making, participation, collaborative

work and broadening the democracy. Rapid technological advances are providing fresh

opportunities for planners to reformulate the conception of what GIS is and how it can be

used. For utilizing GIS successfully in the field of Urban Planning, it is necessarily to

entail a reformulation of what it is that planners do and what it is that urban planners think

they do. As noted by Klosterman (1997a), there has already been a parallel progression

over the past decades in terms of the planning profession's view of its own role and

purpose and in terms of the evolving concerns of information technology. As it is

understood from the Table 2.1 that Urban Planning has put its focus on the collaborative

dimension in the last decade.



Decade Views of Planning Concerns oflaformation Technology

l%Os Planning asApplied Science Data

197tls Planning as Politics Information

1~ Planning as Communication Knowledge

1990s Planning asRr.1soning Together Intelligence

As it is very well known in the last decade globalization and localization concepts

have become very crucial for the planning. As a result of that progress, especially for the

small size communities, participation in the local decisions and collaborative working

possibilities has become a very important issue. In addition to GIS came to the agenda

with the slogan of the "an ultimate tool for spatial decision making". And planners are

expecting it not to be only a tool for visualization and data manipulation in urban

planning. But it has been observed that GIS was not effective enough in decision-making

as it promises. GIS is also currently lack of participation and collaborative work aspects.

The critiques of GIS as a construction of positivist thinking, constraining alternative

views of reality that otherwise might broaden the decision making discourse, work on GIS

extensions aimed at improving its decision support capabilities, work on group support

systems technology as well as theoretical and empirical studies of its use, work on

capturing the dynamics of argumentation and research on the human dimensions of

groupware and computer networking (Jankowski 1997).

2.6 Broadening Participation and Democracy with Public Participation GIS

In the late 1980s the National Science Foundation established the US National

Center for Geographic Information and Analysis (NCGIA). NCGIA's original mandate

was to make possible more widespread use of geographic information technology. In the

mid-1990s, the NCGIA adopted a new goal, "to advance geographic information science

through basic research, education and outreach."



A new agenda, called Project Varenius, included three areas of focus: cognitive

models of geographic space, computational implementations of geographic concepts and

geographies of the information society. In this third area, the focus was on identifYing

"positive and negative impacts oftechnology on individuals, organizations and society,"

and examining "the new geographic structures of the information age." (Sawicki 1998).

Theagenda noted that, "theuse of geographic information technologies

is providing to users substantial economic, legal and political advantages. "

The agenda noted that the NCGIA will continue to use the "research

initiative" to structure its research program. Research initiatives are multi-

year multi-investigator research projects. They begin with specialist

meetings, where experts focus and prioritize a detailed research program,

followed by a period of basic research, whose outcomes are reported at

workshops, seminars and in the academic literature. It was expected that

each of the threefocus areas would have three research initiatives (Sawicki

1998,p.2).

Public Participation in GIS (PPGIS) had surfaced in the NCGIA's Research

Initiative 19. Initiative 19's title is "The Social Implications of Row People, Space and

Environment are Represented in GIS" ("GIS and Society" for short). The specialist

meeting for Initiative 19, held in March 1996 in Minnesota, identified seven topics for

research, one of which was "Public Participation GIS". A workshop on PPGIS was held in

July 1996 at the University of Maine. Since a workshop on this topic had already been

held, the PPGIS panel under Project Varenius dispensed with the initial specialists'

scooping meeting." In Project Varenius the research initiative on Public Participation GIS

was renamed "Empowerment, Marginalization and Public Participation GIS." So

Initiative 19 addressed Public Participation GIS; so does the subsequent Varenius

Initiative "Empowerment, Marginalization and Public Participation GIS" (Sawicki 1998).

PPGIS is a sub-field of geographic information science that contributes to an

understanding of Participatory GIS use in society. PPGIS and group decision-making that



deals with geographical problems has been around for quite some time. However, an

interest in participatory decision-making is growing in importance, as more and more

people with concerns about environmental, land use, natural resource and transportation

issues believe that those who are impacted by decisions should be a part of the process.

Many geographical decision problems are viewed as unstructured and laden with

locational conflict because their solutions are formed through the participation of multiple

stakeholders with varying stakeholder values.

PPGIS; deals with community's demand on the spatial and non-spatial issues,

addresses a specific scale, involves public participation in the second cybernetic sense, is

pluralistic, inclusive and non-discriminatory, includes qualitative and quantitative data

and for and by the community and local people and the stakeholders. The PPGIS is based

on the following basic assumptions:

151 PPGIS can empower the community and its members.

151 Equal access to data and information is a key component ofPPGIS.

151 For PPGIS, it is necessary that the scale of data should match the needs of the

community.

151 PPGIS use and research about this use should be appropriate to the needs of

the community.

151 Establishing and maintaining community trust is key for people working with

PPGIS.

151 PPGIS is purposefully value laden.

151 Consequences ofPPGIS, both intended and unintended, should be monitored.

151 More than most other technology implementations, PPGIS involves ethical

issues (NCGIA 1998b).

The positivist assumptions of the rational planning model can be

counterproductive to the goals of PPGIS since such a model encourages

concepts of analytical and technical objectivity, value neutrality, subject-

object dualism, expert knowledge, quantitative data. Such assumptions

undermine the importance of bottom-up planning, local knowledge and



The applications of GIS implementations for the communities, which endeavors

wide range of public participation have become an important necessity. By considering

this necessity, recently proposed models for integrating GIS to the communities have

been introduced. One major question addressed by Public Participation GIS concerns the

appropriateness of GIS technologies for supporting and furthering the goals of

communities, addressing issues of access and whether or not such technologies can

empower such communities.

There are six models for making GIS available for communities. These models are;

Community Based (in House) GIS, University and Community Partnerships, GIS

Facilities in Universities and Public Libraries, Map Rooms, Internet Map Server and

Neighborhood GIS Centers. All of these models are applicable in the communities under

the different circumstances.

DIMENSIONS ATTRIBUTES

COO'lO'lUn1cation Sttucrores Independent Nodes

Radial Connectivity

Network Connectivity

Na:t1ue ofIn1:eracrion with GIS No Direct Use

Passive Use

Active Use

Pcoactive Use

Location In-house GIS

Virtual (Web-Based GIS)

Remote GIS (Outside the Community)

StakeholdeI'S Local & Non-local State Agencies

Non-GovecnmentaJ Organizations (NGOs)

Educational Institutions

Private Sector Institutions

Within Community Stakehold=s

LeBal and Ethical I,.,.ues Ow'n=ship of (Responsibility for Spatial Databases

Access to Publicly Held Information

Issues of Privacy and Surveillance

Checks and Balances Governing Appropriate GIS Use



A community-based GIS is usually designed as an independent node

located within the community organization, usually at its office.

Neighborhood organizers and residents do not have to physically travel

outside the neighborhood, but rather are able to gain direct and immediate

access to information as needed for neighborhood planning and organizing

purposes. Furthermore, an in-house system may be tailored to the specific

needs of community organizations because it allows them to create and

interactively manipulate their own databases and maps, rather than relying

onpre-defined data sets or maps (Leitner 1998, p.7).

The two major reasons for choosing in-house methods are up-front cost savings

(including business overhead costs) and developing the long- term expertise necessary for

the department to change as its mapping needs change.

MODELS ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES

Community-based (in-house) GIS Can be tailored to local needs DiffIcultIes in lo~-term mamtenance of

GIS due to peISonnel turnover

(~.g., ~Parlc, Prospect Can be made directly available to (struggles over neighborhood priorities)

Park) netghborhood organizeIS and residents

Requires s1clledne.ghborhood

Allows direct momtonng of orgamzers and! or residents

neighborhood change by community

group Difficul ties in raisirtgfunds to purchase

hardware and software (struggles over

Allows for qUlCk.and flexible response neighborhood pnonties)

to ne~hborhood issues

Unnecessary duplication of effort across

Potential for community-based neighborhoods

employment and related sk.ill-buildirtg

Independent data access reltant on

political connectedness (diffeISbetween

groups)



2.7.2 University and Community Partnerships

Increasingly universities, through a variety of mechanisms, are

attempting to assist community organizations with their mapping needs. One

common approach is to provide assistance through course projects, where a

course (often an advanced course in GIS) through some identification process

establishes a relationship with one or more group(s) in need of GIS

assistance. Based on the overall objectives of the project, students, faculty

and community organization leaders then work together to identify more

specific goals, sources of spatial data (both community-based data and

publicly available data) and specific mapping needs. Thefinal result is often

a group classpresentation and delivery of a series of maps. Different models

of university/community partnerships include basic community service,

service learning and action research. Basic community service in the

broadest sense represents volunteer work with a curricular link An example

would be an on-going student volunteer placement related to a course that

produces a set of mapproducts desired by the community (Leitner 1998, p.8).

The university/community partnerships may successfully reduce the barriers of

highcost and technological complexity of GIS and may also decentralize its power from

elite user groups to marginalized sectors of the public. Consequently, marginalized

communityorganizations may receive greater opportunities to participate effectively in

the urban planning practices. University and Community Partnerships may cause

multiplebenefits for both communities and the universities. These associate researches'

andprojects' aims are chiefly:

t5I Develop community agency familiarity with and capacity to partner m

community-basedplanning by benefiting from GIS projects

t5I Broaden faculty and student familiarity with and capacity to partner in

community-basedresearch GIS projects



51 Develop University infrastructure for forming community-based planning and

research partnerships between faculty, students, and community-based

organizations

MODELS ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES

University/Comrnunity Easier access to experti3e about GIS Unive~ity has limited capacity to

Partnerships lIlnd data collection/ava.ilability provide services; to only a feW'

neighborhoods

(S;.,g., Urban GIS class, Mac Action Can be made reSp01'l9lVe to specific: data

Research, Univct'sity N eichbomood and application needs of neighborhoods University or ~search project agenda

Ne_ork) may not fit urith that of neighborhood

Costs to neighborhood are IOVler (both

monetary costs and tune necessary to FacuJty/students may not fully
learn and maintain the system) understand neighborhood needs

Possibility of improved comnlumcation Neighborhood may not understand

and mteractlon bet'ween parbclpanm hnuta to -w-hat can be done 'With GIS

Timing - unNeI:Sity help may not be

available when needs help

Lack oflong-terrn commitment of

university to neighborhoods

Unnecessary duplic9.t1on of effortl>

acr-088 ne1ghborhoods

Hard to directly involve community

UH:::UllH;::I.l:lill •••.ua1,Yl:lil:l

Community organizations gain access to GIS and spatial data through

publicly accessible GISfacilities at universities and libraries. Typically, the

facility creates and maintains base-maps and spatial data and makes these

available for use with GIS software. Community organization staff or

volunteers must travel to thefacility to create orprint out maps, or work with

the database. Such publicly accessible GIS facilities rely on a radial type

communication structure in which community organizations separately make

use of the same facility. While such an arrangement may mean that the GIS

facility staff develop and disseminate expertise about how to solve standard

problems, it also may mean that community organizations are not



communicating directly with one another about solving common problems

(Leitner 1998, p.10).

TABLE 2.5: Advantages Disadvantages of GIS in Universities/Libraries (Leitner 1998)

I MODELS I ADVANTAGES I DISADVANTAGES

GIS facilities in universities and Neighborhood residents may have Analysis is limited to publicly available

public libraries direct access to GIS and databases, and data sets, unless neighborhoods have

to expert advice In how to use these capacity to enter their own data

Can be intimidating to use such facilities

(particularly university)

Reduces duplication of effort (expertise

about how to solve standard problems

is developed and hopefully retained

within the facility)

Use reqUlres travel outside the

neighborhood and lS limited to times

when facilities are open

There are several examples of what it is called map rooms that are used

by community organizations to acquire spatial information. A simple model is

the city planning office, which provides citizens with land use / land cover,

taxation and other maps relevant to their planning mission. Many other city

and state offices - such as departments of natural resources and pollution

control agencies - create and distribute maps. In Minneapolis, the city

maintains what is called the Map Room, operated by the City Engineering

Department, which is responsible for maintaining the city's spatial database.

For a fee, this facility will create custom maps on demand for community

organizations and citizens. As an example, a community organization could

order a parcel-based map of neighborhood housing condition, boarded up

housing units, planning zones and crime activity in large scale cartographic

representations. Many of the community organizations in Minneapolis make

extensive use of this facility as a surrogate for lack of in-house mapping



communicating directly with one another about solving common problems

(Leitner 1998, p.1 0).

TABLE 2.5: Advantages Disadvantages of GIS in Universities/Libraries (Leitner 1998)

I MODELS I ADVANTAGES I DISADVANTAGES

GIS facilities in universities and Neighborhood residents may have Analysis is limited to publicly available

public libraries direct access to GIS and databases, and data sets, unless neighborhoods have

to expert advlCe m how to use these capacity to enter thelt own data

(~.g.~JJ9
Lower costs for neighborhoods Can be intimidating to use such facilities

(particularly university)

Reduces duphcation of effort (expertlse

about how to solve standard problems Use requires travel outside the

is developed and hopefully retained neighborhood and IS limited to times

within the facility) when facilities are open

Longer-term resource

There are several examples of what it is called map rooms that are used

by community organizations to acquire spatial information. A simple model is

the city planning office, which provides citizens with land use / land cover,

taxation and other maps relevant to their planning mission. Many other city

and state offices - such as departments of natural resources and pollution

control agencies - create and distribute maps. In Minneapolis, the city

maintains what is called the Map Room, operated by the City Engineering

Department, which is responsible for maintaining the city's spatial database.

For a fee, this facility will create custom maps on demand for community

organizations and citizens. As an example, a community organization could

order a parcel-based map of neighborhood housing condition, boarded up

housing units, planning zones and crime activity in large scale cartographic

representations. Many of the community organizations in Minneapolis make

extensive use of this facility as a surrogate for lack of in-house mapping



MODELS ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES

Map Rooms Relatively easy zvailability of basIC Llmited to the databases mamtained by

mapped neighborhood data (little the city; only a fixed menu of maps is

~.g" City of Minneapolis Map expertise needed) available

Room)

Pay as you go; no up-front investments Use requires travel outside the

required neighborhood and ISlimIted to urnes

when facilities are open

Services ~ai1able reflect priorities of

institution maintaining the map room

Limited aclvice from map room staff

regardi~ which maps to use or what

these maps mean with regard spec if;"

netghborhood context) concern or area

of interest

2.7.5 Internet Map Server

Distributing geographic information via the Internet allows for real-time integration

of data from around the world. Internet Map Server is the solution that provides a

common platform for this exchange. With Internet Map Server people can access

resources on the World Wide Web for more informed decision-making. Internet Map

Server lets users exchange, integrate and analyze data in new ways. Users can combine

data and information accessed via the Internet with local data for display, query and

analysis.Internet Map Server establishes a common platform for the exchange of Web-

enabledGIS data and services. Internet Map Server is a framework for distributing GIS

capabilitiesvia the Internet. As a publishing technology, Internet Map Server features

uniquecapabilitiesfor supporting a wide variety of GIS clients.

Internet Map Servers make pre-defined maps available to community

organizations over the Internet, most often residing at web sites. This model

requires that some existing institution, such as city-government, colleges



and/or universities, private companies, non-governmental organizations

(NGOs) or even another community organization, establish a Web site with a

series of already designed and symbolized maps. Increasingly, although most

sites are still oriented towards cartographic display, certain sites also now

allow users to make simple spatial queries or perform analyses. For instance,

one can identify several sites; such as the 1990 census analysis of the Twin

Cities Region that allows community organizations to meet some of their

basic spatial data needs, lessening the potential requirement for a fully

functional in-house GIS. And, as more and more Web sites are created with

richer, more detailed and even modifiable maps, Internet Map Servers could

become the major source of spatial information for community organizations

(Leitner 1998, p.12).

MODELS ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES

Intemet map 5etVers Allows direct access to spatial data Dependent on computer capacity of

community organization (people and

PotentUil 2-way interactions ru.rdware/software)

Limited ability to manipulate data

according to specifIC needs

No access to external expertise to

interpret maps and data or apply to

neighborhood concerns

A neighborhood GIS center, a model with which organizations have no

empirical experience, would be the result of neighborhoods pooling their

expertise and resources, to provide a central facility that all affiliated

community organizations could use. The funding to maintain such a center

could come from the community organizations themselves, but continuity of

funding probably is best provided by a non-profit foundation, by the private



sector, or by the state. Community organizations can have short life cycles

and vary greatly in their financial solvency, meaning that a self-funded center

would not have a stable funding base and is likely to come under the influence

of the wealthiest members. The governing principles of a neighborhood GIS

center would be that its goals are set by the community organizations which it

serves and that it provides those organizations with the capacity not only to

gain access to pre-existing databases but also to input information gathered

by the communities themselves (Leitner 1998, pp.12-13).

It is always possible to create a new model for considering the local needs and

properties of the communities, out of these existing models. Some of these models could

be used together or some of them could be employed with the modifications for the

communities. Of course it is an important fact for the application and success of a system,

which provides wide range of participation and flexibility.

MODELS ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES

Neighborhood GIS center Provides economies of 8cale3 in terms Conflicts between neighborhood

of expertise and resources organt2ations about prtocittes can

reduce effectiveness

Continued operation does not depend

on the fortunes of Individual Diff"lCultto reahze because It requires

community 0tganlzabons collaboratton in advaB:e of GIS
implementation

Reoponsro.: to neighborhood needs

SlgnlrlCant extettlll1 funding must be

Promotes collaboration among secured

neighborhood orgi'ni:zations~including

problem-solving GIS facility is not located in

neighborhood

There have been several efforts for making better decisions in planning, increasing

participation opportunities and collaborative planning support system with GIS in recent

years.



In 90s the concept of Public Participatory GIS (PPGIS) or GIS2 has been

developed by National Center for Geographical Information and Analysis (NCGIA). A

workshop has been formed. The workshop's agenda was devised to support open

discussion structured around themes suggested by the GIS2 / PPGIS concept. The

implication ofthis workshop was underlining the importance of participation in GIS.

Several workshop attendees were asked to present brief, relatively

informal statements on topics including urban data sources and uses,

dimensions of conflict and dispute resolution and current technological

possibilities. Discussion directed at each topicfollowed thepresentations. All

sessions wereplenary (attended by all who have a right to attend); breakout

sessions of design workgroups were not pursued As the workshop was

conceived as the continuation of a conversation, its outcomes include

carrying that conversationforward into otherforums (NCGIA 1993, p.1).

The other five important developments were basically about the software products.

First one is a brand new software and other two are the customization of the current GIS

software Arcview.

The What m CoUaborative Planning Support System, is a scenario-based,

policy-oriented planning support system (PSS) that uses increasingly available GIS data

to support community-based processes of collaborative planning and collective decision

making. The What If? has been developed by Plan it! LLC. It incorporates procedures for

conducting land suitability analysis, projecting future land use demands and allocating the

projected demands to the most suitable locations.

The system allows users easily to create alternative development

scenarios and determine the likely impacts of alternate public policy choices

on future land use patterns and associated population and employment

trends. It is easy to use, can be customized to the users database and policy



issues and provides outputs in easy to understand maps and reports

(Klosterman1998a).
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Index, is a GIS based software for measuring community indicators. Its intended to

support community planning and development processes as a tool for stakeholder

participation and accountability in decision-making. Index has been developed by

Criterion Inc. Index is not a plug and play software that comes out of a box. It's a

frameworkmodel that is customized for each community's unique issues and priorities.

Its scope of indicator measurements can include land-use, transportation, housing,

employment,social services, infrastructure and the natural environment; and its suitable

for application at neighborhood, community and regional levels. Index is designed to

performfour key functions:

r5I Data Management. An electronic reference hbrary of information can

describe and illustrate historic trends, existing conditions and future forecasts.

r5I Public Involvement. Data and analyses can be communicated through maps,

charts, photos and videos to inform and engage stakeholders.

t5I Scenario Analysis. Important variables can be altered to simulate different

community scenarios and gauge resulting changes in outcomes.



t5l Indicator Tracking. Using stakeholder criteria and model's database,

indicators are calculated and mapped for each topic or issue. Indicators are

calculated and mapped for each topic or issue. Indicators can be scored for

"what if' evaluations of conceptual scenarios and to document actual

baselines and changing conditions over time (Criterion 1999).
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Another GIS customization is CommunityViz. CommunityViz is a suite of

software tools being developed by The Orton Family Foundation designed to assist

communitieswith spatial decision-making and analysis of land-use scenarios. This suite

of integrated ArcView extensions helps users view, project, analyze and understand

potential changes to their community by offering three-dimensional exploration,

alternativescenario building and analysis, as well as regional forecasting for community

land-useplanning.

The power of this software, when comparing it to others supporting

similar functionality, is that CommunityViz is fully interactive between its

components and Arc View. When working in anyone of the component



extensions, additions, changes and deletions to data are reflected

automatically in the other two components. Although no community can

predict its future, CommunityViz is a tool that significantly increases the

ability of citizens and their government to define and shape their desired

future. CommunityViz has three components: Scenario Constructor,

Townbuilder3D and Policy Simulator Module (Orton 2000, p.2).

Another GIS customization is Active Response GIS (ARGIS) and ARGIS is a

multi user GIS tool that increases participant involvement in urban planning. ARGIS has

been developed by Center for International Earth Science Information Network

(CIESIN). It provides an interactive, real-time environment for teams of resource

managers to debate land allocation issues. It enables decision-makers to effectively take

advantage of the collective knowledge of the entire group in determining decision criteria

and assessing implications of land planning alternatives.

01 ARGIS Smart Places: Supports land use planners in comparing the risks and

impacts of alternative land use scenarios. It can be used for both urban design

and natural resource management. It provides selectable user levels, on-screen



sketching of land use scenarios, automatic calculation of attributes for each

sketched feature, comparison of multiple design scenarios, configurable links

to geo-referenced empirical models and impact summaries.

tSI ARGIS Collaborative Negotiation System: Assists resource management

teams in debating land issues and jointly considering risks and impacts.

InCOrPOrates the geographic decision tools of the Smart Places application

into a networked planning application. Each meeting participant is provided

with a laptop computer. The Collaborative Negotiation System captures and

summarizes meeting participants' votes, comments, or positions via the

networked laptops. Participants can individually construct geographic

recommendations, which can then be shared or combined via the network.

tSI ARGIS Public Information Kiosk: Facilitates public review and gathering

of public comment on proposed land use plans. Allows the public to

interactively review land use plan alternatives, visualize differences between

alternatives, submit written comments and submit sketches for proposed map

changes. Planners automatically collect both sketches and written comments

in a database for review (Faber 1997).
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GeoCboicePerspectives software supports single user and/or group-based decision

making in a GIS context. GeoChoicePerspectives has been developed by Geo Choice Inc.

Decision participants use GeoChoicePerspectives to explore, evaluate and prioritize

preferences on all aspects of a decision-making process involving multiple criteria and

options. Options are represented as ArcView GIS points, lines or areas with attributes.

Multiple perspectives on options evaluation can be combined to provide an overall

perspective. Single users can use GeoChoicePerspectives to synthesize multiple

evaluations of an option ranking. Groups can use GeoChoicePerspectives to combine

multiple perspectives on criteria and options in an iterative process for consensus

building.

The GeoChoicePerspectivespackage is composed of three components:

GeoVisual, ChoiceExplorer and ChoicePerspectives. The GeoVisual

component is used by decision participants for exploring geographic data on

maps andpresenting the results of site options rankingsfor single user and/or

group contexts that are generated by ChoiceExplorer or ChoicePerspectives.

GeoVisual is implemented as an extension of the Arc ViewGISplatform. The

ChoiceExplorer component is used by decision participants to perform

criteria selection and weighting plus options evaluation and prioritization.

ChoicePerspectives synthesizes rankings from ChoiceExplorer that are

subsequently displayed as consensus maps in GeoVisual. GeoVisual and

ChoiceExplorer are dynamically linked to support interactive computation

and display (GeoChoice 2001, p.1).

The GeoChoicePerspectives package can be used in a variety of meeting venues: in

face-to-face meetings - participants meet at the same place and same time, in storyboard

meetings - participants meet at the same place, but at different times, in conference call

meetings - participants meet in different places at the same time, in distributed meetings -

participants meet in different places at different (convenient) times.
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Those six important efforts for a better GIS in the urban planning discipline in

recent years have exposed that participatory approaches and collaborative work

opportunitiesand facilities are very crucial for the success. Therefore, much more new

researchesshould be directed on these issues for making GIS a lot more efficient system

forthe communities.

GIS and related spatial technologies are suddenly expanding to

embrace many traditionally separate functions. At the same time, many other

types of software are beginning to add GIS-like functionality: spreadsheets

and their improved graphics capabilities in handling 2-D maps and 3-D

visualizations are a case in point. In one sense, software is breaking up on the

desktop into basic modules, which can be hooked together in diverse ways

while other software is becoming increasingly generic in that all manner of

textual, numerical and graphical functions are being included under the same

heading. GIS itself is changing as more functions are embodied in hardware

and as the vendors increasingly begin to specialize in applications, in data



Respect to urban planning, the future is likely to be dominated by

smaller,finer scale applications at the level of urban design, the increasing

development of 3-D GIS capability and the use of urban remote sensing for

data capture and generation. Many of the applications and extensions are

underway at different centers around the world, as part of the European

Science Foundation's GISDATA program, aspart of the USNational Science

Foundation's National Center for Geographic Information and Analysis

(NCGIA) program and at centers like the University of London. The

integrationof diverse software and methods will have a major impact on what

people are able to plan for and howpeople might develop effective planning

for complex urban environments in the next decades (Batty 1996, p.8).

Changes in the technology, especially advances in object-oriented programming

systems and widespread digital connectivity via the World Wide Web, are fundamentally

redefining and restructuring the way planners will interact with computers and with the

data and models that reside on those computers. The specification of spatial objects,

spatial-data libraries, object-oriented programming and Internet-based programming

languages such as Java seems to be the new trends for the new GIS generation and

utilization. These trends point to a future when the next paradigm for GIS will be

planning support systems with embedded spatial support systems with embedded spatial

data and process models, enabling stakeholders in the planning process to focus more on

the "what" and the "why" rather than the "how" of GIS based models (Heikkila 1998).

According to Heikkila (1998) the future of GIS in planning and the ways that

planners will use and conceive of GIS will be interrelated to the following six

propositions;

151 The core of the computing universe will continue to shift dramatically from



the desktop or standalone CPU to the network and planners will not be

exempt from this pervasive trend.

15I Spatial models both spatial data models and the spatial process models that

interact with them will be integral components of emerging planning support

systems (PSS).

15I Emerging standards for spatial model protocols will facilitate the integration

of PSS model components that are derived from disparate sources and that

were developed for distinct purposes on diverse platforms and planners will

look more to the Internet network to supply ingredients for their PSS.

15I Increasingly sophisticated user interfaces will enable planners to focus more

on the ''what'' and the ''why'' rather than on the "how" of GIS models.

15I The communicative and collaborative aspects of planning will be

strengthened, as PSS model building becomes more of a shared enterprise

among diverse stakeholder groups.

15I Dispersed, network and communication-based planning support systems with

embedded spatial objects will be the new paradigm for planning GIS

(Heikkila 1998).

According to Jack Dangermond from ESRI; in the course of time there is a trend

and transition from a "personal GIS" in which single users access their own data on their

ownmachines, to "departmental GIS" in which multiple users working for a single

department (e.g. a municipal planning department) can access a departmental database, to

"corporate GIS" in which people working in several departments across a corporate

entity (such as the municipality) can access a centrally maintained and shared corporate

database and finally to "societal or Internet GIS" many people accessing many

databases located all over the world.

It is obvious that soon or later in this computing universe, planners will not be

exempt from using Information Technologies and GIS in their planning tasks. Whatever it

is called, Societal GIS or Public Participation GIS or Collaborative GIS, the key aspect of

this recent GIS is its participatory side. That participation is basically the democratization



It is a momentous fact to consider public participation in urban planning. Therefore,

what public participation is, in which fashion this participation could be established and

what types and levels of the participation process are currently available for citizens, are

the important questions that have to be asked and resolved in this research. In the

following chapter these issues are enlightened.



"I disapprove of what you say, but I will defend to the death your

right to say it" (Voltaire, 1694-1778).

"Tell me, I forget, Show me, I remember, Involve me, I

understand" (Moore 1997, p.13).

Just as technology has become more pervasive in society, so has the importance of

public participation, though not in any simple fashion. In many non-industrial societies,

including ones that exist today, small groups of people live and work together and almost

everyone is involved in decisions affecting the group, though power based inequalities on

age and gender are common. With the rise of larger groups based on agriculture and

industry, domination by rulers, such as emperors or landowners, became the usual pattern.

The ancient Athenians used a variety of methods for citizen participation in decision-

making. Even though women and slaves were left out because they were not considered

citizens, the ancient Athenians were exceptional in the amount and quality of participation

that occurred, especially compared to the autocracy and oppression in much of world in

the centuries since (Martin 1999).

The push for participation has become ever more important in the past few hundred

years. At the formal political level, feudal regimes have been replaced by systems of

representative government, with elected representatives. At first, voting was restricted to a

propertied elite, but successive struggles have broadened the franchise to include almost

all of the adult population.



From the ancient Greeks to the modern age participation has gone along way.

Participation has interacted nearly in every aspect of the lives. Furthermore, it is hoped to

be effective almost in every communal decision making process. So what is participation?

Participation in decision-making can mean many things. In the wider meaning,

participation is a process during which, individuals, groups and organizations are

consulted about or have the opportunity to become dynamically involved in a project or

program of activity.

As it is always expected from participation, there are numerous benefits of the

participation for a wide range of societies from companies to communities. According to

Bynard(1999), the general benefits of the participation are:

15I People who feel they have a say are more likely to be positive about

proposals.

15I Fresh ideas may emerge.

15I People may get help in kind or other resources.

15I People are far more likely to be part ofa long-term solution if they have some

ownership ofthe early ideas.

15I Involvement on one project or program builds understand, trust and

confidence which may be important on other occasions (Brynard 1999b, pA).

Besides these benefits of a better 'product' or outcome are the 'process' issues of

helping develop people's confidence and skills. Benefits are most likely for all concerned

when:

15I The main interests agree on the appropriate level of participation.

15I There is a common language to discuss issues and develop ideas.

15I Appropriate methods are used to get as much agreement as possible on

desired outcomes (Brynard 1999b, p.4).

Because there have been numerous benefits of the participation for a community,

many local administrations are willing to promote participation for solving the local

needs. Reasons for local administrations and other authorities to consider promoting



participation are:

151 Legislation or central government encouragement. A number of Acts impose

consultation requirements and many funding programs also specify

community involvement.

151 Dissatisfaction with public service delivery has led to government seeking to

remove services from local government control; councils have responded

with decentralization and devolution of powers, which involve participation.

151 Efficiency and effectiveness may be improved by involving the community

and consumers. At the very least it forestalls conflict and can more positively

bring new ideas, perspectives and resources into policymaking and problem

solving. Resources can be better targeted.

151 Consumers are demanding involvement. Nowaday's so many people are

more likely to take action on issues that concern them (Brynard 1999b, p.35).

3.2 Public Participation and Broadening Democracy

Democracy involves a critical reflection of the meaning of sociality, what it means

for humans to social beings and what connects individuals to community and society, in

other words, the ontological foundations of democracy.

Participation is about democratizing all of us, the human beings and

not 'just the society'. Participation should be understood as political action,

praxis, in which individuals relate to society. Participation then, is a process

of 'giving birth '(Gotze 1997, p.89).

People are searchingfor bearings: "What kind of world am I creating

by my actions and would I want to live where someone else creating it?" It is

necessary to develop a sociological imagination, where each individual's life

agenda a new and in a new way can ally itself with a collective life agenda, so

that the antithesis between individuality and sociality will dissolve. It is a

question of learning processes that combine critical perception of the existing



circumstances and perspectives for emancipative development with an

experimentaldevelopment and acquisition of new social and culturalforms of

living and working under more emancipative circumstances (Gotze 1997,

p.90).

Participation should be seen as a "process in which individuals take

part in decision making in the institutions, programs and environments that

affect them" and " process in which individuals confront one another and

adjust their wants and desires, thus creating, a common ordering of

individualneeds and wants into a single vision of thefuture in which all can

share and thus, sharing the shell of outlook and perception" (Gotze 1997,

p.91).

Participation also has the potential to create a co-operative approach by the public

towards public management, which in turn, will require a public participative approach by

public managers to the execution of their duties and to the needs of society. The public

should realize that they, individually or through interest groups, should participate in

public matters that affect them, with a view to persuading public managers to promote

their particular interests by changing public policy pertaining to a specific matter.

Everyone also has to realize that public participation can shape broad policies of local

governments, and its effects on routine policy decisions could be maximal.

3.3 Public Participation in the Different Planning Philosophies

Technocratic planners often depict the ''problem'' in urban planning as the top-down

imposition of an ordered environment. The "solution" is to achieve more genuine forms

of bottom-up community participation in the evaluation of development proposals.

The models of participation that are set out below (technocratic, liberal and radical)

are associated with different philosophies of planning (comprehensive, incremental and

advocacy, respectively). Because these planning and participation models overlap both



conceptually and historically, a capsule introduction to these three forms of planning is

providedalong with its associated model of participation.

TEC:H:NOCRATIC / LD3ER..AL/ RADICAL /

CO:MPREl'-I:El'l"SIVE Il'l"C~TAL ADVOCACY

CONCEPT OF A generalized public A market of individual Under-represented grou ps

COMJMUN:ITY in terest determined by in tecests and preferences threatened by dev'elopment

experts

FORM OF Pu blic consultation by Consumer choice D eve10pment of counter

PAR.TICIP ATIOl'l" c::xperts plans and offers

PLANNER'S KEY D «=termine optirrLal Determine pu biie Ensure equal access to

ROLE solutions preFecC'lc:es decision making

PROCESS Scientific ~uation Democratic representation La.'\X7ba.sed~ adversari:a.l

FAVORED lI.!IETH:ODS Cost:- benl"!fi.t baso::i Votingana.logues e.g, Educ:a.tional a.nd wvecsacial

methods~ ~ etc. surve:Y .. participation strategies:

ETHICAL BASIS Utilita.rianism Liberalism Critical thOJry

KEY ROLE OF I nput: into scientific Input into pluralist: process Counter-plans .. protest ..

COMMUNITY process obstruction

GOVERN"MENT'S W"eigh expertise and Balance oornpo=ing interests D isttibu te w-ea.1th;a.rb itra.te

IDEAL ROLE other policies

PROJECT Il'l"ITIATOR Private or public Priva..te or public d~e1oper Pcivs:b= or public do.re:loper

developer

PHiLOSOP:HICAL Rationality Procedural justice Distributive justit:::J:::

AIM

COMPETING VALVES Majority ""ins Balance of interests~ trade- Equgj opport1.Jnit:y~ filir game

offs rules

PREFERRED Transpa.rency of D en:gula.tion and less l:vfore community pOUTergnd

REFORJ'l.1:S dec::ision making govemme:nt autonomy

3.3.1 Comprehensive, Technocratic or Top-Down Planning

"Comprehensive Planning" is initially only meant that whole municipalities were

zoned (i.e. certain land uses were restricted to certain areas). Eventually, however, zoning

and other forms of development control, or "Statutory Planning", conformed to simple

master plans aimed at distributing land uses to reduce their impacts on adjacent properties

(rather than the broader impacts of development). These early forms of development

control proved too rigid to accommodate technological and social change.

Community participation within the traditional comprehensive

approach to planning was characterized as technocratic and top-down.

Despite references to multiple publics or a multiplicity of values, the

"community" was conceived as a monolith whose best interests were

translated intophysical form by experts. Critics maintained thatparticipation



just meant consultation or "input" in planning and development approval

systems while experts or expediency determined what was best for the whole

community. The government agency (planning authority or commission)

weighed and balanced this advice with a range of competing policy

objectives. Comprehensive planning presupposed that an optimal result for

the community could be objectively determined and that planning decisions

flowed directly from information. Hence abstract, "objective" decision aids

developed, such as cost-benefit analysis, risk analysis and environmental and

social impact assessment which, being highly technical, arguably exclude lay

people from genuine involvement (Martin 1999, p.1l3).

In the technocratic top-down planning tradition, participation is seen as disciplining

the decision-making process. Increasingly, more open procedures enable the public to

oversee the administrative process (e.g. "transparent" processes, plain language, impact

statements, written decisions and other accountability measures). But while public

hearings allow the general public to express its views, these need not be acted upon.

Objectors must often find errors in the technical procedures employed by experts, which

canbe legally challenged, at least for negotiation purposes (Martin 1999).

3.3.2 Incremental, Liberal or Non-Planning

Incremental or liberal planning came into vogue in the 1960s. It was a pragmatic

response to the problems of implementing comprehensive plans and was an attempt to fit

planning within liberal ideology. Incremental decision-making is supposed to minimize

the risk of big mistakes by making marginal and tentative adjustments in direction or

approach. In the context of resource or land use allocation on a finite planet, it is really

"non-planning", because such decisions mask cumulative effects that are largely

irreversible from an ecological perspective. Case-by-case development decisions convert

land and environmental "goods" to private consumption, thus reducing future public

options, while simultaneously obscuring the cumulative social and environmental impacts

and the opportunity costs of these resource transfers. Over time, incremental choices form

a "decision tree": at each branch, planning decisions may be rational, but when taken as a
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wholethey may not be, as people could end up out on a limb. Although many planners

subscribed to a belief in a "public interest," when economics became the state religion in

the 1980s, many redefined their position as "entrepreneurs," whose role was to attract

investmentto the community (Martin 1999).

While the technocratic model of participation can be selective about

public opinion, the "liberal" model presupposes that consumer preferences

and producer needs correspond with optimal planning decisions. This

suggests that the role of planning is merely to resolve conflict among

competing interests when the market fails to do so. Planning is therefore

subservient to consumption and the producers and businesses, which sustain

consumerism. The consumer or voter is still relatively passive in this model of

participation. The individual expresses wants, but it is the expert who collates

and interprets community preferences and advises governments (the final

arbitrator). This liberal model obscures the obvious, that as powerful firms

and individuals incrementally acquire more resources through the planning

and resource allocation system, their influence over decision-making grows.

Further, critics note, consumer demand whether ascertained by research,

market or voting mechanisms, is a function of prior resource allocations,

opportunities and advertising (Martin 1999, p.120).

3.3.3 Radical, Advocacy or Bottom-Up Planning

Comprehensive planning was not designed to consider who gained at

whose expense, or the effect of development on values like sense of place and

community. Foreshadowing postmodernism, some planners and architects

began to realize that "ghetto dwellers" (many of whom were recent migrants)

had life styles, value structures and cultures, which needed to be

accommodated in the built environment. The virtue of giving the poor more

meaningful participation was demonstrated by the riots of the 1960s. The US

"war on poverty" made possible a spate of advocacy planning and design

agencies organized along the lines of legal aid offices. Inspired by the civil



rights movement, advocacy planners sought to give disadvantaged

communities a voice in the land use investment and development decisions

that affected them (Martin 1999, p.124).

Advocacy planning was a genuine attempt at bottom-up planning.

Advocacy planners tried to empower the community by providing technical

support and political advice, without imposing their own values, decisions or

strategies on their client groups. They worked to overcome cultural, class and

language barriers to assist under-represented and under-resourced

community groups in communicating with technocrats and negotiating with

administrators. In this model, the community takes an active role in planning

and designs through hands-on involvement, rather than "consultation."

Advocacy may be more likely than the other participation models to result in

conditions being placed on a development approval, such as more energy-

efficient design, cleaner technology or even a better site for the project. These

modifications, however, are only likely where they cost little, improve an

image of the project and deflate public opposition (Martin 1999, p.125).

In pluralist theory, which legitimizes advocacy planning, the individual is the

embodiment of many interests and affiliations, which lead to alliances with different

interest groups. Because advocacy makes claims of being representative, it has been

criticized for assuming that self-selecting participants can truly speak for the community.

This critique assumes numerical ')-epresentation" is the primary objective rather than

planningoutcomes that represent community interests.

Whether the advocate works outside the system or inside a government

organization, the objective is to improve participation or, at most, reduce the power

differentials between vested interests and community groups, rather than to change the

decision-making system fundamentally.



Public participation regularly serves as a proxy for community empowerment.

There are several types of public participation and empowerment models for individuals

andthe communities.

Sherry Arnstein's seminal article on citizen participation in planning

activities identified eight different models of participation based on power in

actual decision making authority; for Arnstein, citizen participation is citizen

power, specifically the redistribution of power that enables those citizens who

"have-not." It follows that participation without redistribution of power is

both empty and frustrating. Using the ladder metaphor, Arnstein (1969)

presented a typology drawn from US federal programs that influenced the

normative guides of citizen participation in planning for the next 25 years

(Heckman 1999, p.13).
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Manipulation and Therapy: Both are non participative. The aim is to

cure or educate the participants. The proposed plan is best and the job of

participation is to achieve public support by public relations.

Informing: is the most important first step to legitimate participation.

But too frequently the emphasis is on a one-way flow of information. There is

nochannelforfeedback



Consultation: Is again a legitimate step - attitude surveys,

neighborhoodmeetings and public enquiries. But Arnstein still feels this is

just a window dressing ritual.

Placation: for example, co-option of handpicked "worthies" onto

committees.It allows citizens to advise or plan ad infinitum but retains for

power holders the right tojudge the legitimacy orfeasibility of the advice.

Partnership: Power is in fact redistributed through negotiation

between citizens and power holders. Planning and decision-making

responsibilitiesare shared e.g. throughjoint committees.

Delegated Power: Citizens holding a clear majority of seats on

committees with delegated powers to make decisions. Public now has the

power to assure accountability of theprogram to them.

Citizen Control: Have-nots handle the entire job of planning,

policymaking and managing a program (e.g. neighborhood corporation with

no intermediaries between it and the source offunds) (Batson 1994, p.6).

Twenty-eightyears after Arnstein, another ladder metaphor has been

presented by Rocha. While there are similarities between these two

typologies, there are two significant differences. First, Rocha's typology is

based on classification of power experiences, which itself is based on the

source of power and the object or target of power; this contrasts with

Arnstein's interpretation ofpower in the classic sense thatpower is the ability

to affect the behavior of another to do something they would not otherwise do.

Second, in Arnstein's ladder the rungs shared the same locus, that of the

community; in Rocha's typology the locus variesfrom individual to

community (Heckman 1999, p.14).
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The point of these two typologies, or similar conceptual schemes by others, is that

there are different models of participation and empowerment, each with different goals,

purposes and methods. Obviously, different models might be more effective, or more

likelyfound, in different decision-making and planning contexts or processes (Heckman

1999).

Public participation in urban planning can be described as the citizens' power on the

decisions about their lives and environs. This participation can be realized only by

changingthe passive position of people on the decisions and applications to an active one.

There is not only one standard participation model or approach for constructing

contribution in the planning by citizens. According to Tekeli (1990), the provision of

various tasks five different levels of participation approaches has been developed.

First and the lowest level of participation approach is to impose the developed plan

to the public. If a business term can be applied for this level, it could be the "marketing".

In this approach, planners see themselves as the protectors of the planning and public

interest. They believe that integrating planning into the political process cause self-

interestedness, therefore planning should be kept above the politics (Tekeli 1990).

Second approach is to be informed by the public reactions with limited

participation. Planners let citizens to transform their problems into the planning process



pot. In this approach similar to the first one, planners' role has not been changed much.

Plannersdo not give up trying to develop rational decisions for establishing the public

interest.They only have realized and seen the limitations of reaching their goals, this is

mainlybecause of the inconsistency of their research techniques. Consequently, they add

intotheir planning process the established relations that are helping to transfer citizens'

problems(Tekeli 1990).

Third approach is to participate into the planning decisions. There is a radical

change in the planning understanding with this participation approach. A good plan is

beingseen equal to a good participation process. In this approach, more over than being a

newurban planning proposal, participatory local democracy understanding noticeably is a

newsociety design (Tekeli 1990).

Fourth approach is seeing participation as a tool for establishing "critical

rationalism". Construction of an ideal for the society is a matter of ideal circumstances of

life.Therefore critical theory cannot be appeared without freedom and justice. With this

featurecritical theory is the theory of present but its concerns are related with the future.

In this perspective planners are joining the existing process that society has already

involvedin (Tekeli 1990).

Fifth approach is to participate not only for sharing the benefits, but also creating

productivity. This approach is a wider perspective of the third approach and helps in

generating local democracy. Actually this approach is a wider interpretation of the third

approach, in other words, this approach helps establishing local democracy and

collaborative work understanding in the society (Tekeli 1990).

In Turkey as well as many of the developed countries, not only in the planning

discipline,but also in the political and managerial decisions, participation has become one

of the mainstream and values. Compelling people to accept a predefined model of

planningor development, becomes harder and harder day-by-day. The accomplishment of

planning is measured by the indicators such as success in contributions in constructing a



free and equitable society. The legitimate of the participation depends on this social

contribution.

3.5 Public Participation Before The Information Age

It can be seen from the literature that there was considerable interest in public

participation methodology for about ten years, starting in the late 1960s. Many books

werewritten (Burke, 1979; Sanoff. 1978), research was reported in professional journals,

oneof the most original being written by Arnstein (1969) and seminars were held (Sewell

& Coppock, 1977). The reason for this interest seems to have been demand, as identified

bySewell and Coppock (1977) (Sarjakovski 1998).

Planning in the 1970s faces a critical challenge: how to accommodate

a mounting demand for a greater degree of public participation. It emerged

initially in connection with problems relating to cities, such as urban renewal,

the location of noxious facilities and the development of transport networks.

Recently it has been even more widespread, embracing such matters as

poverty, education and the protection of the environment. While this

challenge is not new, it has become increasingly intense in the past decade

and is experienced in the United Kingdom, North America and elsewhere

(Sewell & Coppock, 1977) (Sarjalrovski 1998, p.382).

The book by Burke (1979) brought together many of the views related to a

participatory approach, when applied in urban planning. In the summary part of the

chapter on the citizen participation characteristics in planning the following is stated:

Planning is axiomatically participatory. Historically, however, the base of participation in

public planning has changed from a small informal elite to a formal broad base of

constituents. The aims of citizen participation have also changed. Citizens now can serve

three functions in planning. One is to serve as a constituency of support for the planning

agency and its activities. The second is to serve as a means of wisdom and knowledge in

the development ofa plan and in identifYing the mission of the planning agency. The third



and emerging function is to act as a watchdog over one's own as well as others' rights in

the design and delivery of policies (Burke, 1979).

According to Burke, with a citation to Arnstein (1969), there are five

roles citizens can play in planning; review and comment, consultation,

advisory, shared decision-making and controlled decision making. Citizens

can be enacting more than one of these roles in an organization. The

emergence of a citizen role inplanning, as well as the increasing specialized

planning agencies, has changed the decision-making base of community

planning from purely a public interest orientation to a private interest

orientation. Planning agencies function on behalf of a substantive issue and

define constituency (Sarjakovski 1998, p.382).

Many techniques were developed for public participation (Sewell &

Coppock, 1977), includingpublic opinion polls and other surveys, referenda,

theballot box,public hearings, advocacy planning, letters to editors orpublic

officials, representation of pressure groups, protests and demonstrations,

court actions, public meetings, workshops or seminars and task forces. The

obviousfact that each technique has advantages and disadvantages was also

recognized (Sarjakovski 1998, pp.382-383).

The descriptive dimensions of the public involvement mechanism were analyzed by

Vindasius (1974) and Sewell and Coppock (1977). The matrix of the types of public

involvement mechanisms is exposed in the Table 3.2 (Sarjakovski 1998). An additional

type of involvement mechanism that is Internet has been included to the table by the

author.



Tl'Pe of Publi c Descriptive Dimensions

Irwolvement Mechanism Focus in Scope Focus in Specif it Degree of Two Level of Public Agency Stoff

Way Commun icati on Activity Require Time Requirement

Irrformal Local Contacts low high high medium medium

Mass M.edia high low 10 •••. low low

Ploblications high medium low low low

Survey and Quest ionnai re medium high low medium medium

Workshop low hiqh hiqh hiqh high

AdvisoryComm ittees low hiqh hiqh hiqh hiqh

PloblicHearinQs medium low low high medium

PloblicMeetings medium low medium medium medium

PloblicInquiry hiqh low low medium medium

Special Task Forces low high high high high

Gaming Simulations low high high high high

Intemet high high high medium low

Public participation in the planning process is important. The question is whether

information technology can aid this participation. Numerous authors have looked at

computer technology and social issues and questioned whether technology aids

democracy or diminishes it. "Garson (1997) sees such technology providing individuals

and smaller organizations with more information, thereby reducing monolithic decision-

making and redirecting resources in their direction" (Craig 1998a).

3.6 Technologies Shaping Public Participation

A few hundred years ago, talking about the technology and public participation

would have been meaningless to most people. Dramatic changes have occurred in both of

these areas. The word "technology" today often brings sophisticated things like

computers, missiles and genetic engineering to the mind. But it also includes everyday
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itemssuch as chairs, clothes, paper and toothbrushes. For someone who lives in a city in

an industrialized country, one's entire life seems to take place within a technological

framework;driving a car or taking a train to work in an office building, communicating

by telephone and electronic mail, purchasing goods manufactured in factories, eating food

processedin other factories, using energy produced in distant plants, perhaps consulting a

doctor who uses diagnostic equipment, going home to a house or apartment built from

materialsmined and processed and sleeping on a manufactured bed.

The word "technology" is often interpreted as to mean machines or

artifacts, thosefamiliar things that people can see and touch. More broadly,

technology also includes the social processes through which artifacts are

created and maintained, such as the division of labor in a factory.

Specifically, "technology" can include systems of knowledge that are

associatedwith artifacts, such as scientific knowledge about a manufactured

drug like Aspirin. Just as technology has become more pervasive in society,

so has the importance o/public participation (Martin 1999, p.4).

There are several obstacles to widespread public participation in decisions about

technology. One is that most people lack expertise. The argument is that since they don't

really understand the technology or its implications, they are not qualified to judge it.

Another obstacle for widespread public participation is lack of time. A person may be

ableto become informed about transport or health policy, but what about energy, defense

and industry? These and many other areas contain a multitude of specific issues, each

with its own complexities. It is impossible for everyone to be involved in every issue.

That is precisely the argument in favor of representative democracy.

Information technology (IT) is basically the devices and systems designed to

transfer information through telephone, fiber optics lines or airwaves, the computer

hardware that receives and stores the information transferred and the computer software

programs and data storage devices that facilitate such transfer and allow the recipient to

use and analyze data to create information for a specific purpose (Kellogg 1999).



Information technology holds some qualified promise as a promoter of

democratic values. Yet a great many decisions will be made in the coming

years as information technologies and institutions coevolved and people have

a moral obligation to try to make these decisions in a democratic spirit. The

first principle of democratic decision-making, of course, is effective

participation of all of the stakeholders and the technology already makes it

much easier for stakeholder groups to think together about the technological

and institutional changes that will soon affect them (Agre 1999b, p.5).

Primary infonnation elements, which are helping communities and organizations

forproviding public participation, are Telephone, Computers, Internet and GIS.

3.6.1 Telephone as a Participatory Mechanism

Telephone calls can be critical for the continuation of relationships,

which cannot be physically sustained Telephone is also ubiquitous in the

western world at least, offers both immersiveness and interactivity and comes

closest to satisfying the goal of deliberative democracy. Telephone is a

technological mediator in participatory mechanisms. Tele-democracy, which

often uses a combination of television and computers, might allow for the

involvement of larger numbers of citizens and could be described as being

either immersive (television) or interactive (computers). The commonplace

telephone is a form of technology, which does both, albeit in the auditory

dimension alone (Martin 1999, p.37).

Telephone is an important point of contact for people who had been selected

according to a sampling for being a part of citizen inquiries and provides their

participation. Perhaps this openness equates with what at least one researcher sees as the

more private nature of telephone conversations over those conducted face-to-face. When

considering the possibilities offered by technological methods of participation, nothing

seemed to compare with the reliable telephone with a warm, human voice at each end.



The telephone can be appropriate for small-scale democratic decision-making.

Democracyis based on the principle of dialogue, not monologue and that quality, not

quantity,is the measure of democratic participation and for this reason telephone is an

importanttool for participation facilitation.

3.6.2 Computer Technologies and New Public Sphere Internet

The rapid increase in the availability of information technology to the nearly all

disciplinesmade people think of using those technologies for the public participation as

well.

Networked information technology holds out the promise of universal access to the

meansof association, the mechanisms, by which people can reach out to one another to

thinktogether, act together, do business together, grieve together and generally be a part

of something together. Of course, people already do these things through the mail and

over the telephone and through the unions. But networked information technology and

specificallythe Internet, provides an extraordinarily versatile complement to all of these

existingmedia and spaces.

The Internet makes it easy to organize loose networks of people across

a distance, or keep the logistical details of an organization in order between

conferences, or to get the word out quickly when something happens. Almost

everyone agrees that these things multiplied by millions and not the actions of

the government that keep society running. An authoritarian society must

scatter these lateral connections and teach people to orient themselves

upwards and downwards, whether in a bureaucracy or in a stratified system

of orders and classes. A democratic society keeps its millions of lateral

connections in working order so that people can continually come together,

whether for business or governance or culture, as needs and opportunities

arise (Agre 1999b, p. 7).



There is no doubt about the importance of computer networking for the widening of

thecomputerization movement and its impact on society. Especially the Internet has been

effectivein this process. Computer networks were "the province of serious scientists,

hackersand hobbyists" until a few years ago. But today, "everyone" uses the Internet. The

Internethas become an important public media (especially in the US) already today for

localas well as global communications.

The use mailing lists to communicate and collaborate through the net is gaining

importance.Mailing lists are email distribution lists for people interested in a particular

topic. People who sign up for (subscribe to) a mailing list have the messages delivered

directlyinto their email box. Mailing lists can be very small, perhaps only a dozen people

or so, but also they can be quite large, including thousands of people. In some cases, large

mailinglists are connected to newsgroups, web boards, etc., so postings on a mailing list

appearon a corresponding newsgroup, web board, or whatever and vice versa.

"The development of the web and the Internet in general, is moving on so rapidly

that it is no simple task to keep track of what is going on. New, more powerful than ever,

applicationsand systems are brought to the web every day" (Gotze 1997, p.75). Access to

the Web and other information technology empowers the neighborhood organization by

givingit more information to use in its own deliberations. Whether these deliberations are

internalor external, more information makes them better. Internal deliberations help the

community set its priorities. Information is used in external deliberations helps the

organization better argue its case (Craig 1998a).

E-mail, list-servers and Web conferencing also have internal and

external value. Internally they allow citizens to discuss issues and comment

on plans as they are developed Such grassroots democracy is critical to the

viability of the neighborhood Externally, these communication tools are

useful for building coalitions with other neighborhoods and for making direct

contacts with elected officials who have the final decision in any plan (Craig

1998a, pA03).



Democracy aided by computers and in particular, computer network is

the subject of many current debates and discussions locally and globally.

Thereare also many practical, mainly experimental initiatives in thefield. A

whole new form of computerization movement has emerged, or perhaps

rather, a myriad of different movements, all sharing the computerization

aspect, in various forms. Computerization can be understood as all human

(socialand cultural) processes where computers are involved (Gotze 1997,
p.77).

While most governments have been active (not necessarily successfully though) on

the Web for some time, governments have not until very recently used the net system.

Somegovernments, on the contrary, make strong efforts to limit the use by their citizens

of certain newsgroups (i.e. censorship).

It is also very important to create spaces for communication that allow for a

diversity of perspectives and modes of communicating, acknowledging differences and

conflicts; work towards redistribution of resources and opportunities to disadvantaged

groups, including access to computers and email where appropriate.

As widely observed, nations are moving towards an era in which the

WWWlike network is afully-fledged mass medium, accessible and used like

radio, television and print today. Schuder (1994) writes, quoting Grunder

(1991), that computing network is afourth medium: "It's not radio, It's not

television, it's not print, but it has characteristics of all three. The main

distinction is that community networks are interactive. People can interact

withone another and with the issue of the day" (Sarjakovski 1998, p.383).

The interest in systems supporting public participation in planning has evolved

through several phases and such that emphasis in the works shifted back and forth

between technological and methodological issues. Research in spatial decision



support systems already has a rather long tradition (Dens~ 1991; Goodchild &

Densham,1995). Works related to collaborative spatial decision support system (CSDSS)

focusedon overcoming the limitations of single-user GIS (Armstrong, 1994; Densham,

Armstrong,& Kemp, 1995). As pointed out by Coucleis and Monmonier (1995), CSDSS

havetheir roots in operations research. The works by Faber (1995, 1997) offer a good

exampleof an approach in which the architecture of a CSDSS is based on integration of

group-work tools and GIS tools (Sarjakovski 1998). All those studies (Seechapter two)

encouragedurban planners to use new methods and move towards GIS to support public

participation.

3.7 Community-Based Organizations for Broadening Participation

Community-Based Organizations (CBOs) are non-profit organizations

that operate in urban neighborhoods to benefit neighborhood residents and

address their concerns by constructing a participation opportunities in the

decision making process. CBOs typically serve to a relatively small

geographic area, tend to have a small full-time staff and often depend on

neighborhoodvolunteersfor program delivery (Kellogg 1999, p.447).

CBOs are characterized foremost by their close working relationship

with neighborhood residents and block-based organizations. CBOs have a

long history in the US, beginning in the later 19th century and have

consistentlyworked to improve living conditions in America' s poorer, urban

neighborhoods. The early organizations included settlement houses, school

co-operatives,playground advocates andpublic health organizations. Today,

community-based organizations also include community development

corporations,small business associations, affordable housing coalitions and

socialserviceproviders. These thousands of organizations address the social,

economicand physical aspects of community development and include crime

mitigation, housing rehabilitation, maternal and infant health care, youth

programs, job training, tenant advocacy, recreational activities, small



business assistance and neighborhood planning in their activities (Kellogg

1999,p.447).

The role of community-based organizations has grown in importance over the last

severaldecades as the US and many European Governments have devolved responsibility

for implementation of many programs that address urban problems to the local, sub-

municipal and neighborhood level. City governments often view community-based

organizations as a useful and even preferred means for service delivery and citizen

participation.Community-based organizations today seek improved capacity to address

environmental problems in urban neighborhoods. Many seek access to information

technologies such as the Internet and Geographic Information Systems to expand

informationabout their neighborhood's environmental quality to support their planning

andservice efforts.

Participation is the key point for the communities to give their best choices for

themselves. Advance technologic tools make participatory process suitable for better

decisions.Essentially decision making in the urban planning process is a very complex

progress. However, adding participatory progresses in this process seems to be quite

difficult, advanced decision approaches are simpli.fYing this course of action for

participatory facilities and choosing strategically. And finally GIS and other new

Information Technologies can broaden public participation with the help of the

community-based organizations in policy making in the urban and regional planning

issues.

Public participation has always been a hot issue in the urban planning discipline.

For clarifying the necessity of the participation in the local decisions, the decision making

process has to be overviewed again. Therefore in the following chapter the issues of the

structure of the decision making process, innovative approaches for strengthening the

decision process and new information technologies in the planning and decision

environmentsare discussed.



'Would you tell me please, which way I ought to go from

here?' said Alice. That depends a good deal on where you

want to get to' said the Cat. 'I don't much care where' said

Alice. Then it doesn't matter which way you go' said the Cat"

(Alice in Wonderland, Lewis Carroll, 1865).

"In the interdependent society of today people recognize that

the decisions of one individual will affect other individuals too.

In a democracy the individuals affected by a governmental

decision have some opportunity to participate in the making of

that decision" (Bross 1966, p.261).

Planning is a process of making decisions for the individuals and society. In the

course of time, decision-making in urban planning discipline has started to employ new

approaches, models and tools. Particularly throughout the information age, the decision-

makingprocess has presented innovative developments.

4.1 Urban Planning Process in the Information Age

Urban planning and management are based on a generic problem

solving process, which begins with problem definition and description,

involves various forms of analysis, which might include simulation and

modeling, moves to prediction and thence to prescription or design, which

ofteninvolves the evaluation of alternative solutions to theproblem. Decision

characterizesevery stage of this process while theprocess of implementation

of the chosenplan or policy involves this sequence once again. Theprocess

takesplace across many scales and is clearly "iterative" or "cyclic" inform.

Processes may be nested within one another while the extent to which



differentprofessionals, managers and other decision-making interests are

involved through the various stages, depends upon the nature of specific

applicationsand their context. In practice, the process is often partial and

muchdilutedfrom this moreformal characterization (Batty 1996, p.2).

There have been two remarkable changes in the last decades in the urban planning

disciplineparallel to the economic, cultural and social changes on the earth. First one is

theuse of information technologies more efficiently in the planning discipline. Since the

early1980s, computer applications have started to be utilized in planning discipline more

and more every day. Especially Geographical Information Systems (GIS) began to

dominatethe use of computers in spatial analysis, thus shifting the attention from the

previous"non-routine" or "strategic" models to the much more "routine" type operations

suchas spatial database management and map overlays.

The following figure shows how GIS and related modeling technologies fit within

theurban planning process. Indeed, this is the kind of structure that Harris (1989, 1991)

refers to as a planning support system (PSS) which links a variety of computer-based

softwaresupporting decisions at different stages of the planning process (Batty 1995).
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Planning is being viewed increasingly as a discursive or argumentative process.

Oneof the planner's main roles is to frame the discourse surrounding an issue frequently

by establishingthe parameters of the debates rather than making concrete decisions. Any

techniqueto support planning must acknowledge its discursive nature to be effective.

ThereforeDecision Support Systems (DSS) of planning disputes should address the social

and argumentative aspect of planning and the concerns expressed in the associated

discourse. One of the most important steps in this process is obtaining an adequate

understandingof the concerns and interests of the stakeholders in the disputes (Gottsegen

1998).

Some authors have envisioned a role for automated systems in

supporting the process of decision-making. However, many decision support

systems that have been proposed to support collaborative work in land-use

planning attempt to produce an objective evaluation of alternatives and are

still based on fairly rigid mechanisms for eliciting competing preferences in

planning issues. These mechanisms impose discrete choices on the issue

without attaining a comprehensive idea of the concerns of the stakeholders in

the issue. Such mechanisms are compatible with computational approaches to

evaluating competing solutions to a problem, for example multi-criteria

programming (Gottsegen 1998, p.366).

The second remarkable change in the urban planning discipline is the loss of

dominance of the comprehensive plans. The preparation of a comprehensive plan

intended to guide the future developments is no longer fashionable within the planning

profession. Comprehensive planning seems to have less importance and immediate

problem management more importance. The deficiencies in the comprehensive planning

have caused planners to look for operational alternatives. One of them was "Strategic

PlanningApproach".



the 1980s strategic planning and public planning worked separately from each other.

However,in the 1980s some scholars came up with a solution that the corporate strategic

planningmodel has applicability for public planning and visa versa. The strategic

planningis far different from the comprehensive planning. The strategic planning is more

flexibleand leads planning to search out controversies, which are invariably, fascinating,

troublesomeand political. There is not a unique solution. It is much more dependent on

sharingexperiences and weighing many factors in the balance.

In the strategic planning, choosing strategically has a great importance, because

onlyright choices come with the strategically correct approaches. Consequently at the end

of the second millennium / in the information age, an urgent need occurred for

establishingstrategic decision models and approaches and stakeholders analysis in the

urbanplanning issues for making the best decisions and overcoming the urban problems.

4.2 The Decision Making Concept

The decision problem is as old as life itself, for a biological mechanism for decision

wasa necessity for survival. The human evolved itself out of a biological mechanism and

substituted a cultural mechanism. This cultural process was so successful that human

civilizationsdeveloped, but these civilizations led to decision problems, which were too

complex for the cultural mechanism. The civilizations therefore produced classes of

specialistswhose business was making decisions. These specialists devised intellectual

mechanisms for decisions. The first mechanism was the Devil Theory, the next was

Reasonsand the latest is Science (Bross 1966).

4.2.1 Decision Theory and Overcoming Uncertainties

Decision Theory is a body of knowledge and related analytical

techniquesof different degrees offormality designed to help a decision maker

choose among a set of alternatives in light of their possible consequences.

Decision Theory can apply to conditions of certainty, risk, or uncertainty.

Decision under certainty means that each alternative leads to one and only



oneconsequence and a choice among alternatives is equivalent to a choice

amongconsequences. In decision under risk each alternative will have one of

severalpossible consequences and the probability of occurrence for each

consequences is known. Therefore, each alternative is associated with a

probabilitydistribution and a choice among probability distributions. When

the probability distribution is unknown, one speaks out decision under

uncertainty(Cybernetica 1999, p.1).

Thedecision theory recognizes that the ranking produced by using criteria has to be

consistentwith the decision makers' objectives and preferences. The theory mostly offers

racollectionof techniques and procedures to reveal preferences and to introduce them

Do variousdecision models. It is not concerned with defining objectives and designing

lltemativesor assessing their consequences; the theory usually considers them as given

tom outside, or previously determined. The set of alternatives, consequences and a

correspondencebetween those sets, decision theory offers conceptually simple procedures

i>r makingchoices. (Cybernetica 1999).

In a decision situation under uncertainty, the decision maker's

preferences are simulated by a single attribute or multi attribute value

function that introduces ordering on the set of consequences and thus also

ranks the alternatives. Decision theory for risk conditions is based on the

concept of utility. The decision maker's preferences for the mutually exclusive

consequences of an alternative are described by a utility function that permits

calculation of the expected utility for each alternative. The alternative with

the highest expected utility is considered the most preferable. For the case of

uncertainty, decision theory offers two main approaches. The first exploits

criteria of choice developed in a broader context by game theory, as for

example the max-min rule, where people choose the alternative such that the

worstpossible consequence of the chosen alternative is better than or equal

to the best possible consequence of any other alternative. The second

approach is to reduce the uncertainty case to the case of risk by using



subjective probabilities, based on expert assessments or on analysis of

previousdecision made in similar circumstances (Cybernetica 1999, p.1).

4.2.2 Assistance in Choosing; the Decision Making

Decision-making can be defined as the process of making a choice between

alternatives.Decisions are about what to do next and what to do in the longer term.

"DecisionMaking is a complex human activity. It usually has three prominent

characteristics;multi-criteria, multi-participants and fuzziness or vagueness" (Xiang

1992,p.64). The components of the decision making process are: data, decision models,

thedecisionenvironment and people. Each of these components has a direct influence on

whichalternativegets chosen.

Better decision-making occurs when people do in fact implement a

moresatisfactory alternative that is coherent with the stated objectives of the

project being analyzed These specific objectives, which are consciously or

unconsciously influenced by the moral and cultural environment, guide the

rangeof possible alternatives and the evaluation of each one. The evaluation

is done with the help of decision models, which in turn are limited by the

available data. Finally, it should be remembered that all of the healthy

decisions are made by people who are acting rationally and eternally

bounded by specific structural elements (l'hompson 1996, p.4).

Basically using and evaluating the data that were collected before in a decision

model,which are containing the prediction and value systems formulate the decisions.

Firstof all the data will be fed into the Decision Model. Then this information can be used

in two ways. In the first place it goes into the Prediction System. From the Prediction

Systemit is obtained a list of possible outcomes for each action and also a probability

associatedwith each outcome. The information also feeds into the Value System, which

inturnprovides a second quantity associated with each outcome, the desirability. When it

isapplieda Decision Criterion and obtained with the aid of this criterion, a recommended



courseof action. Thus at one end the data fed into Decision Model and at the other end a

recommendedcourse of action comes out (Bross 1966).

Knovvledge of"
Consequences

RECOMMENDATION

(DECISION)

In the decision-making there are two principle criteria, which are; maximizing the

expectedgain and minimizing the maximum risk. Data may be regarded as the fuel of the

decision model. This fuel must be of good quality if the mechanism is to function

properly. Classification, collection, recording and summarization of data are stages in

refiningprocess.

Difficult decisions are problems to be solved. In order to solve problems and make

decisions,the following steps may be helpful, although cases are seldom as logical. The



StrategicChoice Technique provides a more flexible, if complex, approach. Topics and

techniques,which may help, are shown in brackets. Decision-making checklist (Brynard

1999b,p.l4):

J5I Know who must be involved (Stakeholder analysis).

J5I Define the problem (Problem clarification).

J5I Decide the information that is needed and find it (Research).

J5I Make sure everyone understands the information (Communication).

J5I Think of options (Brainstorming, Nominal group technique).

J5I Choose between them (Cost/benefit analysis, Kolb's four minute evaluation

cycle, For and Against, Yes or No).

J5I If necessary gather more information and repeat steps between Research and

Costlbenefit analysis.

J5I Make a decision about what to do (Force Field Analysis, Solutions and

Voting).

J5I Act.

J5I Assess whether the problem has been solved (Plan, Act, Review).

4.2.3 Group Decision for Democracy

Decisions can be grouped into three categories as; Personal Decisions,

AdministrativeDecisions and Group Decisions. Decisions are about what to do next, and

what to do in the longer term. They are difficult enough for individuals, more so for

groupsof people who may not know each other well. Decisions are easiest if people are

clearabout their aims and objectives. However, it is possible to make progress without a

clearsense of purpose, if people have options or ideas from which to choose, and criteria.

Afterwardpeople can develop an action plan for implementing their decisions.

In the course of time, especially Group Decisions gained much more importance. In

the independent society of today people recognize that the decision of one individual will

affect other individuals. In a democracy the individuals affected by a governmental

decision have some opportunity to participate in the making of that decision when a

numberof individuals must take decisions, which will interact, a new problem arises. This



egicChoice Technique provides a more flexible, if complex, approach. Topics and

. ues, which may help, are shown in brackets. Decision-making checklist (Brynard

~ Know who must be involved (Stakeholder analysis).

~ Define the problem (Problem clarification).

~ Decide the information that is needed and find it (Research).

~ Make sure everyone understands the information (Communication).

~ Think of options (Brainstorming, Nominal group technique).

~ Choose between them (Costlbenefit analysis, Kolb's four minute evaluation

cycle, For and Against, Yes or No).

~ If necessary gather more information and repeat steps between Research and

Costlbenefit analysis.

~ Make a decision about what to do (Force Field Analysis, Solutions and

Voting).

~ Act.

~ Assess whether the problem has been solved (Plan, Act, Review).

4.2.3 Group Decision for Democracy

Decisions can be grouped into three categories as; Personal Decisions,

AdministrativeDecisions and Group Decisions. Decisions are about what to do next, and

whatto do in the longer term. They are difficult enough for individuals, more so for

groupsof people who may not know each other well. Decisions are easiest if people are

clearabout their aims and objectives. However, it is possible to make progress without a

clearsenseof purpose, if people have options or ideas from which to choose, and criteria.

Afterwardpeople can develop an action plan for implementing their decisions.

In the course oftime, especially Group Decisions gained much more importance. In

theindependent society of today people recognize that the decision of one individual will

affectother individuals. In a democracy the individuals affected by a governmental

decisionhave some opportunity to participate in the making of that decision when a

numberof individuals must take decisions, which will interact, a new problem arises. This



problemhas been partially explored for the case of competitive decisions and a little has

beendone for the case of cooperative decisions, in which the individual try to reach a

singledecision for, the whole group.

Deciding together is the level of participation at which different interests develop

options and choose from them, but one party carries out the main actions. It is

appropriate:

01 When it is important that other people 'own' the solution.

01 People need fresh ideas.

01 There is enough time.

01 Choose a different level (suggestions in brackets) when:

15l People have little room for maneuver (consider informing or consulting).

15l People can't implement decisions by themselves (consider Acting Together

or Supporting community initiatives) (Brynard I999b, p.13).

4.2.4 Decision Process and Decision Support Systems

By the rapid technological developments and changes in the planning philosophies,

the decision process has been altered and started to use urban decision models. And

simulationshave been used for seeing the results of the decision models. A sample

decisionmodel that uses the decision model and simulation techniques is shown below.

With the decisions, the route of lives and societies are being portrayed. That is why,

the decisions and the way that decisions have been done are very important and

furthermore the processes for the decisions have an equal importance. A successful

decisionprocess contains several steps. Following steps are usually considered in a well-

designeddecision process.

J5I Needs: Examine existing knowledge and gather additional data. Understand

the physical influences.

J5I Objectives: Using the information, determine the objectives. Separate real,

measurable objectives.

J5I Resource and Constraints: Figure out what there is to work with and what



the boundaries are.

l5' Options: Consider all the possible options and their component parts.

0' Standards: Develop or adopt standards that each option must meet.

l5' Alternatives: Combine options to form alternatives.

l5' Evaluation: Perform analyses for alternatives can be compared.

l5' Selection: Present the analysis to the decision makers.

l5' Implementation: Put the plan in motion.

0' Check up: Make sure the solution continues to work.

Most of the time to follow these steps of the decision process, some support, tools

andsystems are required. As in other areas that deal with complex problems, people are

turning to computing and information technologies. In an area as complex settlement

and environment, there are many places that computers can help. There are many

domains in which computing and information technologies can make a real difference.

Especially in the urban planning discipline Decision Support Systems are being widely

usedwith the computing and information technologies.

A Decision Support System (DSS) can be described as an interactive, computer-

based system designed to help decision makers solve poorly structured problems. Using

a combination of models, analytical techniques and information retrieval, such systems

help develop and evaluate appropriate alternatives. DSS should focus on strategic



decisions,not operational ones. More specifically, they should contribute to reducing

theuncertainty faced by managers when they need to make decisions regarding future

options.Sometimes in the urban planning disciple DSS are called as Planning Support

Systems(PSS).

4.2.5 Types and Benefits of the Decision Models

For better decision making the specific objectives, which are consciously or

unconsiouslyinflueced by the moral and cultural environment, guide the range of possible

altenativesand the evaluation of each one. The evaluation can be executed with the help

ofvariousdecision models which are mostly limited by the available data.

Decision Models can be grouped into four categories, which are; Physical Models,

AbstractModels, Symbolic Models and Mathematical Models. In this dissertation, by

DecisionModels, the Mathematical Decision Models are meant.

DecisionModels can be understood as an idealized and structured representation of part

of the real world and problems that are being dealt. The spatial decision models build

upon spatial analytical functions. For example; If a decision model as to which path

shouldbe for walking to faculty each morning is the shortest path, then an algorithm can

beused that would find this shortest path among thousands of other possibilities. But even

beforethe algorithm has been run already other spatial analytical functions in the process

were being used; e.g., the lengths of each link have to be calculated and stored in a

specificattribute table.

In the course of time, using the GIS in the decision making model has become very

effectiveand using this new system will have several important benefits. Those benefits

are introduced below.

d' Using a GIS actually helps clarifY the decision process by providing structure

to an unstructured decision process;

d' A GIS enables the consideration for a broader range of alternatives and the

possibility of addressing new questions;



15I There is a change of stated objectives, in the search for coherence between

objective and chosen ahemative, narrowing the gap between what is wanted

and what is being proposed, which translates into 'better' decision-making;

15I The possibility of discussion and change of decision criteria;

15I The possibility of exploring conflicting decision criterion and conflicting

objectives and the incorporation of methods for resolving these spatial

conflicts (Thompson 1996, p.9).

In the last four decades the views of planning has been started to change radically.

In 1960s planning was being seen as applied science, in 1970s as politics, in 1980s as

communicationand in 1990s as reasoning together. As a result of these changes in the

urbanplanning discipline a conversion from comprehensive to strategic planning style has

occurred. In the information era, collaborative and strategic choices have become very

importantand vital in the decision-making process and decision models.

4.3 The Strategic Choice Approach

A remarkable change in the urban planning discipline is the loss of dominance of

the comprehensive plans several decades ago. End-state planning the preparation of a

comprehensiveplan intended to guide the communities' future development is no longer

fashionablewithin the profession. Planners lost their faith in their ability to predict long

term.In this way, comprehensive planning seems to have less importance and immediate

problemmanagement more importance. In other words, tactics become more popular than

strategies. On the other hand, some scholars during the 1970s argued that the struggle

with the concept of comprehensive planning intensified as comprehensive plans were

givena new relevance, which springs from the introduction of flexible zoning techniques.

The deficiencies in the comprehensive planning have caused planners to look for

operational alternatives. One of them was "Strategic Planning Approach". Different than

thecomprehensive planning, strategic planning has a great value of implementation.

The strategic planning emerged in the late 1970s as a focus of local planning

74



includingtransportation, health, environmental and other functional planning areas both

inregionand city scale. However, its roots originated in the private sector. This was an

attemptof growing and changing corporations when they need to plan effectively for and

managetheir futures, when the future itself appeared increasingly uncertain.

Till the 1980s strategic planning and public planning worked separately from each

other.However, in the 1980s some scholars came up with a solution that the corporate

strategicplanning model has applicability for public planning and visa versa.

The basic idea behind the strategic planning is that the planning is about to

influencethe change and market demand in a way, which maximizes those objectives,

chosenby the community. The case for strategic planning stands or falls by its ability to

provideclear, firm and understandable guidance on the pattern of development and the

relatedinvestment. It should help priorities to be set and conflicts to be resolved.

The strategic planning is far different from the comprehensive planning. The

strategicplanning is more flexible and leads planning to search out controversies, which

are invariably, fascinating, troublesome and political. There is not a unique solution. It

is much more dependent on sharing experiences and weighing many factors in the

balance.

The main distinction between more traditional (long range, comprehensive or

masterplanning) approaches to urban planning and strategic planning is its emphasis on;

t5I Action,

t5I Consideration of a broad and diverse set of stakeholders,

t5I Attention to external opportunities and threats and internal strengths and

weaknesses and

t5I Attention to actual or potential competitors.

Strategic Planning in the public sector needs to be adjusted to the

specific conditions where goals are often uncertain; there is a large and more



complex set of stake-holders than in private sector organization; and the

problems at hand have economic, political and legal ramifications that need

to be considered (Kammeier 1998, p.1 08).

In the strategic planning, choosing strategically is the most important thing. So in

thenewmillennium the choices in urban planning will be more strategic. In the late 1960s

this point has been considered and a new approach called "The Strategic Choice

Approach"was developed. In the course of a four-year research project, John Friend and

his team at the British Research developed a systematic approach to analyze policy

makingin the English city of Coventry and to develop suggestions for improving the

effectivenessof collaborative planning processes in local government.

For many years, John Friend's work has been centered around the difficult task of

combiningscientifically sound and, at the same time, politically sensitive and practice

orientedmethods for dealing with uncertainty, trade offs and options for intervention.

The view of planning as a process of strategic choice implies that

planning can be seen as much more universal activity than is sometimes

recognized by those who see it as a specialist function associated with the

preparation of particular sorts of plans. At the same time it allows planning

to be seen as a craft, full of subtlety and challenge; a craft through which

people can develop their capacity to think and act creatively in coping with

the complexities and uncertainties that beset them in practice (Friend 1997a,

p.2).

The making of generalized policies is given its place in the Figure 4.5; but it is not

givenpride of place. Instead, the emphasis is on more subtle process of making progress

through time by choosing strategically; and on the creative management of multiple

uncertainties as a crucial means towards this end. And progress through time can itself

take many forms. Immediate progress can take the form of intervening, or negotiating

with others, as well as taking decisions on matters where direct action is



possible.Meanwhile, progress in building a base for later decisions can also take different

foons,not only investigations but also clarification of values and cultivation of working

relationshipswith other decision-makers (Friend 1997a).

operational decisions.
managerial dec.siorts _
resource decisions ..
en1:repreneul'iat decisions ..

The term of planning in the Strategic Choice Approach (SCA) is being

used to refer generally to the more loosely defined process of choosing

strategically, in which the activities of making plans, decisions and policies

can come together in quite subtle and dynamic ways. But with a wide variety

of ways of making progress to be considered, the process can soon begin to

appear as one not so much of planning but of scheming to introduce a term

which has a similar literal meaning but which carries very different

undertones in its everyday usage (Friend 1997a, p.3).

In the SeA, five broad dimensions in which difficult choices of balance tend to

arise in the management of a continuing process of strategic choice. There is a choice

between(Friend 1997a, p.8):

151 A more focused and more synoptic treatment of problem "scope";

151 A more simplifying and more elaborating treatment of "complexity";



~ A more reactive and a more interactive treatment of "conflict";

~ A more reducing and a more accommodating treatment of ,'uncertainty";

~ And a more exploratory and a more decisive treatment of "progress" through

time.

In SeA, planning is viewed as a continuous process: a process of choosing

strategicallythrough time. But in the planning process more information, clearer

objectivesand more co-ordination are always needed. They can be regarded as a different

kindofattempt to manage the current state of uncertainty over what should be done about

thecurrent decision situation. Indeed, it is possible to go on to identifY three general

categoriesof uncertainty along the lines indicated below, which are distinguished by the

differentforms of response that can be made. These three types of uncertainty play an

importantpart in the philosophy of planning as a process of strategic choice; they can be

formallydescribed as follows:

~ Uncertainties about working Environment (UE),

~ Uncertainties about guiding Values (UV),

~ Uncertainties about Related decisions (UR).

The most orthodox progression of the decision-making might appear to be from

shapingproblems through designing possibilities, to comparing their consequences and

thenon to a final choosing of actions. However, such a progression is likely to be neither

straightforwardnor realistic, insofar as the process is to be seen as a continuous and

incrementalone, with no clear beginning and no single end. For the choice of actions to

dealwith some parts of the problem situation will leave other choices open for the future,

creatingopportunities for future reshaping of problems as un expected events occur and

newconnections begin to appear.
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stageof acceptance in planning practice, by its highly relevant focus and its computerized

version,which makes the approach particularly attractive. SCA is guided by the following

fourprinciples:

t5l Focus on the decisions faced in a particular planning situation,

t5l Emphasis on the need to manage uncertainty in a strategic way,

t5l Managing incremental processes,

t5l Designed for use not only by an expert, but also as an aid to communication

and mutual adjustment among people with different responsibilities and skill.

The SeA has been further developed over the last 25 years and has

gradually turned a mathematical decision model based on operations

researchprocedures into a qualitative descriptive one, while retaining the

essentiallogic. One specific achievement is the development of user-friendly

softwarethat is called STRAD (STRategic ADviser) (Kammeier 1998, p.l 09).

"Strategic Choice Approach plays a central role as it is perhaps the most convincing

scientificplanning tool that is currently available to facilitate strategic thinking and

decision-making" (Kammeier 1998, p.106). Not only STRAD is a software that plays the

leadingrole in the strategic planning, management and professional practice within the

planningdiscipline, but also "CyberQuest, Expert Choice and Strategizer" are the other

essential software which embody the strategic and managerial approaches in a

collaborativemanner.

CyberQuest is developed by Professor John Dickey, Virginia Polytechnic Institute

andState University, USA. CyberQuest is an electronic brainstorming software that helps

users to think of new ideas. "After applying a form of situation structuring based on

"issues" and cluster analysis, CyberQuest looks for matches between the problem-

definitionkey words and the vast array of proverbs and concepts within its databanks.

Highlighting such connections often triggers a lateral thought in the user's mind.

CyberQuest also fuses ideas into policy packages and it then scores and manipulates these

intomore worthwhile amalgamations" (Dickey 2000, p.2).



Expert Choice is developed by Professor Thomas Saaty, University of Pittsburgh

USA. Expert Choice software uses a goal hierarchy which can actually incorporate the

impacts,on goals' desirability levels, of future scenarios given the latter's respective

probabilitiesand/or the attitudes of influential "actors" given their respective degrees of

influence."Expert Choice applies the famous "paired comparisons" method to compare

goalsand to ultimately assign a unitary score to each alternative policy. Moreover, Expert

Choice tells users if they are being inconsistent in their scoring behavior and it

incorporatesextensive sensitivity testing of the effect, on final scores, of changing one, or

someprevious judgments" (Dickey 2000, p.2).
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Strategizer is developed by Dr. Ray Wyatt, University of Melbourne, Australia.

Strategizersoftware actually "learns" from its past users and so gives better advice the

more it is used. This is done by charting the relationship between policy options'

desirabilitylevels and their scores for ten, "universal" policy-evaluation criteria. "Hence

givena current user's scores for any policy option on the ten criteria, Strategizer can

predictoverall score on behalf of various groups of its past users - no matter what

problemis being addressed. Practicing policymakers seldom anticipate other people's

policypreferences in this way, often with disastrous results" (Dickey 2000, p.2).

Moreover, these three software can be utilized as connected with STRAD for

advancedcomputer aided policymaking. In this system: CyberQuest accommodated for

generatingpolicy ideas, STRAD for anticipating consequences, Expert Choice for scoring

policyideas and Strategizer for choosing.

"While the Strategic Planning is getting more important in planning and many

related software are developing, at the same time, another important improvement is the

use of GIS in strategic applications particularly in UK and USA local governments and

this demonstrates the importance of organizational factors in limiting the more

widespread application of GIS in the strategic planning contexts" (Gill 1999, p.353). For

that reason, a necessity for the SCA being compatible to the GIS has been occurred.

Planningacademics and practitioners need to work together to research and also develop

applications in appropriate areas to apply GIS to strategic planning processes.



Afterstudying GIS, participation and decision-making phenomenon, it can be stated

thatfor the success of urban plans, all needed is to fulfill the deficiencies of those topics.

AOO by evaluating those deficiencies and new improvements, new approaches should be

developed for better decisions, plans, environments and happier individuals and

communities.To prevail this, superimposing GIS into a platform that contains new

technological developments, strategic planning methodologies, collaborative and

participatorytechniques, would be a smart action. By taking those topics into account, a

DeW approach, which considers all of the above necessities, has been developed in this

dissertationresearch. In the following chapter the system logic, components, steps and

systemarchitecture of this innovative approach are presented.



5 A NEW METHODOLOGY FOR GIS BASED PLANNING:

GEOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS BASED

PARTICIPATORY DECISION MAKING APPROACH

"GIS enables communities to make better decisions by

providing access to more and better information. It provides

more powerful tools for local planning agencies; it offers

exciting possibilities for data coordination, access and

exchange; and it permits more efficient allocation of resources

and a more open rational decision-making process. Of course,

all these matters are contingent on the types of regulatory

framework that emerge to govern development, property

rights, access and so on" (pickles 1995,p.11).

It seems possible to produce better plans, or much more detailed understanding of

theconsequences of our actions, if correct choices are picked and implemented. If not so,

however,all the planning may result in nothing more than mere paper to be recycled. A

GeographicalInformation System (GIS) to come up with better planning can be utilized,

but unless the final decisions made are containing strategic and participatory decisions

andare indeed an improvement on previous solutions and are in fact turned into actions,

using a GIS will just needlessly increase the cost of the planning activities. There is

thereforean urgent need for a new GIS understanding and approach.

The basic reasons of GIS for only being an analytical tool and supplying data

handlingopportunities come from its unorganized participatory planning perspective; not

beingan open platform for stakeholders' point of views and its inconsistent accessibility

opportunities, as well as the non-encouraging planning system. However, the structure of

GIS can be reevaluated and rearranged by excluding the inconsistent parts and including



participatoryand strategic approaches. Hence, GIS could be a more effective and

expectedsystem for planning, local authorities and communities. In this chapter a new

lppI'Oachfor GIS based participatory planning are introduced to overcome those defects.

GIS, in order to become a foundation of an effective spatial decision support

environment,has yet to embrace a collaborative work paradigm. To address this need,

GeographicalInformation Systems Based Participatory Decision-Making Approach

(GISbPDM)has been developed and presented for more success in the regional and local

planningproblems.

Recent trends are through the participative and collaborative geographic

infonnationsystem understanding. And for the decision-making process and models with

the increasing importance of uncertainty and strategic choices a new decision

understanding is being utilized. To increase the decision-making capabilities of the

models,expert decision systems and geographical information systems have started to

workcooperatively with each other.

Therefore there is a need for a new evaluation of the GIS to answer the recent needs

of planningdiscipline. By considering the expectations from a new GIS, in this study a

newmethodology has been developed. This new approach answers most of the debates

aroundthe current GIS. This approach also enhances the decision-making capability and

provides a wide range of participation and supplies new system architecture for

collaborativework.

GISbPDM is meant to be the mechanism used for undertaking all of the studies,

identifyingthe planning and community goals, drawing up the planning guidelines and

criteria and collecting data and storing them in the GIS environment. Moreover, the

further steps of decision-making, collaboration, participation and consensus building is

beingintegrated in the GISbPDM.



The operation principles of the GISbPDM can be explained briefly as follows.

Muhipledecision inputs are easily stored, viewed and manipulated on the CSCW

platformwith the advantageous of the technical collaboration and public participation.

Subsequentto shaping, discussing and choosing the primary policies and decisions with

SeA,in the Collaborative GIS environment inputs are evaluated and alternative scenarios

are established and decision outputs are determined by collaboration with iterative

individualand group decision processes. Multiple decision outputs have to be re-

evaluated in the system until constituting a consensus between interest groups,

technicians,decision makers and citizens.

After reconciling the differences, agreed on decisions or plans, those findings

shouldbe exposed for strategic re-evaluation in the same system. This strategic re-

evaluationis one of the crucial parts of the GISbPDM that is because of GISbPDM

respectsstrategic and tactical planning and sees decisions as flexible findings, not as the

constantstabilities. Due to the changes in the conditions, the decisions and plans should

bere-evaluated strategically. Actually, GISbPDM sees plans not only as final decisions,

butalsoas circular processes.

GISbPDM is an approach, which contains the ideas of democracy and accuracy in

theplanningprocess while using GIS and Information Technologies with the direction of

strategicand participatory planning. And it respects social and cultural structures as well

as the physical and economic ones. GISbPDM also advocates the logic of considering

localexpertise, community values, demands and consenting individuals to defend their

rights.

GISbPDM is focused on the expression of stakeholders' viewpoints and as such, it

canbe used in the planning process at any point where public discourse and participation

enterin. The Figure 5.2 represents a simplified view of how GISbPDM could fit into the

processat a conceptualleveI.
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Publicparticipation, in order to clarify the role ofGISbPDM, starts with some form

of individualexpression and its ultimately directed toward some form of consensus

building.Consensus building implies that a group-level expression on a particular issue is

attained.GISbPDM facilitates decision process in both individual and group expression.

In terms of latter, GISbPDM can be used to express the description, evaluation, or

prescriptionof a group. GISbPDM simply aids the dialogue and ultimately expresses

whateverrepresentation is most meaningful to a particular group in the decision-making

orplanningprocess.

Decisions

Goals of the Participatory
Process

Needfor Planning Public Participation
'Transformation of Participants

•Shared Under&anding

•DescriptionlEvaluationlPrescription

'SearcWSyJthesis/Selection

Methods of Group Expression
(Consensus Building)

Methods of Individual Expression 'Surveys

'Verbal 'Negotiation

'Written 'Role Playing
'Nonvabal 'Simulation

'Model Building •FOCIIS Groups

'GISbPDM 'Group GISbPDM



GISbPDMis a collaborative decision making approach that contains six main steps

1IIIt are namely; scanning, shaping, designing, comparing, choosing and doing. The

relationsof urban planning and the GISbPDM processes are presented in the Table 5.1.

Each step of GISbPDM matches accurately with another single step or more in the

planningprocess. Scanning Step with problem definition, Shaping Step with problem

mlefinitionand goals, Designing Step with objectives, goal formulation, bargaining and

creatingalternatives, Comparing Step with alternatives, Delphi method, brain storming,

negotiation,scenario writing and evaluation by group decision and consensus building,

ChoosingStep with choice by group decision and consensus building and finally Doing

Stepwith implementation and monitoring. For the reason that GISbPDM process is a

dynamicand ensuring process, just after the Doing Step, the decision system could be

redirectedto the Scanning Step. Afterward, the entire GISbPDM process could be run

overagainfor the necessary strategic re-evaluation.

Theprogress ofthe steps of the GISbPDM can be described briefly as follows. First

fivesteps of the GISbPDM could be run in both individual and group decision processes.

WhileCSCW platform supplying collaboration and participation occasions, by advanced

and simplifieduser interfaces for technicians and non-technicians, system furnishes an

appropriateworking environment. After the choosing step and before the implementation,

decisionoutputs are re-evaluated by starting from the first step again. And the last doing

stepis the step for implementation and monitoring. At this step as the nature of strategic

planning,an iterative procedure is followed and strategically results are re-evaluated.

GISbPDM contains both iterative individual and group decision mechanisms. From

Scanningto Choosing all steps are being discussed and negotiated by the participants and

the final decision is being then given by a consensus. The steps and the tasks of

GISbPDMare shown in the Table 5.2 and 5.3.
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The first step of the individual decision process in GISbPDM is the Scanning Step.

At this step reference materials are viewed, geographic data are queried and explored and

available options are understood and geographic and attribute data are gathered. The

second step of the individual decision process in GISbPDM is the Shaping Step. At the

Shaping Step, criteria are identified and strategic choices are determined for establishing

fundamental policies and decisions. The third step of the individual decision process in

GISbPDM is the Designing Step. At which geographic proposals are sketched and

documents are rationalized and scenarios are established. The final step of the individual

decision process in GISbPDM is the Comparing Step. At this final step, models are run to

assess their implications and scenarios are evaluated.

Group decision process follows the individual decision process. The first step ofthe

group decision process in GISbPDM is the Shaping Step. At the Shaping Step

requirements and concerns are compiled, alternatives are brainstormed, priorities are

established, data are gathered and strategic choices are decided and re-evaluated.

The second step of the group decision process in GISbPDM is the Designing Step

At the Designing Step proposals are consolidated, "what if' scenarios are generated and

"what if' scenarios are re-checked.

The third step of the group decision process in GISbPDM is the Comparing Step. At

the Comparing Step impacts are evaluated and "what if' scenarios are re-evaluated.

The final step of the group decision process in GISbPDM is the Choosing Step. At

the Choosing Step participants are agreed on an approach, a plan for action is generated

and then reconciled approach is transformed into an implementation plan.

If a consensus could not be achieved then a feedback is necessary for consensus

building. Steps are run from the beginning step for reviewing the options and then new or

missed conditions and group negotiation continues. After a consensus is being set, at the



Doing Step representatives are positioned in the implementation mechanism for

monitoring and auditing the applications of their own decisions. When it is necessary

strategic re-evaluation according to changing needs and conditions are being considered

carefullyand returning to the first step of the approach could start a new reformulation

process.

There are three components of the Geographical Information Systems Based

Participatory Decision Making Approach. The three components of the GISbPDM

provide a collaborative working platform and strategic decision possibilities with the

geographical information systems. The three components of the GISbPDM are:

dI Collaborative GIS,

15I Strategic Choice Approach and

dI Groupware Platform: Computer Supported Collaborative Work.

These components use several tools, which are going to be introduced, in the

following parts of this chapter. And the system architecture is also going to be described

for running appropriately all these components together. Several software for

Collaborative GIS and Strategic Choice Approach are going to be used in GISbPDM.

GlSbPDM's consideration is to present the process and its software not as a black-box,

but also explaining their logic and steps to the users clearly. Therefore, after discussing

the components, the software, which are involved in those components are going to be

introduced.

In addition, most of the software users generally see those software as black-boxes.

The detailed information is going to be given in this chapter, to avoid participants and

even some of the technicians for practicing and using supplied software without knowing

the system principle and logic.
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5.1.1 Collaborative GIS

Collaborative GIS is the first component of the Geographical Information Systems

Based Participatory Decision Making Approach. Collaborative GIS is a module that

provides cooperative work facilities and participation opportunities in the publicly shared

GIS platform. Collaborative GIS is also a new technique that pursues public amenity and

consensus building efforts. Collaborative GIS has electronic meeting systems for group

negotiation that encourages cooperative decision-making. Therefore, Collaborative GIS

is a collaborative resource modeling system, which allows technical and non-technical

users to interactively sketch land use scenarios and then evaluate those scenarios against

regional objectives and constraints.

In GISbPDM, Collaborative GIS represents the spatial decision support system and

makes available new GIS trends (especially Public Participation GIS) for participants,

urban planners and decision makers. The group negotiation capabilities of Collaborative

GIS is three-fold: Firstly, use of the system increases individual comprehension and

ownership of the decision making process; Secondly, use of the system can assist in

balancing the perspectives and opinions of all participants and; Finally, use of the

systemincreases the efficiency and effectiveness of group debate.

GISbPDM is not a specific software depending model, on the contrary it is platform

accommodates an open policy and GIS platforms. Whenever current GIS software,

extensions and customizations for employing in the Collaborative GIS approach are

analyzed, it is comprehended that the most suitable application appears to be ESRI's

ArcView domain and its extensions and customization for collaborative approach on land

use decision making. Namely these extensions are ArcView 3D Analyst, ArcView Spatial

Analyst, ArcView Image Analysis and the customization is ARGIS Smart Places.

However these are the best solutions to fit in the GISbPDM environment, they are

not the only software that can be applicable to the system. In ESRI ArcView domain

"CommunityViz, GeoChoicePerspectives and INDEX" customizations can be

successfully adopted in Collaborative GIS platform. In addition Intergraph GeoMedia can



5.1.1.1 Active Response GIS: Smart Places

Smart Places is a decision support system based on the ESRI ArcView GIS

platform. It is a component of the ARGIS (See Chapter Two for more information about

AR/GIS) helps in planning and supports convenience for land use planners in comparing

the risks and impacts of alternative land use scenarios. It can be used for both urban

designand natural resource management. It also provides selectable user levels, on-screen

sketching of land use scenarios, automatic calculation of attributes for each sketched

feature, comparison of multiple design scenarios, configurable links to geo-referenced

empiricalmodels and impact summaries.

Smart Places is user-friendly, solves problems efficiently and delivers

immediate results. It was intentionally designed to be approachable; that is, it

looks inviting on the computer screen and is understandable to the average

user. For example, a geographic view of the development area is

accompanied on-screen by a circular selection tool called radix from which

the user can select particular planning issues associated with the area. As the

user chooses selections in the radix, the issues are evaluated for the

development in view and a report card displays the results of the evaluation

through graphs and charts (Foute 1997, p.9).

Smart Places employs the industry standard GIS platform making it supportable and

upgradeable. Its source code is open and modular which allows users to modifY the

system quickly to meet specific local needs. The Smart Places interface has carefully

selected functions with point-and-click capabilities on very spatially oriented needs.

The software does not require in-depth commands to operate, yet allows users to

negotiate very sophisticated geographic analyses. For example, the system can recompile

all the database information for a selected development feature by executing one menu

command. Smart Places was designed to reduce technically complex operations to a



Smart Places also allows application-oriented relationships between

land-use, energy, communications, water, other services, economics and

demographics. The modular construction of the radix permits the system to

determine the relationships between elements of one issue or between several

components of many different issues. For example, by using the radix, it is

possible to evaluate environmental concerns relating to water, land and air

issues while evaluating concerns between land-use, energy and solid waste

(Foute 1997, p.9).

Smart Places includes seven application-specific capabilities, with standard features

used in any development site analysis. Smart Places can:

Ol Display site photographs that capture the site as the customer would see it;

Ol Display site plans that illustrate the site, as the engineers would view it;

Ol Display aerial images as a reference point for potential community

development;

Ol Provide links to the database to review the site as they are described in outside

databases;

Ol Prepare queries to fully assess the site development options;

Ol Address matching to locate features by street address; and,

Ol Select geographic areas according to their profile (Foute 1997, pp.9-1O).

The Smart Places system supports community planning through interactive review,

plan experimentation and sustainable indicator evaluation. It was designed with the

adjustable multi-user level interface to support a wide range of user experience and

expertise, from a computer novice to a software development expert.

The system uses both ESRI's ArcView geographical information systems software

and CIESIN's Active Response GIS (ARGIS) software as frameworks. On the top of

these two GIS foundations, the Smart Places product provides software to design,



illustrateand evaluate land development scenarios. Parallel user screens for land base

informationand decision base information enables construction and analysis of decision

relationships.

Scaled menus encourage diverse user skill, making the application approachable for

new users, accessible for experienced users and completely modifiable for program

developers. In general, the system provides four types of interactive computer tools for

land use design and evaluation: Explore data and related documentation, create

communityscenarios, evaluate scenario design and save design scenarios and evaluation

results.

Explore Data and Related Documentation: The Smart Places Explore menu

providestools of data layers and retrieval of supporting documentation while constructing

land-usedesign scenarios. The user can browse and select appropriate design backdrops

suchas land-use designation or socio-economic characteristics, transportation networks,

or aerial photographs. Zoom, pan and interactive measurement tools are provided for

closer examination of details. "Spatially references "hot-links" can be embedded in

graphics for quick retrieval of location-specific images or policy documentation. In

addition, the user can select or change the user interface "expertise level" at any time.

Expertise levels support a wide range of user experience, from a computer novice to

software development expert" (Foute 1997, p.65).

Create Community Scenarios: These tools allow the user to construct land-use

designs on a geographic palette displaying familiar landmarks, aerial photos and other

features. The user can interactively sketch, copy, paste, drag, resize and edit features or

zones for any land-use category. As the land-use design evolves or changes, the user can

document strategies and assumptions associated with each element of design. This

provides an audit trail for subsequent public review and decision justification.

Each land-use category carries a set of properties or "pocket attributes" in table

format. For example, a commercial block may carry pocket attributes such as employees,



footprint,or estimated energy consumption. These pocket attributes are configurable by

thesystemdeveloper. The user can also modifY some specific conversion factors, such as

employeesper square foot. As design components are created or edited, that component's

pocketattributes are automatically updated. The user can view a component's pocket

attnbutesat any time.

A land-use strategy may incorporate a number of pre-established restrictions such

aspolicies,land-use zoning objectives, consumption limits, regional control factors, or

costconstraints. "The system maintains a database of these restrictions for each land-use

category.If user violates a restriction while developing a scenario, they are notified that

there is a potential conflict. Restriction notification can be turned ON and OFF.

Diagnosticusers can create or modifY restrictions" (Foute 1997, p.65).

Evaluate Scenario Design: Smart Places can define the scope of the scenario to be

consideredfor evaluation. The program can interactively select features, zones, land-use

categories,or arbitrary boundaries. The user can evaluate the entire design, compare

impactsbetween subregions (i.e. districts or neighbourhoods), or generate a report card

fora specificcategory (for example, only the commercial components) within the design.
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Smart Places is comprised of development features (energy, water, etc.), which use

a number of evaluation models for determining both the viability and impact of a design

scenario. The analysis is cause and effect. Model evaluations provide the mechanism to

asses design scenarios. Each model represents one objective associated with a given

feature. For example, a "wastewater assessment feature" might include a model for

computingthe total wastewater generated from particular design.

Smart Places provides selection of evaluation models through the Radix Evaluation

Selection window. The Radix is the connection between the community design and the

evaluation. The user can "select" an evaluation strategy by interactively clicking on

features and related evaluation models. Selected features and models are highlighted on

the screen. The user can then launch the group of selected evaluations. This allows users

to focus on particular areas of concern while monitoring the impacts on design priorities.

A developer can add or modify evaluation models and their links of features. Smart

Places handles launching the appropriate models, checking error status and compiling

results.
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Smart Places can display an on-screen graph or visualizationfor each

evaluationresult. In addition, the system displays a "report card" summary

outlining results for all selected evaluations and noting compliance with

assigned goals. Developers can add/modify links and definitions for the

evaluationgraphics (Foute 1997, p.66).

Save Design Scenarios and Evaluation Results: "Smart Places supports plotting,

graphicexport and storage or scenario designs and analysis reports. Distinctive graphical

layouts incorporating data layers, images, symbols, graphics and explanatory text are

availablefor printing scenario designs and evaluating results" (Foute 1997, p.66).

After exploring the program design and capabilities of ARGIS Smart Places, now it

maybe appropriate to move forward to the selected projects that ARGIS Smart Places

havebeen professionally used as a toll for plan making with a geographical information

systembased platform.

5.1.1.1.1 Previously Applied Smart Places Projects

Smart Places is being used especially in the USA as a collaborative resource

modeling system in mostly land use related problems to create scenarios and then

evaluate those scenarios against local or regional objectives and constraints. Some of

theseprojects are going to be presented.

Denver Smart Places Project: Smart Places software has been used for the first

time in the transformation of Stapleton Airport through the Denver Smart Places Project,

which is a computer-based graphic information resource that assists the redevelopment.

Denver Smart Places was originated by Denver in 1994 as a collaboration of the city

Environmental Protection Division with public and private partners, including U.S.

Department of Energy, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Public Service of

Colorado, Colorado Governor's Office of Energy Conservation and the University of

Denver. Denver Smart Places relies on the leadership of the project partners to achieve



three principle results:

t5l Application of computer based community-planning tools to Stapleton's

development,

t5l Advancement of sustainable development goals and

t5l Operation of a geographic information system.

Within the opening of Denver International Airport in February 1995, the City and

County of Denver closed the Stapleton Airport and faced with the task of redeveloping

seven and one half square miles in the center of the city. Stapleton, with its nearly 4,700

acres land, was targeted to be developed in a sustainable manner; existing methods ofland

planning and development were not suited for sustainable development. The Denver

Smart Places Project was created to address this issue (Foute 1997).

One important project objective was to successfully demonstrate new

concepts in community development. Theproblem is that current methods of

land planning and development are not well suited for sustainable

development. A key concept is to engage the providers of energy, water,

transportation, waste management and other services together in the initial

communityplanning. The concept can serve the needs at Stapleton as well as

providing a model for future development regionally and nationally. The

sustainable development goals are energy management, environmental land

useplanning, reduction of resources,pollution prevention, federal, state and

city regulatory reform, integrated resource permitting, renewable energy

supply and the union of public and private partnership. The project's

achievements will become part of the zoning, environmental regulations and

incentiveprogramsfor theproperty (Denver 1996, p.2).

Another important project objective was; usmg an open GIS-based land-use

planning and management tool transferable to any project/partner participant. A public

and private partnership of local, state and national interests created the Denver Smart

Places Project for use in Stapleton redevelopment. The project studied resources for the



siteand utility services for the development. Over a two-year period, a software decision

supportsystem was created to infuse information into carefully managed comparisons for

decision-making use. The project used a geographical information system and an

analyticalapproach, called Smart Places, to develop, record and report critical land

planningand development options (Foute 1997).

Smart Places is a decision support system based on the ArcView GIS platform and

theSmart Places Project performed over twenty specific tasks through which to build on

existinginformation and systems achieving new approaches to problem solving (Foute

1997).
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Other Smart Places Projects: The Stapleton Development Corporation and the

Cityof Denver have officially adopted the Smart Places land use decision support system

as a primary planning tool. During the next several years it will be used for planning,

evaluatingand monitoring the progress of Stapleton from vacant land to a sustainable and

livablecommunity.



Because Smart Places was developed as generic planning tool, Smart

Places is now portable to new sites with new challenges. The system is

currently under review by the cities of Boulder, Colorado; Frisco, Colorado;

and Detroit, Michigan for use in community planning and zoning projects.

The Arapahoe-Roosevelt National Forest is considering Smart Places

technology as a decision aid for itsfire planning and suppression efforts. At

the national level, the Electric Power Research Institute is testing Smart

Places as a system for evaluating the energy requirements of communities

across the United States (Keith 1997,p.3).

Because Smart Places has never really been marketed or packaged as a commercial

product, its use is limited. However, there are a number of committed users still around.

Several groups within the US Geological Survey (USGS) use Smart Places frequently.

The National Mapping Division of USGS has primarily used the system to evaluate

development impacts and sprawl. The Minerals Division of USGS is using Smart Places

to evaluate aggregate extraction costs and impacts. The Biological Resources Division of

USGS is considering using Smart Places for evaluating invasive species on the Hawaiian

Islands.At the US Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) is using Smart Places

to evaluate applications for the US Conservation Reserve Program too. And at the

Michigan State University is using Smart Places to evaluate site reclamation projects

around southern Michigan.

5.1.1.1.2 The Future oiSmart Places

Development efforts will be focused on expanding the range of planning tools

available in the Smart Places system. Two enhancements currently under development

are: Multi-User Collaborative Version and Internet Map Server Compatibility.

Multi-User CoUaborative Version; Because Smart Places is built on CIESIN's

ARGIS software it can be linked to ARGIS group negotiation tools and can assist

resource management teams in debating land issues, defining project objectives,

collaboratively constructing geographic alternatives and jointly considering risks and



impacts. The ARGIS group negotiation suite encourages decision-making teams to take

fulladvantage of the broad collective experience and expertise inherent in diverse teams,

while facilitating effective group interaction. The value of using the group negotiation

capabilitiesof ARGIS is generally three-fold (Keith 1997, pA):

15' Use of the system increases individual comprehension and ownership of the

decision making process,

15' Use of the system can assist in balancing the perspectives and opinions of all

participants and,

15' Use of the system increases the efficiency and effectiveness of group debate.

Internet Map Server Compatibility; "CIESIN is currently evaluating ESRI's

Internet Map Server (IMS) as a platform for development of an Internet version of Smart

Places" (Keith 1997, pA).

Even though ARGIS Smart Places provides a collaborative working platform and

decision possibilities with its radix evaluation system and gives a new breath to the GIS,

yet it is not pleasurable enough and still there is a need for an efficacious participatory

decision-making structure in the plan making process. Thus, to prevail over those

deficiencies other components of the new approach have been used.

5.1.2 Strategic Choice Approach

Strategic Choice Approach (SCA) is the second component of the Geographical

Information Systems Based Participatory Decision Making Approach. After the

comprehensive plan lost its dominance, strategic planning and the sense of the strategic

choices have become more important. In the strategic planning, choosing strategically is

the most important obsession. It is clear that in the new millennium the choices in urban

planning will be more strategic. GISbPDM also sees planning as the focus and

organization of the strategic choices of the wide range of actors and participants that are

involved in the planning practice. Therefore Strategic Choice Approach is an important

component of GISbPDM for applying participatory and strategic planning goals.



SCA is a sophisticated technique for making decisions and developing action plans

in situations with many options and uncertainties. In this approach, Strategic Choice

Approach represents the strategic decision support system and makes available new

strategic and collaborative trends for participants, urban planners and decision makers.

In SCA, planning is viewed as a continuous process: a process of choosing

strategically through time. But in the planning process always there is a need more

information, clearer objectives and more co-ordination. They can be regarded as a

differentkind of attempt to manage the current state of uncertainty over what should be

done about the current decision situation. (See Chapter Two for more information about

SeA) SCA also helps in deciding and accommodating the negotiated decisions and

policiesin the new approach.

SCA first emerged during the sixties from action research projects conducted by

staffof the Tavistock Institute in the UK: It was basically concerned with policy-making

in city government and with the management of construction projects. And the

development of a software for The Strategic Choice Approach began in 1988. A DOS

version was launched in 1991, followed by this Windows version in 1994, which is called

STRAD.

In this dissertation for SeA; it is proposed to employ STRAD software, on the other

handa number of other policy making schemes and software that are containing issues on

community anticipation, bottom-up decision making, management of uncertainty in

planningand so on, can be also applicable for SCA.

STRAD is not the only software that plays the leading role in the strategic planning,

management and professional practice within the planning discipline. "CyberQuest,

Expert Choice and Strategizer" are also the essential alternative software and systems that

are compatible to the GISbPDM and embodying strategic and managerial approaches in a

collaborative manner. Moreover these three software can be utilized as connected with

STRAD for advanced computer aided policymaking. In this system: CyberQuest



accommodatedfor generating policy ideas, STRAD for anticipating consequences, Expert

Choicefor scoring policy ideas and Strategizer for choosing.

5.1.2.1 Strategic Advisor: STRAD

STRAD - short for STRategic Adviser, is a unique software package which offers

fast,flexible support whenever peoplefaced a tangle of tough decisions. STRAD helps to

makeprogress with more confidence even when surrounded by daunting uncertainties and

fast-movingevents.

The STRAD software enables:

f5I to build a clearer view of the decisions;

e to agree on a strategic focus for closer examination;

f5I within this, to explore options and consequences in more depth;

e to arrive at a balanced view of important sources of uncertainty;

e to build an agreed action plan for making decisions and managing uncertainty

through time;

e and to extend, review and modify plans as circumstances change (Friend

I997b, p.l 0).

STRAD is different and complementary in its function to those more familiar and

data-hungryplanning tools which are designed either to help with the scheduling of

continuingoperations; or with the day-to-day control of clearly-defined projects; or with

theforward allocation of resources within a corporate setting.

STRAD also differs from other management support software based on principles

suchas those of decision analysis or systems dynamics; for its purpose is to help to adopt

adevelopmental approach to interrelated decisions, while coping with all the uncertainties

ina resource-effective and strategic way.

There are four main emphases which combine to make STRAD such a uniquely

practicalplanning and management tool:



dl its emphasis on making decisions as against modelling systems;

dl its emphasis on managing uncertainty as against information;

dl its emphasis on continuing progress as against final plans;

dl its emphasis on supporting communication as against reinforcing expertise

(Friend I997b, p.ll).
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choice ·do we
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move
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?

What options
are available
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In what ways
can these
options be
combined? [
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the impacts
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choices?
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I

Thereare four stages and eight windows of the STRAD. The steps of the STRAD

are shape,design, compare and choose. And the windows of the STRAD are overview,

focus,compatibility, schemes, assess, balance, uncertainty and process.

Shape: "To help the user in developing an agreed VIew of the shape of the

"problemspace" ahead of the user, STRAD invites the user to build up a list of the current

issues of concern, classifYing each of them as either a "decision area", an "uncertainty

area", or a "comparison area"; that is, a criterion for choice" (Friend I997b, p.l).



overviewwindow, on which all elements of these three types are listed. Any further

details,which are stored on any of the areas entered -including a fuller description, can

be calledup by double-clicking on its label.

illlw J;;reate
lecision Areas

TECHNOLOGY?
IlVESTMENT?
TRAINING!
REORGANIZE?
STAFFING?
RELOCATION?
PARTNERS?
IT SYSTEM!
TRANSPORT?

The central circle of the overview window displays the labels of all decision areas

whichare currently in focus, while the surrounding space displays the set of uncertainty

areaswhich impinge on these decisions, classified into three broad sectors:

t5l UE - Uncertainties in the operating Environment, calling for a response in the

form of some kind of investigation of circumstances or trends;

t5l UV - Uncertainties about guiding Values, calling for a response in the form of

some kind of consultation with policy-makers or stakeholders;

t5l UR - Uncertainties about choices on other Related agendas, calling for a

response in the form of some kind of negotiation or collaboration with other

decision makers.



EHQI~

ECHNOLOGY?
TAFRNG?
MTNERS?

T SYSTEM!

~suelist window in which new issues of concern can be entered, classifYing them as

decisionareas, uncertainty areas or comparison areas as the user goes. Any issue, which

~hardto classifY, can be stored temporarily in an issue bank. A blank issue list appears

automaticallywhenever user starts building up a new project file.

Once enough decision areas have been entered to represent some at least of the

importantchoices ahead of the user, he can develop further his picture of the shape of

his"problem space" by opening the focus window. This enables the user to build up a

mapof the interconnections among his decision areas, known as a decision graph .

.!Focus 1!!Il!lf3
gr~h focus

~Iaphnumberlmi ~ ~ [!J ~ IE

If there are so many interconnected decision areas that they become hard to

explore in depth at the same time, he can then choose a more limited problem focus,

taking into account not only the pattern of links but also the relative importance and

urgencyof the decision areas. STRAD offers users various procedures to help the user

inthis, while leaving the final choice of focus to his own judgment.

Decision areas can be dragged to new positions at any time, or dragged into or out

of the "ex graph" list to the left. Other mouse operations enable new links to be added

simplyusing thinner lines if they are doubtful and existing links to be removed.



Design: Once the user has agreed on a focus for the next stage of his work and he

hasalso identified two or more options to represent the range of choice in each decision

areawithin this focus, he is in a position to move to the designing mode, to start exploring

theoverall range of choice within this focus. The user is recommended at this stage to

workwith a focus of five decision areas or fewer.

When he opens the compatibility window, he will see a triangular array of small

rectangularblocks. In this he can examine the decision areas within his focus taking one

pairat a time, checking whether or not he judges each option in the first decision area of

thepair to be compatible with each option in the second.
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Wherever the user believes a pair of options to be incompatible, he can enter a

cross or a question mark if he is doubtful. Every time he enters a new incompatibility

assumption or option bar, the number of solutions available to the problem defined by

his focus is likely to be reduced; an estimate of this number appears in a small box to

the right of the window.

If the user wishes, he can keep a record of his reasons for excluding combinations

as he goes. He can then relax some of these constraints later if he wishes to open up a



To see a display of the actual range of solutions available or decision schemes in

the strategic choice language - the user can then open the schemes window. This

displays the full range of paths available through his problem in branching format - with

anoption of displaying as a list if preferred.
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There are menu options which enable the user at this stage to alter the sequence in

which the decision areas appear; to show or hide any uncertain schemes; to call up a

count of the number of appearances of each option; or, when users are ready, to start

making decisions, by selecting a preferred option within the first one or more decision

areas in his sequence.

The user may sometimes wish to take this step of "locking" a selected option in

one or more of the earlier decision areas if it clearly offers much greater flexibility of

future choice than the others. However, it is more usual to defer any choice until some

time has been spent working in the comparing mode, so as to identifY which paths seem

preferable to the others in the light of some ofhis more important criteria or comparison



Compare: The user's work in comparing possible courses of action is supported

first by the assess window, which enables him to enter assessments of the differences

betweenoptions in each decision area from the perspective of any ofhis comparison areas

andthen to combine these assessments to generate a shortlist of promising solutions and

secondly by the balance window, which enables him to compare promising solutions

fromhis shortlist in more depth, taking sources of uncertainty more fully into account.

The main Assess window helps the user to make quick initial judgments about

which of his comparison areas are most significant for which of his decision areas, so

that user can consider these combinations first when assessing option differences. This

process involves opening successive option assessment windows, each of which

enables him to assess the differences between options within a selected decision area

fromthe perspective of a selected comparison area.
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The user can position a marker for each option along a scale assesses the option

differences. He can use also use a pair of symmetrical "range markers" to indicate a

range of uncertainty. The user can calibrate his scale in terms of numerical units where

these can be easily defined. However, the procedures of STRAD are designed to

encourage the user to work visually, without defining numerical units, for all

comparison areas where no recognized scale of measurement exists. There are

procedures, which enable the user to adjust the relative weightings of his comparison

areasand to adjust the various scaling factors used in the display.



Once the user has made all the option assessments that are important to him, the

user can combine all this information across multiple decision areas, across multiple

comparisonareas or both. STRAD uses simple aggregation methods to display a set of

multi-criterion assessments of all the feasible "decision schemes". He can then make

adjustments if desired; user can sort the schemes into a preference order; and he can

selecta shortlist of those, which seem worth comparing in more depth.
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The user can now open the balance window and proceed to examine pairs of

decision schemes near the top of the preference order in more depth. At this stage he is

encouraged to take into account any comparison areas not yet considered and review

systematicallyall the sources of uncertainty which get in the way of choice, logging any

newly-revealeduncertainty areas as he goes.
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Wherever it is judged that one decision scheme in a pair is clearly overshadowed

by the other, that scheme can be discarded. STRAD offers some simple yet adjustable

rules,which it can guide user in this judgment.

Choose: To support the user in choosing how to move forward in his current

situation, STRAD offers first an uncertainty window, which helps him in judging what to

do about those areas of uncertainty that stand in the way of decisions and secondly a

progress window, which helps him to assemble a balanced strategy for making decisions

and managing uncertainty, both now and in the future.

The uncertainty window displays a list of all the uncertainty areas that have been

entered so far. It enables the user to review their relative prominence in relation to the

set of choices on which he is focusing at this time, whether this be the full set of

decision schemes available within his present project focus, or a closer comparison of

two promising alternatives resulting from his work in the balance window.

Prominence Labels
?REGULATION
?GOV POLICY
IECON TREND
IVAL ENVIRT

The window then enables the user to select user's more prominent uncertainty

areas one by one and, though calling up an uncertainty area detail window, to start

considering what forms of exploratory action he might consider as a means of reducing
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the prevailing level of uncertainty and thereby of increasing the level of confidence with

whichdecisions can be made.

Such actions may take the form of various proposals for investigation,

consultation or negotiation, depending on the way in which the current uncertainty area

hasbeen classified. Before deciding whether to adopt any such action, the user can if he

wishes identify two or more different exploratory options, which he might pursue. The

uncertainty area detail window then enables him to make quick comparisons between

these options in terms of three key criteria: cost, delay and expected gain in the

confidence with which decisions can be made. It is not unusual for such comparisons to

lead to agreement on quick and informal steps to reduce uncertainty, in preference to

moreformal and time-consuming procedures.

Finally, the progress window presents a synoptic view of the progress, which the

user has made so far. It takes the form of a grid divided vertically into NOW and

FUTURE sections, each of them further subdivided into a column for decisions and a

column for uncertainties. The grid may also be divided horizontally into user-defined

sectors of responsibility to which the various decision areas and uncertainty areas may

be assigned.

Sector DEaSIONS: Aclior'ts
Iilance I,
pel$omel TRAINING! refoclA!

TECHNOLOGY?
TRANSPORT?



If a preferred option has already been agreed within a decision area, that area will

automaticallyappear in the NOW section, with the selected option indicated. This will

be the case if a preferred option has been selected through the schemes window, a step

whichis not normally taken until some comparison and short listing has been carried

outusing the assess window. An uncertainty area will appear in the NOW section in any

casewhere a preferred exploratory option has been selected.

Alternatively, decision areas and uncertainty areas can be moved directly between

the FUTURE and NOW sections of the progress window, by pointing and dragging

operations in the progress window itself, in which case, the available choice of options

willbe displayed. Decision areas or uncertainty areas can also be dragged from one

sectorof responsibility to another at this stage.

Once there is sufficient agreement, the resulting "progress package" can be

adopted in any of three forms: as a basis for commitment; as a basis for

recommendation to others; or as a strategic option to be presented to interested parties

alongsideothers (Friend 1997b).

After exploring the program design and components of STRAD, it may be

appropriate to introduce previously applied STRAD projects that STRAD has been

professionally used as a toll for decision-making. They are going to be presented in the

followingpart for testing and understanding its capabilities in the selected projects.

5.1.2.2 Previously Applied STRAD Projects

STRAD is being used widely all around the world as a strategic decision tool and

advisor in land use related problems as well as the others, for building a clearer view of

thedecisions, agreeing on a strategic focus for closer examination, exploring options and

consequences in more depth, arriving at a balanced view of important sources of

uncertainty, building an agreed action plan for making decisions and managing

uncertainty through time and extending, reviewing and modifying plans as the

circumstances change. Some ofthese projects are going to be presented.



The South Side Project: South Side Project is a case of a group of decision-makers

mcedwith a set of linked investment and locational decisions, which impinge on a

residentialcommunity around 7000 people, living on the fringe of a larger urban area (the

cityof Dockport, serving around a quarter million people in all) long dominated by heavy

industry,but now in state of economic and environmental decline.

South Side itself is an old-established neighborhood with a strong sense

of community among the residents, through they have been steadily declining

in number as older housing has been cleared and local employment

opportunities have dwindled This population base is likely to be reduced

further over the next five years by the impending closure of steelworks, which

has been source of many jobs, but also of severe local air pollution that has

lessened the attraction of South Side as a residential area. Although may of

the older houses which remain in South Side are scheduled to be demolished

in the next two or three years, others could have a prolonged life if designated

for improvement, with financial aid from governmental grand aid programs

(Friend 1997a, p.29).

Suddenly, however, a new note of urgency has risenfor the municipality

in considering what to do about South Side and, in particular, in addressing

the problem of how far to invest in its continued viability as a residential

community. For a proposal has just been published by a transportation

agency to route a new arterial highway carrying industrial and other traffic

directly through the neighborhood. As might be expected, this heightens the

sense of anxiety about the future among the local residents and traders. In

response, the municipality calls for an early report on the problem from a

specially formed internal working party of planners, engineers, accountants

and legal and valuations experts (Friend 1997a, p.29).



STRAD has been decided to be use for the South Side Project and this project is

one of the first successful experiences in applying strategic choice methods to urban

development problems.

The Mekong Bridge Project: In Thailand, strategic planning has already been

introduced in the public sector, especially with regard to provincial planning since 1993

and environmental management since 1994.

The Strategic ChoiceApproachfills a gap inplanning methodology and

STRAD provides a tool that can be used in strategic planning as well as

project-cycle management. Whilebothplanning-management approaches are

strong in the overall logic of the planning argument, they are weak or

perhaps vague in guiding the user in the systematic assessment of alternative

courses of action. Descriptive methods are necessary, but not sufficient to

deal with the difficult tasks of making deliberate and well-iriformed choices

among options and to handle trade-off situations. STRAD offers a much

shaper analysis for this kind of questions. It would therefore be a good idea

tofeed the results of the more descriptive initial 'scanning' procedures into a

more detailed analysis, using STRAD. This is the procedure chosen for the

case study on the second Thai-Lao Bridge across the Mekong River, where

the results from a separate stakeholder analysis were fed into the relevant

'windows' in STRAD (Kammeier 1998,p.11 0).

This project is limited to an example where the use of strategic planning techniques

can be demonstrated in a convincing way. The case is about a multi-criteria analysis of

the impacts of a project of national and regional importance on the local scene of urban

development. Essentially, i.e. a general stakeholder analysis, including a survey on the

stakeholders preferences for any of the possible locations; a STRAD application focused

on the bridge location; and, as a spin-off, a more general design for an incremental

planningsupports system, as envisioned by Michael Batty (Kammeier 1998).



When the study began in December 1995, five possible locations for the bridge

were under consideration, so it was hoped to use the strategic planning approach as the

basis for a recommendation to the decision-makers. In April 1996, however, halfway into

the fieldwork on this project. The two governments of Thailand and Laos agreed on the

particular location. To some extent, therefore, the analysis of options was rendered as a

research project (Kammeier 1998).

The Asian Development Bank, in accord with the relevant national

agencies in Laos and Thailand, proposed to construct a second bridge to

cross the Mekong River at a suitable location in the provinces of Mukdahan

and Savannakhet. Each location was studied in some detail to determine the

mostfeasible one, based on construction cost, environmental considerations

and expected economic impact on urban and regional development. The

structured interviews with the stakeholders included three main points, i.e.

selecting the most preferred bridge location, specific reasonsfor preference

of each location and an open-ended question on expectations and concerns

arising from the bridge project. The analysis of the results was done

separately for the Thai and Lao sides. A special scoring method was

developed that included two-steps, i.e. an evaluation of each stakeholder's

preference for the bridge location and the same scoring exercise, but

weighted by stakeholder importance (Kammeier 1998, pp.11 0-111).

STRAD was used to detennine the most preferred bridge location according to the

local stakeholders and integrating the bridge project in the local urban development

strategy. The most important effect of dealing with those choices systematically is that the

decision space is clearly visible. "It maybe stated that despite its limitations, the project

demonstrates the benefits of strategic planning when it comes to assessing planning

options" (Kammeier 1998, pl16).

Other STRAD Projects: Some of the projects that have been realized by using

Strategic Choice Approach and/or STRAD software listed below.



rS! Planning Team for Rutland with Various Community Groups, County of

Leicestershire, England, 1975-76: Preparation ofa Structure Plan as a Policy

Framework for a Rural Area.

rS! Action Research with the Project Group. Municipality of Emmen. The

Netherlands. 1982: Implementation Policy for the Law against Nuisances, in

an Environmental Policy Plan for a Municipality.

rS! A multi-disciplinary inter-ministry working party. Den Haag. The

Netherlands. 1983-84: National policy on the handling and distribution of

liquid petroleum gas (LPG).

rS! Five daY workshop with a local inter-disciplinary planning team, Recife.

Brazil. 1984: The task was a apply strategic choice methods to the exploration

of alternative land-use, economic, social and infrastructure policies for the

off-shore island ofItamaraca in the Recife Metropolitan planning Region.

rS! Inter-ministerial government working group. Den Haag, The Netherlands.

1985: The project was set up to explore the extent of the problem and the

feasibility of inter-ministerial working in the case. It also formed part of an

action-research project aimed at developing ways of managing uncertainty in

environmental decision-making and solving the problem of disposal of

accumulated polluted silts dredged from the Rhine delta (Friend 1997a,

p.136).

rS! Process of OR study groua Operational Research Society. Birmingham,

England. 1985: Organizational choice in developing a program of a study

group of a national society.

rS! Inter-organizational planning team, Province of Noord Holland, The

Netherlands, 1986: A provincial development plan for the disposal of

household waste.

rS! Workshops with an inter-organizational project team. Province of Limburg,

The Netherlands. 1986: Development of an integrated policy framework for

the management of solid waste.



t5l A demonstration workshop arranged in Tokyo by a committee of the Japan

Society of Civil Engineers. Tokyo. 1991: Exploration of strategies for

increasing applications of the Strategic Choice Approach in Japan.

t5l Action planning for European waste management: used tyres. 1993: Action

Plan for European Waste Management.

t5l A project in ST. Petersburg. Russia. conducted by Danish consultants for the

European Commissions. 1994: Project aimed to solve the problem of

developing food distribution and retailing policies for the metropolitan area of

St. Petersburg in northwestern Russia.

t5l Work document for the Netherlands national environmental polic;yplan.
1994: Netherlands National Environmental Policy Plan.

t5l Preparing of the National Environmental Action Plan for Latvia. 1996:

National Environmental Action Plan for Latvia (Friend 1997a, p.238).

Although STRAD provides a collaborative working platform and strategic decision

possibilitieswith its strategic choice syste~ yet it is not pleasurable enough and there is

stilla need for an efficacious participatory structure and a system that interacts and easily

cooperates STRAD with ARGIS Smart Places and works together in the plan making

process. So to prevail over those deficiencies other component of the new approach has

beenused.

5.1.3 Groupware Platform for Urban Planning

Groupware Platform: Computer Supported Collaborative Work is the third

component of the Geographical Information Systems Based Participatory Decision

MakingApproach. In this approach, Groupware Platform represents the participatory

systemand makes available new computer aided collaborative models for participants,

urbanplanners and decision makers.

The planning process is a very complex machinery that involves several actors.

Therefore groupware could be easily connects all these actors together. One of the key

aspectsof Groupware for urban planning is public participation. Therefore the groupware



system has an increasingly involving structure. The cooperative work and participatory

design supported by computers are new techniques, which can / should be easily applied

to urban planning. "Because of the specifics of the plan making process, it is crucial to

involveseveral actors and dealing with zones of different states of processing ... and this

systemcan be considered as a spatial negotiation system" (Laurini 1998, p.331).

Urban planning is a task, which requires several users collaborate in

order to design a plan including map and written statements. Up to now,

computers were used for general purposes or for database management and

it could be an important challenge to offer urban planners a Groupware

system in order to further the participatory design of urban plans (Laurini

1998, p.317).

GROUPWARE is............................

ComputeI: Supported CollaboI:ati= WOI:k (CSCW) T earn Database

GI:OUPDecision Support System (GDSS) E-Mail

GI:OUPSupport System (GSS) Pmject Management

CooI:dination SoftwaI:e Gmup Confet:encing

GI:OUPMemory Video Te1econfcrencing

Infonnation Filtering Electmnic BrninstoI:ming

Electmnic ConfeI:encing ShaI:ed Dmwing

GI:OUPDecision Support System (GDSS) E-Mail

GI:OUPSupport System (GSS) Pmject Management

CooI:dination SoftwaI:e Gmup Confet:encing

GI:OUpMemory Video Teleconfcrencing

InfoI:mation Filtering Electronic BrninstoI:ming

Electmnic ConfeI:encing ShaI:ed DI:awing

GI:OupwaI:e Electmnic Meeting System

GI:OUPScheduling Wodulow Automation

Team CalendaI: Electronic Voting

GI:OUPDevelopment Tools Shared Edition

5.1.3.1 Computer Supported Collaborative Work

Spatial Group Decision Support System (SGDSS) is a framework for integrating



database management systems with analytical models, graphical display and tabular

reporting capabilities and the expert knowledge of the decision-makers. Such systems can

be viewed as spatial analogues of decision support systems developed in operational

research and management science to address environmental problems and decision with

anaim of group collaboration (Hendriks 2000).

The platform that supports the group collaboration for the SGnSS is called

ComputerSupported Collaborative Work and with such new technologies, it is possible to

work cooperatively with several people. Known as Groupware or Computer Supported

Collaborative Work, those techniques are widely used especially for office automation

and participatory design. They are usually characterized by different sub-systems for

messaging,scheduling, voting, multimedia conferencing and version management using a

centraldatabases typically one per actor.

Recent developments in Internet GIS present an opportunity to widen the scope of

GIS usage in such contexts to enable multiple users to interact and communicate in a

varietyof public participation and group decision-making settings. This has led some to

advocatethe use of computer-supported collaborative working as a means of supporting

community-level decision making in relation to issues such as education, housing and

crime, enabling participation by members of the public in key issues affecting their

communities.

The Computer Supported Collaborative Work System (CSCW) is used in the

GISbPDMfor the urban planning facilities. The aim of the system is to design or make a

decisioncooperatively. The overall architecture of Groupware is supported by software

productswhich can be found very commonly in office automation for single users, such

asmailingsystems, spreadsheets and so on. The system is flexible that can either work on

anetworkor Internet. Thus the people who are willing to participate, can either connect to

the system from their office and home via Internet or from the public terminals via

network,which may be prepared particularly for this purpose.



CSCW is facilitating group meetings, especially when supported by

appropriate technology, may reduce common meeting problems such as a

counterproductive focus on position instead of task and power-related

dominance patterns of specific individuals. Group facilitation also may

enhance the synergy of group work and improve their informationprocessing

capacity (Hendriks 2000, p.87).

CSCW or with its broader name Groupware has gained its importance because of

itsimportant features and different facets. These features and different facets are (Laurini

1998, p.315):

t5I Analysis of the urban planning process;

t5I Identification of the actors, their roles, their mission and their constraints;

t5I Monitoring the evolution of the alternatives, their evaluation and their

selection;

t5I SpecifYing the computer tools, which can be used;

t5I Systems for public participation, especially those involving presentation of

the plans during public consultation;

t5I Structuring of databases and knowledge bases to support collaborative work.

One of the key aspects of CSCW for urban planning is public

participation. The way in which citizens are involved in urbanplanning can

vary a lot between countries. But there are three important features of this

system,which are commonfor the groupware in the urbanplanning (Laurini

1998, p.33]).

Urban Planning Visualization: The way to present urban plans, not only map

statements, but also written statements. Apparently, map statements look easier to be

understood, but studies have shown that a lot of people do not understand maps,

especiallywhen the contents have some juridical aspects. A direction of research can be

the visualizing of urban plans, which can be understood by lay-people. Perhaps some

combinationof animated photos may help, together with hyper-map systems.



Option Collection and Synthesis: Some people can give their options, or different

remarksregarding the proposed plans. What kind of visual computer languages should

theybe offered, especially in order to suggest precise modifications of alternatives? What

kindof mechanism should be provided to synthesize such options?

Room Organizations: The arrangement of the prennses must be carefully

considered, in order that many people with limited knowledge of computing can

participate by understanding plans, reading maps and written statements, giving their

optionsand so on (Laurini 1998, p.331).

In CSCW, whole groups of non-technical users in planning are being directly

involvedin the use of this kind of information technology across distributed networks.

Thecurrent growth ofthe Internet and World Wide Web is clear evidence of the potential

for this kind of integration and more and more data and applications software are

availablein this medium (Batty 1996).

In CSCW, computer-supported decision meetings by using necessary information

technologymight augment several human decision-making abilities, such as;

J5I Helps decision-makers formulate, frame, or assess decision situations by

identifYing the salient features of the environment, recognizing needs,

identifYing appropriate objectives by which to measure the successful

resolution of an issue;

J5I Provides support in enhancing the abilities of decision-makers to obtain and

analyze possible impacts of alternative courses of action and

J5I Enhances the ability of decision-makers to interpret impacts in terms of

objectives, leading to an evaluation of alternatives and select ion of a

preferred alternative option.

Consequently, a final outcome of a computer-supported decision meeting can be

morethan a simple sum of individual contributions. The attractiveness of a computer-



supported group approach to spatial decision-making comes from a possibility of

engaging diverse participants as skilled stakeholders through computer-mediated

communication, problem exploration and negotiation support.

5.1.3.2 Different Ways of Groupware

People participate in 'Groupware or CSCW', hence decision-making, in at least

three different ways "collaborative, coordinated and cooperative". 'Collaborative' or its

noun counterpart 'collaboration' in the phrase CSCW is taken to mean a committed effort

on the part of two or more people to devise a new understanding or solution for a spatial

decision task. A collaborative effort is one whereby the participants in a group agree to

work on the same task or subtask and can be differentiated from cooperative and

coordinated efforts. A cooperative effort is one where participants agree to work on

differenttasks and share results and a coordinated effort is one whereby participants agree

to sequence the results of their cooperative effort. The distinguishing issue is whether

participants are working together on the same task or problem. It should be understood

that coordinated efforts are indeed cooperative and collaborative efforts, are indeed

coordinated. By working in a collaborative fashion, the participants create synergy and

eachcomes away with a synergistic sense of how to undertake decision-making.

CSCW can be classified according to dimensions of location and time. Four

differentarrangements are possible ranging from;

15I The same location and time (collaborative work using a conferencing room

with a local area computer network), through

15I The same location and different time (collaborative work using leave behind

word processing supported by a local, or wide area computer network),

15I Different locations and same time (collaborative work using interactive

desktop audio and video, supported by a wide area network, a dedicated wide

band-width telephone line, or a satellite link), to

15I Different locations and different times (collaborative work using e-mail, wide

area network and network-resident multimedia tools).



Ahhough the three components of the GISbPDM provide a collaborative working

platformand strategic decision possibilities with a geographical information system. yet

thereis a need for a system for managing the three components of the GISbPDM

("CollaborativeGIS: ARGIS Smart Places", "Strategic Choice Approach: STRAD" and

"Groupware:Computer Supported Collaborative Work"). And there is also a need for a

systemto set all of the components work together appropriately. Hence, to prevail this

aim,the following system architecture has been proposed.

5.2 The System Architecture for GISbPDM

It appears that, every component of the approach should work with a harmony and

adaptationwith each other for getting the best result as it has been expected to be. For

runningthis model appropriately, there is a need for a well-designed system architecture.

In this approach, GIS (including the local and central databases) is being used for data

manipulation,visualization, queries and interactive sketching. STRAD is being used as

thedecision making model that works interconnected to the GIS. Thus, the alternatives

can be visualized, submitted to the decision-makers and participants and allowed to

modifythe alternatives and created proposals. And the last component participation is

beingrealized in different levels of participation types, such as information participation,

collaborativework participation, public participation and elite participation. This system

architecture,which is encouraging Computer Supported Collaborative Work increases the

participation in all of these participation types sufficiently.

The system may work open to all participants but of course some technical and

financialproblems have to be solved for a possible huge size group. But rapid technical

improvements make people believe that some day very soon this will not be a problem at

all.The system architecture for the CSCW is designed as the following structure. The

principle of the CSCW system architecture varies on running GISbPDM in an

environment that is centralized or distributed, but in any form it allows users to share their

knowledge and information and create decisions on the same or different periods. System

is quite flexible for providing fast, secure and transparent access for and between

technicians, participants and decision-makers on a wide area linkage such as local area



network(LAN), wide area network (WAN) or Internet and even on wireless application

protocol (WAP). Each staff member has his or her own computer with a local database.

Allcomputers are linked by means of a network (LAN , WAN or Internet) and a central

computer acts as a server storing all information needed to make the system run. Even

moreadvanced technologies can be used as a participation tool in this system if/when

affordable.

In the system, central database should have the features of cooperative information

system, task and message management, participatory design and spatial negotiation

system with a flourishing database management. Spatial and non-spatial information

shouldbe shared without any limitation especially for the public prerequisites. There is a

secondaryoptional connection that it can be constructed between individuals and group,

groupand technical experts, individuals and technical experts and technical experts and

decision-makers.
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The architecture of the system is extremely flexible that planning authority GIS

roomor center, community GIS room or center or any other distributed units can be easily

linkedto each other via network or Internet. Hence, individuals, governmental or non-

governmentalorganizations can access the system and the system can be easily modified

andadopted to the needs and characterization of these groups. In addition system should

constructed with a sufficient capacity behind of a firewall and connected to the other

databasesof the city or region.

The cooperative work and participatory design supported by computers are new

techniques,which can be applied to urban planning practice. Because of the specifics of

the plan making process (involving several actors and dealing with zones of different

statesof processing) some particular techniques must be considered such as a system as

spatial negotiation system. However beside technical problems, one of the main

difficultiesremaining is the acceptation of such a groupware system by all people acting

inthe planning process.

Design requirements for a CSCW used in a meeting room environment were

specifiedas following:

r5' The system should offer decisional guidance to users in the form of a problem

solving agenda, listing five major steps used in a decision choice problem:

problem exploration, criteria selection, criteria prioritization, alternative

evaluation and consensus negotiations.

r5' The system should not be restrictive, allowing the users to select tools and

procedures in any order.

r5' The system should be comprehensive within the realm of a discrete spatial

choice problem and thus offer a number of decision space exploration tools

and evaluation techniques.

r5' The interface should be both process-oriented and data-oriented allowing an

equally easy access to task-solving techniques as well as maps and data

visualization tools.



t5I The system should be capable of supporting facilitated meetings and hence,

allow for the information exchange to proceed among group members and

between group members and the facilitator.

t5I The group members should have access to all functional controls except the

consensus results accessible only by the facilitator and these controls are to be

displayed on a public screen for group's viewing and further consideration.

t5I The system functionality should include extensive multiple criteria evaluation

capabilities, sensitivity analysis, specialized maps to support the enumeration

of preferences and comparison of alternative performance, voting and

consensus building tools.

Like other distributed simulations, Collaborative Virtual Environments (CVE) are

shared virtual reality spaces where remote users participate in a simulation. In addition,

eVEs also allow the participants to collaborate in closely coupled and highly

synchronized GISbPDM tasks. These tasks require very close coordination between two

or more users, such as two remote surgeons operating on a remote virtual patient.

Transmission Control Protocol (FCP) is considered generic protocols

in which each has been designed for a specific type of service, not a specific

type of data. It is assumed that most data will fall within some category of

service requirement, such as reliable, connection-less, best effort, and other

types of services. However, this assumption does not hold for many types of

data. Multimedia communications, for example, requires its own protocols. A

good example of this is the real-time transport protocol (RTP), which was

designed for real-time transport of audio, and video streams because the

above generic protocols alone did not meet the needs of real-time streaming

data (Shirmohammadi 2001, p.357).

Synchronous collaboration in virtual reality spaces has specific requirements that

differ from those of other application data, leading to a different communication

approach. Update messages corresponding to the change in the state of a shared object



must be communicated both reliably and in a timely manner among users. Synchronous

Collaboration Transport Protocol (SCTP) supports tightly coupled collaborative tasks to

be performed efficiently in virtual environments (Shirmoharnmadi 2001). The

applications of SCTP are generally in military training, tele-presence, collaborative design

and engineering, distance training, entertainment, and many other personal and industrial

applications and also SCTP can be effectively used in the GISbPDM.

SCTP takes into account collaboration requirements and is designed

based on the characteristics of the interaction stream. From an Internet

protocol stack perspective, SCTP is a host-to-host layer protocol. SCTP is

encapsulated into UDP packets and assumes that the underlying physical

network supports IP multicasting. By using IP multicast, it becomes scalable

and fast due to the utilization of the low-overhead UDP packets

(Shirmohammadi 2001, p.358).

SCTP is not the only solution for the transportation of the interaction

streamfor the CSCw. Infact any transport protocol running on any network

can support the interaction stream as long as that transport protocol

preserves the integrity of the interaction stream and provides timely and

reliable deliveryfor the key updates (Shirmohammadi 2001, p.367).

5.3 Evaluation

GISbPDM, a new approach for planning, is extremely useful for participatory plan

making. Main goal of this approach is to establishing "accuracy" and "democracy" in the

planning practice by involving participatory methods, strategic procedures and IT and

GIS technologies. There are numerous benefits of the approach that are mentioned earlier

in this chapter and also are mentioned in the following chapters. As well as its benefits, of

course, there are some certain barriers and limitations in front of the GISbPDM that they

have to be discussed.



5.3.1 Advantages of GISbPDM

GISbPDM can be easily used for analysis, synthesis, determining plan alternatives,

comparing them, choosing in between and monitoring. These structures bring success,

wide range of participation and involvement of people to the planning process. GISbPDM

also helps users to view, project, analyze and understand potential changes to their

community by offering three-dimensional exploration, alternative scenario building and

analysis, as well as regional forecasting for community land-use planning.

GISbPDM has an involving structure for compromising stakeholders and simplifies

the participation process. Therefore, it promotes citizen participation in community

decision-making. While realizing this opportunity it also appeals with its ability to involve

"others" into the decision process, by pursuing the principles of democracy and

transparency. GISbPDM is a powerful system that significantly increases the ability of

citizens and their government to define and shape their desired future.

GISbPDM encourages and empowers community-based organizations. Especially,

the collaborative and communicative sides of the approach allow users share the collected

and manipulated information with a simplified interface. Thus, the approach can easily be

the technological infrastructure for an organization based on communal decisions. As a

consequence, GISbPDM is appropriate for the NGOs, aid organizations and governmental

agencies that are looking towards public participation in an attempt to promote more

populist and sustainable development projects.

Flexible access property of the system addresses the unlimited information sharing

between all participants. Chiefly this occurs within two major forms that are advanced

and simplified information interfaces. Therefore, GISbPDM supplies equal access to data

and information to the users, community members and other citizens. Hence, GISbPDM

cares and involves ethical issues more than most of the other technology implementations.

It also helps to conserve the cultural identity and enhances the citizen consciousness.



role of GIS as part of an overall corporate IS framework for making the right choices.

Eventually, GISbPDM shows considerable scope for increasing the amount, depth and

extent of joint local-government and academic project work. By maintaining and where

appropriate, enhancing such partnerships will be the potential of GIS in the decision-

making and service-delivery processes be fully realized at all levels. And it promotes

public and private efforts to push GIS systems and data into local governments and

communities.

5.3.2 Limitations of GISbPDM

As planners gain more access to the GIS technology, they have a responsibility to

put GIS in the hands of local stakeholders, not simply as a way to access data, but as a

medium through which stakeholders can express themselves. Yet there are significant

costs. Planners who are familiarized to using GIS as a way to inform residents must be

willing to turn its conventional use around, allowing stakeholders to covey the character

of an area. Assuming planners are willing to make this change, they must commit the time

and resources needed to complete the required steps. GISbPDM requires a significant

degree of time and willingness on the part of both planners and stakeholders.

It must be assumed that most stakeholders/participants lack the technical

capabilities required to manipulate GIS for the purpose of expressing their views. GIS

facilitators/planners are therefore needed to assist participants as they build their GIS-

based statement of neighborhood issues and preferences. A significant limitation therefore

is that biases could be introduced from two factors: Firstly, the need to work with or from

existing databases; and secondly, the involvement of GIS facilitators in the construction

of the GISbPDM.

Planners and participants must have a clear view of the benefits of a GISbPDM.

They must recognize the value of improving the ability of stakeholders to express their

views in multidimensional ways. These benefits must be tempered with an understanding

of the intrinsic limits to what GISbPDM can be expected to accomplish.



These limitations, together with the costs involved in setting up a GISbPDM, must

be weighed against the advantages of establishing a fresh approach to the expression of

public and expert views. Besides, GISbPDM is very important that all community groups,

local administrations and planning agencies should make every effort to possess modem

information technologies. They should also possess an understanding of its power and

limitations so that they can view it from a critical perspective. And GISbPDM is a new

consideration that shows communities, planning agencies and local governments the

strategic and advocacy way of shaping their future and worth for adopting.



"GIS" is an "Information System" modified by "Geography",

but it means a lot with an initial "Public Participation"

(Yigitcanlar 2000a, p.ll).

After introducing the GISbPDM and its components, in this chapter a pilot study

hasbeen held for denoting the mechanism and steps ofthe GISbPDM process on action.

To apply GISbPDM on a pilot project is going to be appropriate for explaining the

GISbPDMprocess in more detail and observing it in action. In this chapter a pilot study is

presented for comprehending the methodology of the GISbPDM.

In this pilot study instead of working on creating participation at the pilot field, a

different method has been pursued. This study has been carried out for constructing a

participation model based on sampling that shows how GISbPDM works and how

communitybenefits out of it. The pragmatic aim of this pilot study is to underline the

basic and distinguished points of the approach rather than to struggle with the long,

detailed and very complex participation providing process. Therefore, instead of

concerning with a massive case study, a simple pilot project, which mirrors the main

characteristics and logic of the proposed system approach, has been held. The

mechanisms of the GISbPDM are going to be demonstrated with the assumption of

necessary organizations and applications have been provided. For example public

participation around a community-based organization has been established, GIS Centers

in the institutions have been organized and finally enough awareness, financial and

politicalsupport has been directed to the participatory planning schemes.



This method assumes that there is a wide range of stakeholders that are willing to

participate in the planning process and the pilot project is based on their supposed

reactions in the project. Although, the participants and their attitudes, reactions and

decisions are hypothetic (defined by the author) all of the data that are collected for the

study are real and accurate. This method has been pursued on due to the obligatory

attitude of making the pilot study in accordance with limitations of time and difficulty or

impossibility of creating a real participation without governmental or non-governmental

organizations' support.

In this pilot project the real data have been used with hypothetic participation.

However, accomplishing a pilot study without a real participation may be found unusual,

while one of the main subjects of this dissertation is to provide public participation, but

unfortunately, because of the reasons that are described below, it was not possible to

construct a real participation environment in the pilot area.

The main reason of applying hypothetic participation in this study basically depends

on the inconsistency of the current regulations and local administration's attention on

public participation. In addition, this study has a pioneer task on directing the attentions of

the researchers on the societal applications of GIS and technological applications of

participation and decision-making. Therefore, the main focus of this pilot project is not to

generate public participation, instead it is to present and clarifY how GISbPDM

mechanism works, what are the key principles ofthe GISbPDM, under which conditions,

how and when people can involve to this new approach.

The main goal of this dissertation is to develop a GIS based participatory planning

methodology. In this frame, it is more important for this pioneer study, to center and

describe the methodology and the process than trying to create necessary background and

infrastructure for public participation applications.

For a case study with a real participation, it is very crucial to provide the

willingness and sponsorship of the national or local planning authority and related



municipalities. Subsequent to this willingness and sponsorship the participation may

occur and then the methodology would be applicable to the current planning practice.

Basically the essential reasons for not to occupy on constructing real public participation

in this pilot study are related to the above statements.

After establishing a participation mechanism, the pilot study is not only about

explaining the steps to be comprehended by the researchers and readers. But it also gives

the hints of what type of participation and organizations are suitable for the pilot area and

guides participants', technicians' and decision makers' work under collaboration. A

participation model and a system architecture for this pilot study are proposed.

Saraphane region's complex problematique structure, high potentials for the

redevelopment, alternative scenario opulence and ability to obtain spatial and non-spatial

digital information and data, have been played an important role for the choice of this

zone as the pilot study area. And there is an urgent need also for the revision of the

current development plan of Saraphane region. The opportunities, complexities and

potentials of this zone and project were enlightened in the following parts.

Before introducing information about the pilot project site, the importance of the

Community-Based Organizations for executing participatory planning with GISbPDM,

Prerequisites for Adopting GIS Technology and the Participation Model for Saraphane

were discussed.

6.2 Saraphane Community-Based Organization

Saraphane has been chosen as the pilot study area, because of its location, potentials

and problems. The proposed approach applied onto the pilot study area, Saraphane, to

understand its capabilities and process in more details. But as it is going to be mentioned

in the Participation Model, it is very important to establish a Community Organization in

the study area.

Community-Based Organizations (CBOs) are non-profit organizations that operate
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in urban neighborhoods to benefit neighborhood residents and address their concerns

constructing a participation opportunities in the decision making process. As eBOs'

benefitshave been explored all around the world, for establishing a participatory approach

on the local planning problems, it is obvious that the primary efforts in this project are

going to be on establishing a community-based organization for the pilot project study

area.

A community based organization, which is called, $araphane eommunity

Organization (SeO) should be established for defending the rights and being the local

expertise and the presentation of the $araphane residents', employers' and employees'

voices. In the seo stakeholders from different groups should be involved, such as

employers, employees, government organizations, non-governmental organizations,

residents and the individuals from the adjacent settlements.

Establishing seo has a crucial importance in the pilot study for a successful

participatory planning. This is because of seo is an organization that tries to construct

participatory relations between the community members, thus, without this organization

participation would not be broad enough. seo offers a framework, which individuals

and interest groups can defend, their rights and opinions throughout this channel. seo

has an organization structure to foster sharing the local problems between interest groups,

express their thoughts about their problems, create discussion platfoI1l1,establish priorities

and alternatives, make choices, involve in the decision process dominantly and monitor

the applications.

Owing to the initial financial problems of the establishment of seo, Muhtar's

office and additional meeting rooms could be a start up point for the organization's space

requirement. Training and education facilities are going to be given by the moderator

group that are in general GIS champion and group facilitators. This moderator group is

employed by the University. For the initial technical infrastructure expenses such as

hardware, software, networking and installation could be sponsored by hardware and

software companies (at the very first applications of the approach), or governmental or



A GIS Champion is a person who takes over direction of GIS development in the

organization. A GIS Champion has two important roles to play. First is to get the tangible

part of GIS, e.g., data, hardware and software etc. in place. Second is to nurture the

acceptance, particularly the active acceptance of the GIS paradigm into the visions of

decision-making units in the organization. The primary role of the GIS Group Facilitator

is to guide the participants through the process, introducing spatial and non-spatial

concepts where needed and broadening the discourse enabled by GISbPDM to the

expression of views and preferences.

Primary potential interest groups of the Saraphane are the employers, employees,

residents, governmental organizations and NGOs (professional associations, chamber of

industry, chamber of commerce and so on). SCO should have an associative structure for

involving all those different interest groups in its body. As well as the GISbPDM, SCO

also should have a democratic administration and body. Besides the democratic aspects

by the partnership of the different groups (university, community, decision-makers and

technicians) it directs people attention on this formation/establishment. Another attractive

particularity is also the project framework of the SCO.

In this project framework, participants/stakeholders (individuals or interest groups)

can join the planning process or observe the progress and process, every single minute,

from the community GIS Room or distributed network. When it is necessary, opinions

about the process can be transferred and requisite interventions can be done. SCO should

be powered with and dynamic decision mechanism that has iterative and cyclic bodies for

the discussion of ideas and decision options. These discussions and reevaluations can be

executed by the IT with the other interest groups or communities. SCO should find two

way unlimited information sharing congenial, contrary to some of the other institutions.

In one respect, SCO provides and organizes participation and meanwhile is an

organization that thoughts individuals and groups how to involve in the decision making



processes, how to generate new and their own opinions, caring about their environs and

finally being a member of the community. Moreover, SCO is an irrefutable claim in

support of GISbPDM for establishing healthy public participation in the society.

6.3 Prerequisites for Adopting GIS in the Pilot Project

Adoptions of a successful GIS Technology into the Saraphane Community

Organization (SCO) have some prerequisites. They can be grouped in to three categories;

technological prerequisites, organizational prerequisites and personal prerequisites.

The presence or absence of a collection of technological, organizational and

personal prerequisite conditions affect the degree to which SCO, as organizations with

unique contextual conditions and cultures, can successfully adopt Internet and GIS

technologies. To the extent that these prerequisites are satisfied, the organization is more

easily adopt a new technology. Successful adoption may also depend on a collection of

transactions, defined as changes in or to the organization initiated from within or from its

environment that satisfies the prerequisite conditions.

By technical prerequisites it is meant that those associated with the computer

artifact, its operating systems, the means by which it is linked to other computers and

sources of information, the availability of relevant data and the software systems used for

data manipulation and communication.

By organizational prerequisites it is meant that the structural and functional

characteristics of the organization such as its dominant culture, its mission or purpose and

the operational routines that shape the management of information and transfer of

knowledge within the organization.

By personal prerequisites it is meant that the human skills, knowledge and attitudes

that facilitate or slow down the use of the technological artifact, the knowledge and

practices necessary to transform the capabilities of artifacts into useful outputs. Such

knowledge and practice is a product of both personal and organizational qualities, which
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are sometimes better predictors of the successful adoption of an innovation than any

qualitiesof the artifact itself These prerequisites are summarized in the Table 6.1 (For

moreinformation, see Appendix B).

For a profitable collaborative planning those technological, organizational and

personal prerequisites should be supplied inside the seo. The questions of how to

providethose prerequisites are answered in the participation model description.

TECHNOLOGICAL PREREQUISITES

Equipnl.ent

Adequate computer equipment

Resources for maintenance and upgrades to equipment and software

Electronic data retrieval and data preparation capacity

Data

Data availability

Adequate data standards

ORGANIZATIONAL PREREQUISITES

Culture

Support from leaders in organization/intemal catalyst

Perceived relative advantage to organization

Adequate planning and co-ordination

Inf'ormation managenl.ent

Organizational support for staff skill development

Presence of a staff GIS specialist

In-house database development capabilities

Eff edive use of inform ation

PERSONAL PREREQUISITES

Computer Orientation and Skills

Existing staff computer skills

Supportive communication behavior among staff

Perceived individual relative advantage

Substantive Kno~edge

Expertise in substantive field

Knowledge of data sources



6.4 Participation Model and Components of GISbPDM

~araphane is located in the fringes of the city center ofizmir. In the master plan this

area portrayed as a part of the izmir Central Business District (CBD). ~araphane Region

contains three quarters; that are Liman, UmurBey and Ege quarters. Liman quarter is a

non-inhabitant quarter, which is the izmir Port itself. UmurBey and Ege quarters are

containing primarily industrial facilities, secondarily commercial and then residential

facilities. Those two quarters mostly enclosed by the dilapidated industrial zones.

Current problems of this zone are mainly the dilapidation of the both industrial

zones (included the izmir Port) and residential zones (which nearly half of them are

squatter houses and they are in a very unhealthy conditions, moreover, crime rates for this

zone is high). In addition, there is a plan for the removal of the izmir Port from its existing

location to the Candarli Bay (80 Ian. North of izmir). Many of the factories and

warehouses had been chosen this place because of their interaction with the port, when the

location of the port changes, they need to move to a new place and some of them already

have done that.

Despite the fact that some of the industrial companies are moving and some other

will move soon, this place has been increasing its value in the real estate market. Because

the speculative tendencies most of the zone is staying dilapidated and derelict and waiting

to get its highest value while it is still kept on decaying. Residential zone landlords and

tenants are not satisfied at all from the existing development plan, for the reason that,

there are no residential zones in the proposed plan and the plan does not make room for

sufficient open spaces. Industrial zone landlords are not satisfied from the existing

development plan, for the reason that, they have not got any incentives for their removal

or changing their company types to the commercialized ones. Planners and NGOs are not

satisfied from the existing development plan, for the reason that, the plan is not prepared

with a sustainable approach, it does not give provision for the restoration or rehabilitation

of the historical buildings, there is no appropriate and clear land use decision about the

port and the transition to the commercial zone is not planned well through working with

related profession groups (such as chamber of commerce, universities' planning



departments and so on). Planning departments of the universities are not satisfied from the

existing development plan, for the reason that an important plan like this should be

prepared with a new approach that contains new planning techniques and collaboration

and participation, otherwise it only gives benefits to the speculators and racketeers. And

the plan maker local authority is not satisfied from the plan, because they cannot please

any stakeholders and groups with the current plan.

As it is understood from the criticisms of nearly all groups, this zone seems to be a

tough arena for Local Administration for making a plan. Therefore, it is a very suitable

place for applying GISbPDM. In this pilot project the new planning approach is applied

and hopefully this leads many other projects to use this model or other models that

contains collaborative work, wide range of participation and information systems and

technologies. In the following parts of this study the participation model and important

details of the approach are explained.



6.4.1 Participation Model for ~araphane

There are two remarkable problems that can be noticed easily in a project like

$araphane containing public participation. First one is the difficulty of involving

laypeople with the technician groups in a participatory decision process, which contains

advance information technologies. Second one is establishing an interface standard for

both technically advanced and lay groups. If different level of interface could not set for

both advanced and lay groups, they are exhausted of trying to engage with the higher or

lower level problems. As a result of that they leave the group process one by one. In

Saraphane pilot project to overcome this, both advanced and simplified presentations and

interfaces have been prepared. Moreover, for laypeople a special attention has been paid

for Public Participation Visualization.

Public Participation Visualization (PPV) is an important component of PPGIS.

Traditionally, geographic visualization research focused on particular users and

applications where the end user was a sophisticated scientist. However, recent advances in

technology are allowing non-scientists to engage in visualizing research in a simple

fashion. This sort of visualization technology aims to produce non-threatening graphics.

Non-threatening graphics are graphics that encourage rather than discourage participation.

These technologies are enabling the lay public to make sense of complex information and

dynamic scenarios in an engaging manner. The ultimate goal ofPPV is to empower users

rather than to simply provide information for them.

There are many similarities between PPV and GISbPDM. A parallel aim just like

the PPV has been pursued in GISbPDM. Moreover than PPV, in this new approach both

collaboration and participation opportunities have been chased and employed. The model

aims putting together many aspects of the planning issues into the same project, such as

expert professions and public values and needs and etc. Therefore, the model dictates the

University and Local Administration working collaboratively and including the

Community (and of course its organizations) in the participatory approach from the

preparation to the approval steps of the planning process. Thus, the final plan is a plan that



is prepared by the technicians (experts) and community (laymen) and approved by the

technicians, decision makers and public with an extensive consensus.

There are two important reasons of involving universities into this scheme. First one

is that university seems to be an independent scientific institution so that gives respect to

both community and the local administration, also from time to time can work as a

negotiator between those two groups. Second one is that universities are always keeping

an eye on the newest technologies and applications and they can modifY those

technologies or establish new applications, methodologies, or local models for local

problems to generate solutions. In addition, most significantly, they can take on the task

of the GIS Champion of the projects and transfer their knowledge to the local

administrations and communities, until new GIS Champions trained.

The model is quite flexible and it can be modified by the local needs, the level of

knowledge and economic situations. For the Saraphane project an outline of the model is

represented below. The process starts with the establishment of a partnership agreement

between University (City and Regional Planning and other related departments, they are

referred as "University" for short) and Local Administration (Local Administration's

Administrative Board, Planning Department and other related departments, they are

referred as "Local Administration" for short). While those groups are arguing on the

model and deciding the methodology and details of the scheme, at the same time a

Community Organization should be established in Saraphane (Saraphane Community

Organization). Because, this is the very first experience and the resources are limited, this

Community Organization can be located in one of the existing Community Offices

(Muhtar's Office).

The Project may carry on in coordinated dual places such as GIS rooms in the Local

Planning Authority (LPA) and in the Community Organization Center. The University

has the responsibility as following; constructing the model, carry out the GIS Champion

position, transferring the knowledge, training the technicians and community organization

members and even in some cases collecting and manipulating the data when it is



necessary. LPA has the responsibility as the following; collecting and supplying all

necessary data, supplying and maintaining the necessary hardware and software. The

~araphane Community Organization (SCO) has the responsibility as following;

transferring the local expertise, knowledge of locality and local needs.

In the technical collaboration and community participation processes the data and

information should be shared between those two groups and the early results, which are

the Local Needs and Decisions and the Technical Features (i.e., development acts and

regulations, reports of the related governmental organizations, structure and master plan

for the whole city and so on) should be compared and discussed. Then the GISbPDM

model can be run separately or collectively in the GIS Rooms. The decision makers can

involve into the process at this level. The results of the discussions, model evaluations and

technical and local decisions would be introduced to the decision makers. And in this

decision platform, seo and other NGOs should have political powers for defending the

local needs, environmental and other aspects. In addition the decisions should be

published on the electronic media as well as the paper for the community information and

approval. After this submission, if the community does not approve the plan or decision,

the negotiation process should start over again till a consensus being set between the

groups and stakeholders.

The system architecture of the CSCW for ~araphane pilot project mainly

accommodates all of the relational infrastructure between the planning authority and

community GIS Centers and other external participators. This infrastructure encloses a

transparent, secure, fast and cooperative configuration.

In this system, at the planning authority GIS Center there should be an organization

that includes GIS champion, group facilitators, urban planners, legislative advisors,

utilities planners, decision makers, finance planners, environmental planners, socio-

economic planners, architects and other experts. These technical and decision-making

groups should work in a collaborative manner by using GISbPDM methodology in

centralized or distributed modes with the educative directions of the GIS Champion and



group facilitators. Meanwhile, at the Community GIS Center above procedure is being

pursued with different actors. The actors in the Community GIS Center are the

stakeholders, representatives of the major interest groups, individuals and others. These

participants occupy with the GISbPDM mechanism through the educative directions of

the GIS Champion and group facilitators. Participants can join the decision making

processthroughout the centralized or distributed stages.
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Persons who are willing to join the planning and decision-making process from the

GIS Centers in the local authority or community or other individuals or organizations via

Internet, can easily be linked to the central database. This database contains the features of

cooperative information system, task and message management, participatory design and

spatial negotiation system with a flourishing database management and conveys data,

information, decision and discussions between the different sides and parties. Users can

linkto the database and other parties via a secure and fast wide are linkage (such as LAN

or WAN) or Internet and even WAP.

The central database contain basic geographic data, census, master plan,

implementation plans, map and written statements, state of progress and validation,

project management system, comprehensive hyper maps, results of the poll and so on.

The local database contains specific data, urban data versions in analysis and in

evaluation, local hyper maps, particular laws and regulations, multimedia meeting

systems, simulation results and so on.

Discussions and negotiations are continued until parties are agreed on a consensus

via this distributed system. But of course some traditional face-to-face meetings between

these groups can be arranged when it is necessary.

A sample participation model has been constituted for involving wide range of

participation for cooperatively preparation of the redevelopment plan of ~araphane

region. This participation model is superimposed on an important process scheme that is

required for directing collaboration and participation in the GISbPDM. In this model four

important groups are involved for participatory decision making or planning. These

groups are ~araphane Community Organization (SCO), Moderator, Local Planning

Authority (LPA) and Decision-Makers. SCO is established by the major interest groups of

the ~araphane Community and representatives and some ofthe members of those interest

groups are joined into the planning process. Moderator is a group that embodies from the

GIS Champion and group facilitators that are willing to construct a learning process for



both LPA and sca on GISbPDM. LPA contains planning related departments and

technical experts. Decision Makers are the municipal council members who are going to

approve the final decisions of this planning process.

sca is an organization aims to empower its members and tries to improve

community members' conscious about current problems and decisions. This organization

incorporates also a GIS Room for running the planning and participatory decision making

sessions. There is a GIS Room in the LPA corresponding to the Community GIS Room in

seo. These two GIS Rooms are linked to each other with a wide area linkages or Internet

connection. There should be a secure, fast and transparent access to this system and sca
shares its local expertise, expectations and demand with LPA.

Moderators' primary task is placing the principles and methodology of the

participatory planning and GISbPDM in the community and LPA. Their secondary tasks

are giving training, planning the sessions, controlling the learning process and adopting

negotiation and consensus building mechanisms between different parties.

LPA brings planning related institutions and experts together not only for routine

planning tasks, but also for constituting communicative, collaborative and strategic

perspectives into the planning practice. Actors that are included in the planning sessions

form LPA are run the GISbPDM process in the GIS Center and are kept on getting the

necessary feed backs from the community and also are in a deliberation action with the

seo.
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Decision Makers' group are involved in the decision process for balancing the

technical and communal expectations and in GISbPDM they are the mechanism to

approve and legalize the negotiated decisions of the community. And after the approval

always decisions or plans should be reviewed in GISbPDM process over again for

stmtegic re-evaluation. For the reason of GISbPDM sees planning strategically as a

continuous circular process.

It is an important fact to consider the education and capability level of the

participants while establishing a participatory mechanism for the community. Of course

for addressing the main focus and aim of the planning, GISbPDM uses dual mechanism.

Therefore for Saraphane a dual interface has been generated. This dual mechanism

employs both advanced and simplified interfaces for different level of technical

knowledge groups.

Primary interface is planned for advanced technology capable users and technicians

and secondary interface is planned for the people who has limited with computer

knowledge or do not have any. These dual interfaces help users involving in the problem

without getting bored or feeling themselves insufficient. For instance, for decision makers

and community members, who are lack of enough digital knowledge, simplified interface

and for technicians and people in different groups, who are sufficient enough in the

related computer and software knowledge, advance interface are suitable. Thus

collaboration and participation have become efficient and easier for all varied knowledge

groups.

Tasks of Saraphane pilot project can be taken into account in two different levels.

First one is technical collaboration and second one is public or community participation.

For technical collaboration a partnership between the technical teams of local

administration and university has to be set. Location of the task is the LPA GIS Room.

Funding for this collaboration has to be obtained by the local administration.



The responsibility of the university in this collaboration is to construct a model for

applying collaborative plan making methods, which is GISbPDM, with the GIS

Champion and other group facilitators training the technical staff and decision-makers and

transferring the technical know-how of planning with GIS and information technologies

to the LPA. The responsibility of the local administration is supplying data, hardware,

software and GIS center for employing GISbPDM in the Administration.

For community participation a partnership between sca and technicians has to be

set. Location of the task is the Community GIS Room. Funding of this organization is

obtained by community and university. Responsibilities of the university is to construct

the model for GIS based participatory planning, employing GIS Champion and other

group facilitators for training, transferring their know-how to the community and

directing sca for data collection and manipulation. Responsibilities of the sca are to

obtain hardware, software and GIS room with the supports of the university and other

governmental and non-governmental organizations.
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After providing the basics (such as training, hardware, software, GIS room, budget

and etc.), GISbPDM process starts in both GIS rooms in the LPA and SCO. The

information, results and outcomes of the GISbPDM are kept discussed between two GIS

rooms and a negotiation process has set. Whenever a consensus is placed, this decision is

sent for approval to the MUnicipal Council. If decision makers in the council does not

approve the plan parallel to the consensus and local needs or technical adequacy,

community reviews the decision over again with technical groups and then the

community uses its political power on the council for re-evaluation of their decision, until

a consensus is set between the council, technicians and community.

6.4.2 Basic Data Requirements for the Pilot Study

~araphane Region contains three quarters; they are Liman, UmurBey and Ege

quarters. The data about those three quarters such as the physical conditions and the

socio-economic conditions have been collected through the departments of the related

institutions, field surveys, institution and pilot area interviews and inquiries. Those data

are collected under two separate groups, which are spatial data and non-spatial data (For

further information about the spatial and non-spatial data on ~araphane Pilot Project see

Appendix E).

6.4.2.1 Spatial Data Requirements

Spatial data construct the basement of the GIS and the accuracy of these datasets

plays an important role in the success of a GIS project. The basic spatial data that are

utilized in the ~araphane project are, izmir Satellite Image, izmir Master Plan, ~araphane

Development Plan, ~araphane Land Use Map and ~araphane Orthophotos.

izmir Master Plan has been approved and came into force in the second half of the

1980s. In this plan, district called ~araphane is a part of the central business district.

Various debates and criticisms are brought to the discussion platforms by NGOs, about

this master plan. Especially after the earthquake disaster at the northwest of Turkey, the

revision of this plan came to agenda similar to many other cities.



Current Development Plan that includes the Saraphane district has aimed to

improve the economic facilities that are underlined by the master plan. Nevertheless, after

this development plan has been approved and come into force, many complaints and

revision requests have been articulated. Those complaints were mentioned in the earlier

sections of this chapter .

.
Z Ir

In the pilot field, a detailed land-use survey has been completed by the author.

According to this survey, the existing structure shows that; the zone behind of the port

mainly contains empty warehouses, industrial areas and dilapidated residential zones (See

Land-Use Map 6.4 for more details). For this pilot study, izmir Master Plan, Saraphane

Development Plan and Saraphane Orthophotos have been obtained from the izmir and

Konak Municipalities.
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6.4.2.2 Non-Spatial Data Requirements

Non-Spatial data are very important for the GIS and the accuracy of this

information plays an important role in the success of the GIS project. For this pilot study,

izmir Census of Population, (Social and Economic Characteristics of Population) and

Census of Industry and Bussiness Establishments and Saraphane economic data reports

havebeen obtained from the State Institute of Statistics and Aegean Region Chambers of

Industry and izmir Chambers of Commerce (EBSO 1991) (DIE 1990a) (DIE I990b).

According to the collected non-spatial data, in Saraphane, there are 44 building

blocks and 1.035 housing units and approximately 4140 people who live in Saraphane.

There are 158 industrial establishments with 835 employees. There are 29 commercial

companies with 145 employees in the zone. In addition there are 12 government/public

establishments with 425 employees in the Saraphane region. This means 4140 inhabitants

and plus 1405 employees, in total 5545 population (See Appendix E: Table of work

groups in quarters for more detail) (EBSO 1991) (DIE 1990a) (DIE 1990b).

The general characteristics of the residents in Saraphane region are mainly as

follows;

t5l The population is relatively young; between 10 and 39,

t5l Fifty-eight percent of the population is male,

t5l One third of the population is illiterate,

t5l Most of the people employed as an unqualified worker,

t5l More than half is working as an unpaid fumily worker,

t5l Unemployment rate is fifty five percent,

t5l Half of the none active population is not employed because of retirement,

housewife status and continuing education, the other half is not employed

because of no job or no suitable jobs and so on and

t5l Half of the families are tenants and the others are owner-occupiers (See the

Figure 6.3 and Appendix E: Table of characteristics of the Saraphane

residents for more detail).





These results show that ~araphane residents are extremely young, quite poor, not

well educated and half of them are unemployed. Some of the industrial companies have

beenclosed or moved. The State owned industrial establishments are in a privatization

process. izmir Port is going to be reallocated to another location. Because of these

characteristics setting up a positive solution with traditional plan making methods that

considerssocial and economic situations in the ~araphane seems to be very complicated.

6.4.3 Basic Hardware and Software Requirements

For establishing GISbPDM in ~araphane Community and Local Planning Authority

GIS rooms, the necessary software are; windows based operating systems (preferably

Windows NT 4.0 or 2000), Esri ArcView 3.2a, Esri ArcView 3D Analyist 1.0a, Esri

Spatial Analyst 2.0 (optional), Esri Image Analysis 1.0 (optional), Esri Internet Map

Server (optional), ARGIS Smart Places 4.0, STRAD 2.0, AutoCAD 2000, a graphic

program (such as PhotoShop 5.5) and Microsoft Office 2000 Professional.

For establishing GISbPDM in the GIS room(s), the necessary hardware are;

minimumone server and one client (the number can be increased in the course of time, by

the budget increases and users experience, optimum number is five per GIS room)

Pentium III workstations or personal computers (it is recommended to setup the network

between those terminals), preferably with large screen monitors, scanner, printer, plotter

(if possible), data-show (if possible) and Internet access.

The cost of building a GIS infrastructure varies depending on the size of the

community and on the data that is readily available. The total cost can include

orthophotography of the town, creation of digital land subdivision maps, hardware and

software purchase, computer training and data input. Most towns utilize a phased

approach to implementation based on their particular GIS goals.

Access to GIS technology can be made possible through a contract with a GIS

software company or federal and local funds. For supporting the initial budget local

administration and local resources should be available (if possible federal resources, or



lowrate loans, etc.). Saraphane pilot project could start with a minimal budget only to

supportbasic needs of the project. And by the chance of additional support, the size of the

projectand participation capacity could be increased.

6.5 Introducing the Steps of GISbPDM and Running the Model

The steps of the GISbPDM process are containing both individual and group

decision~making progresses. Sample Participation Model intended for applying

GISbPDMfor Saraphane contains Strategic Spatial Group Choice in every step of the

process. The basic intent of the Strategic Spatial Group Choice is to help the group

members;to explore and understand the problem, articulate and share decision criteria

and criteria preferences, evaluate the solution alternatives and negotiate the consensus

solution.

Fundamentally the process contains SIX steps that are; Scanning, Shaping,

Designing, Comparing, Choosing and Doing. After supplying the necessary

organizational, technological and individual prerequisites the GISbPDM model could be

run.The Steps of GISbPDM in Detail are shown in the Table 6.4.
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The first step of the individual decision process in GISbPDM is the Scanning Step,

on the Scanning Step reference materials are viewed, geographic data are queried and

exploredand available options are understand and geographic and attribute data were

gatheredby using ArcView.

The second step of the individual decision process in GISbPDM is the Shaping

Step,on the Shaping Step criteria are identified and strategic choices were determined for

establishingfundamental policies and decisions by using STRAD.

The third step of the individual decision process in GISbPDM is the Designing

Step, on the Designing Step geographic proposals are sketched and documents are

rationalized and scenarios are established by using Smart Places.

The final step of the individual decision process in GISbPDM is the Comparing

Step, on the Comparing Step models were run to assess their implications and scenarios

were evaluated by using Radix Evaluation System of the Smart Places.

The first step ofthe group decision process in GISbPDM is the Shaping Step, on the

Shaping Step prerequisites and concerns are compiled, alternatives are brainstormed and

priorities are established and data are gathered by using ArcView and strategic choices are

decided and re-evaluated by using STRAD.

The second step of the group decision process in GISbPDM is the Designing Step,

on the Designing Step proposals are consolidated and ''what if' scenarios are generated

and ''what if' scenarios are re-checked by using Smart Places.

The third step of the group decision process in GISbPDM is the Comparing Step, on

the Comparing Step impacts were evaluated and ''what if' scenarios were re-evaluated by

using Radix Evaluation System of the Smart Places.



The final step of the group decision process in GISbPDM is the Choosing Step, on

the Choosing Step participants are agreed on an approach and a plan for action is

generated and reconciled approach later is transformed into an implementation plan by

using Computer Aided Design Technologies.

If a consensus could not be achieved then a feedback is necessary for consensus

building. Steps are run from the beginning step for reviewing the options and new or

missed conditions and group negotiation continues. After a consensus is being set, in the

doing step representatives are placed in the implication for monitoring and auditing. And

representatives and individuals monitor this implementation by using various information

technology tools. When necessary strategic re-evaluation according to changing needs

and conditions are being considered carefully and returning to the first step of the

approach could start a reformulation process.

The design for CSCW discussed in this dissertation for the ~araphane Pilot Project

is very fleXIble and it focuses on the combination of the four of the organizational

arrangement: same location and time, same location and different time, different location

and same time and different location and time. The main idea behind of this flexibility is

to increase the participation and collaboration events and amounts by providing an easily

accessible system enabled by CSCW.

The Project Scheme of the ~araphane project is consistent of the steps of the

GISbPDM. The Project Scheme of the ~araphane Pilot Project is outlined in the Figure

6.4 and Figure E.3 and this scheme is enlightened in the following parts of this chapter.
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6.5.1 Running the Scanning Step

The first step of the GISbPDM is scanning. After collecting all necessary

documents and geographic data by local administration, university and volunteer

communitymembers, in this step the geographic data and their related attributes have

beengathered by using ESRI ArcView 3.2a software. Individuals and groups review the

reference materials, explore and query the geographic and non-geographic data and

understandthe options in the GIS Rooms (See the following Maps and Figures).

In the scanning step of the Saraphane pilot project necessary data have been

collected and transferred into the GIS environment. Geographic transformations have

beenprepared for the users/participants. The information that are going to be used in this

stage are as follows: satellite image of izmir, quarters of izmir, master plan of izmir,

economicstructure ofSaraphane, social structure ofSaraphane inhabitants, detailed land-

use of Saraphane, photos and video clips of the important points and buildings of

~araphane, orthophotos of Saraphane, development plan of Saraphane, reference

materials (ie. Newspaper articles about the zone, planning and conservation acts and

regulations,plan reports and other written documents) and 3D model ofSaraphane.

In the view of inhabitants social structure, themes of quarters, sex, age groups,

education status, house ownership, professions, employment status, reasons of not

working and whether has a job or not, are presented. In the view of economic activities,

themes of quarters, company types, types of employees, types of industrial companies and

numbers of employees in the sectors of the industry, are presented. In the land use view

themes of transportation, existing buildings and their types, building quality, number of

floors, development plan, ortophotos and existing land use are presented.

Each participant reviews, explores and try to understand reference materials and

geographic data in the scanning step. By analyzing and manipulating the located data

participants can have a clue about the existing circumstances, problems, difficulties,

planning processes and procedures, legal aspects of the situation. They can also have a

broader point of view for the evaluation of the problems and solutions.
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On the scanning step, GIS platform is designed for visualization of the information

with making process easier for the participants. This structure of the GIS platform

involves both technical experts and lay-users. On this platform, reports, regulations,

explanatory notes, photos and video clips of the zone, 3 dimensional modeling of the

Saraphane and many other documents and info are accommodated. The 3D model of the

Saraphane also can be used in the further steps of the GISbPDM. The 3D model of the

Saraphane is also an appropriate tool for comparing prepared plan alternatives and ''what

if' scenarios by using simulation techniques (See Map 6.7 and 6.8).
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Interest groups augment their store of informationand knowledge about the existing

andfuture situations and problems of their environs, at the scanning step. They ascertain

different dimensions of the circumstances; especially this would help them to see the

picturefrom the others' point of views. In this way, different groups and individualsmay

have a chance for comprehending the opportunities and constraints that consider all

stakeholders.Thus, negotiation may be an easier process for the participants.

The emergence of affordable virtual reality and Internet GIS is providing the

fundamental infrastructure to begin building virtual cities, which can provide an

interactive simulation and analysis environment for planning real urban places. It is

another important characteristic of the GISbPDM that it benefits from the advanced

informationtechnologies. Advance digital technologies are promising virtual connections

between the individualsand societies. Especially the Internet users are keeping the hopes

of digital communities concept higher and higher every day. According to these promises,

all of the steps of this process are also made available in the World Wide Web for the

distributed participation. All of the data and the methodology are available in the

following URL: www.yigitcanlar.com (See the Figure 6.6 and 6.7 for the web page of

GISbPDM). Even it is possible to place all of the scenarios and geographic and non-

geographic materials in the Internet Map Servers (i.e., ArcIMS 3.0) for sharing the data

and knowledge between the different interest groups and other communities.

6.5.2 Running the Shaping Step

The second step of the GISbPDM is shaping. In this step strategic choices and

decisions have been determined for establishing fundamental policies, decisions and also

the decision options have been visualized by using STRAD 2.0 software and Esri

ArcView 3.2a software. There are eight stages of this step; overview, focus, compatibility,

schemes, assess, balance, uncertainty and progress.

In this step, the probable and tenable attitudes of the stakeholders and interest

groups - mainly, inhabitants, tradesmen, industrialists, landlords, planners, other



technicians, decision makers, government establishments, NGOs, environmentalists,

individuals,citizens, investors and developers - gain great importance. In particular the

proprietors' desire of maximum income is another important dominancy of the existing

situationin Saraphane. The schema alternatives that are generated at the shaping step are

created by considering the probable and tenable interest groups' prerequisites

(hypothetically)by the Author.

The first stage is the overview stage; in this stage, the issues of concerns are

classifiedinto the decision, comparison and uncertainty areas. The importance, urgency,

details,decision options and additional information about those three areas are kept in this

window.

The decision areas for the Saraphane pilot project are; Improve Accessibility in

Saraphane, Commercial and Office Location in Saraphane, Housing Location in

Saraphane,Schedule of Closure of the izmir Port, Location of the Recreational Facilities,

Scheduleof Closure of the Old Industries an Warehouses, Policy on Re-housing, Traffic

Management in Saraphane, New Usages of the Historical Buildings after Restoration,

Removal of Faculty of Architecture, Encourage and Fund Commercial Usages, Re-

Routing of Local Bus Services, Cutbacks in Municipal Spending, State and Municipal

Spending and Funds for Saraphane, Procedure for Property Acquisition and New Usage

ofthe Port.

The comparison areas are; Differences in capital outlay on construction works and

property acquisition, differences in net flows of income to the Municipality, Attitude of

Saraphane residents, Impact on quality of local environment and Difference in local

employmentopportunities.

The uncertainty areas are; Attractiveness of the site to employment-intensive

utilities, Policy value to Municipalityof job creation, Decision on future use of Port site,

Policy value to people of meeting residents concerns, Decision on density of new

developments, Future trends in regional commercial market, Outcome of next local



election, Policy decision on level of infrastructure provision on new developments,

Inconsistency in the Political Arena and Financial Problems.
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The second stage is the focus stage; in this stage the chosen decision areas that have

been shaping the problem space have been presented with their interrelations among

themselves. Figure 6.9 is the focus stage and it is basically a decision graph that shows the

most important concerns of the problem and its solutions namely; the new land use of the

port area, new commercial area location, whether improve accessibility or not, new

housing area location and whether encourage the commercial usage or not.
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The third stage is the compatibility stage; this step is the stage to control and decide

the compatibility of the each option between different decision areas and their options.

Thisstep is the stage also for writing down the reasons of why and they are compatible or

incompatible. In the Figure 6.10 the small boxes with no color and fill are the suitable

combinations, the others relations are whether impossible, not available, or doubtful.
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The fourth stage is the schemes stage; this stage is to display of the actual range of

options and solutions available that are the decision schemes. In the pilot project there are

20 schemes that 12 of them uncertain schemes, which left 8 certain schemes suitable to

continue the process.
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The fifth stage is the assess stage; this stage enables to enter assessments of the

differences between options in each decision area from the perspective of comparison

area. And then combine these assessments to generate a shortlist of promising solutions.

In Figure 6.12 twenty schemes are arranged in a row from more preferred to less

preferred, according to the comparison area values.
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All of the schemas that are preferred and selected by different interest groups are

weighed up in regard to variables of comparison areas (i.e., capital, income, residents,

jobs and etc.). All those schemes are ranked due to their ratings. For instance, a scheme

that contains larger industrial and commercial zones may be preferred by the tradesmen

and industrialists for providing more income and jobs, but may not be preferred by the

residents and some NOOs for generating and causing pollution. Like this example, each

scheme is evaluated qualitatively and quantitatively and then ranked by ratings of the



interest groups and individuals. Later, this ratings and rankings are also used in the

balance stage of the schemes for lowering the number ofthe schemes by comparing each

with others into a reasonable number.

The sixth stage is the balance stage; this stage enables to examine pairs of decision

schemes near the top of the preference order in more depth. The non-preferred schemes

can be excluded in this stage. For the first runs this stage is very useful to evaluate the

uncertain schemes and to discard some of them too.
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The seventh stage is the uncertainty stage; this stage enables to display all of the

uncertainty areas that have been entered so far. It also helps in judging what to do about

those areas of uncertainty that stand in the way of decisions.

After the balance stage, to overcome the uncertainties, general policies and tasks are

determined and applied. In every step of the process of dealing with uncertainties,

participants may be involved in. They may be presented in the related committees and

besides that they may transform their own policies into the schemes for ~araphane and

share their opinions with the other participants and also evaluate other groups' proposals.

After the finalization of the decision scheme alternatives are placed in the new and future

columns of the progress window.
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The eighth and the last stage is the progress stage; this stage helps to assemble a

balanced strategy for making decisions and managing uncertainty, both now and in the

future. When agreed on the preferred decision option decisions and uncertainties move to

the NOW columns of the progress table. As this is the very early step there are not any

definite decisions, so the whole process may be run again for choosing a scheme or a few

options to decide in the following steps.
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After following the same stages over again from the beginning, three decision

schemeshave been chosen for visualization to understanding those schemes better. This

process has been realized by using ArcView 3.2a software. And then STRAD stages have

beenrevisited again to reach a common solution .
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In the last round all other schemes are eliminated by comparisons and only one

scheme is selected as an application scheme. This scheme has envisaged that the

accessibility opportunities should be improved, commercial usages should be encouraged

by financial aids, credits and tax reductions; the location ofthe residential units should be

in the fringe zone; commercial location should be in the central and back zones and the

new port usage should be mixed use that contains commercial and recreation facilities. As

it is the nature of the strategic chose approach some of the uncertainties have been chosen

and some of the decisions and uncertainties are left to the future to be solved later.

By the reasons of limitations and restrictions of establishing an organization and

participation in $araphane without any financial and organizational support from Local



Authority, participation is put on hypothetically in this study. The pilot project is realized

on the adoption of the probable and tenable responses of the interest groups and

stakeholders in the planning problems ofSaraphane.

After visualizing and interpreting the schemes in the GIS environment, by

following the shaping step on a cyclic route interest groups reconcile the differences

between their schemes and come to an agreement on the general policies. The negotiated

scheme in Saraphane pilot project is based on assumed participant reactions and

responses. According to this assumption, following policies are accepted for the new

development plan of Saraphane. Because of the location of the zone that is in the Central

Business District and at the fringe of the Down Town and commercial facilities prefers

the zone, the plan is largely emphasis on commercial usages. To provide a commercial

emphasis plan, commercial developments should be encouraged by the government and

transportation facilities should be improved. The southern part of the Saraphane is

selected for the new residential area. This adopted strategic option for present and future

can be seen in the Figure 6.16 Strategic Decision.
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6.5.3 Running the Designing Step

The third step of the GISbPDM is designing. In this step the sketches of the

geographical proposals have been drawn. The alternative scenarios have been established

byusing ArcView and Smart Places.

In this step, interest groups and individuals are developed detailed plan alternatives

based on the negotiated general policy schemes. In the designing step, the probable and

tenable reaction and responses of the participants are estimated and implemented into the

pilot project. For instance, the residents fancy parks, open spaces and sports courts within

a short distance of their homes. Therefore, in the proposed scenarios this is considered.

Another example is; while determining the sizes of the commercial usages, the

development acts and regulations are considered as well as the demands of the owners

and users of these zones.

The development scenario alternatives reflect different point of views and

expectations of the interest groups and at the same time, they are helped in creating a

democratic platform for establishing a negotiation atmosphere.

Smart Places is a geographic decision support system used to evaluate the

implications and opportunities of land use choices. Smart Places offers innovation to the

planning process through interactive design, evaluation and illustration of proposed

activities. The system runs on a PC using Environmental Systems Research Institute

(ESRI) geographical information system ArcView and Smart Places software. The

software provides a user approachable set of tools for exploration, design, modification,

illustration and evaluation of a geographic based strategy. The territory or boundaries of

the strategy are defined, the characteristics of the target area are identified and the choices

for analysis are selected. An evaluation of the strategy is performed. The outcomes of

each strategic choice are reported in both text format and graphic charts.



has been created and designed according to the directions of the STRAD decisions. Then

to produce the alternative scenarios this scenario has been modified. For each scenario

restrictions have been defined for analysis (See Map 6.9). Smart Places have several

sessions for the decision support. The sessions include the steps to construct a scenario,

modify the scenario, define restrictions, create a simple radix and run the evaluation.

Menus and tool bars are different for both the scenario builder and radix. Each window in

Smart Places performs different work and thus requires different menus.
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The Smart Places Scenario Builder View may have two "types" of themes: Non-

Editable and Editable. Non-Editable (Backdrop Reference) Themes are used for reference

when developing a scenario design. The user should not modify reference themes.

Reference themes may be image files, non-editable coverage, or shape files. Editable

Themes, the Scenario Builder View can have one or more editable themes. These themes



are the design themes for the user, allowing addition, deletion and edit of geographic

components (i.e. add a road, expand a residential area, etc.). Each editable component

theme has a special architecture associated with it which:

15I Allows the user to edit it from the Design Menu;

15I Automatically updates a set of "pocket attributes" for each new shape the user

adds or edits;

15I Checks design restrictions; and,

15I Provides input parameters to the Radix evaluation models.

To add new features to the scenario there is a need for creating theme components.

Some components are polygons, some are lines and some are points. In this pilot study

the theme "Residential, Mixuse, Commercial, Education, Sports, Public and Parks" are

polygons. By Selecting Design and then Rectangular Component from the Smart Places

menu, new components have been added to the scenario. And the characteristics of these

new components have been determined by defining its attributes with the pocket attributes

property for each theme.

The process of adding and modifYing pocket attributes with new information and

new calculation methods gives the place its characteristics. However, the scenario design

is almost always be governed by a number of restrictions. These may be physical,

jurisdictional, or simply user selected design limits. Smart Places allows the developer to

specifY scenario restrictions, which is automatically being assessed as the design is

created or modified.

6.5.4 Running the Comparing Step

The fourth step of the GISbPDM is the Comparing step. In the comparing step,

predefined alternative scenarios are compared and assessed by the Radix Evaluation

System. Such like the other steps in the comparing step; the variables of the evaluation

model are determined according to probable and tenable interest group response and

benefits. Finally the results of the calculations are evaluated and prepared for the selecting

initiative.



After the geographic choices had been completed for the Scenario Builder (i.e. the

land uses have been described with feature locations, pocket attributes have been defined

and restrictions have been applied) now the scenario was ready for the evaluation. Using

the Smart Places Radix evaluation tool, the design choices have been prepared in the

Scenario Builder assessed for impacts on the community. The Radix framework provides

numerical and visual answers to the what-if questions posed by the Scenario.

A radix is made up of a hierarchy with three levels: a core, features (evaluation

topics) and indicators (evaluation models). The radix constructs radically by defining a

central core issue, identifying topics for analysis (like land use, energy, water,

environment or transportation) and connecting an indicator (math function or separate

model). Each of the core-feature-modellinks is called a chain. Smart Places permits any

number of radixes to be used with as many chains in each radix as desired (See Map

6.10).

••
.-• •



A radix has been constructed from scratch to evaluate one theme in the Scenario.

For example, the goal for the work in this radix is to evaluate the total land area in

hectares occupied for residential land use in the Scenario. The method is to build one

evaluation chain for the radix, which starts with the issue and ends with an answer.

After selecting Evaluate and then Run Radix, Smart Places rearranges the display

placing the Scenario Builder on the left, the Radix on the right and the results called a

report card on the bottom (See Map 6.11 and also see Appendix E for the Report Card of

$araphane Scenario).
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Each model or indicator along the outer ring of the radix can also be associated with

a specific visualization method. There are a number of standard graphs and charts, which

are provided with the Smart Places system. Visualization specification is done via the



The analyses carried out on land use, water, waste, energy, buffers, cost and other

issues on the radix. To view a text summary of the evaluation results, the "Text Icon"

Tool from the Report Card table tool bar has been selected. To generate a visualization of

all evaluation results "A" tool from the Report Card tool bar has been selected. To close

all evaluation results documents "C" tool from the Report Card Table tool bar has been

selected.

By using radix evaluation system all of the plan alternatives have been evaluated.

This evaluation has been done by the visualization of the criteria. Alternatives were

compared with each other for every single criterion and evaluation results have been

collected and reported. Those criteria are grouped into five categories; water, waste, cost,

land-use, energy and buffer analysis (See Map 6.12 for visualization of those criteria).
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6.5.5 Running the Choosing Step

After comparing the alternative scenarios in accordance with their evaluation

results, the fifth step of the GISbPDM is choosing. In the choosing step the participants

should be agreed on an approach and scenario and they should generate a plan for action.

The outcome of the analysis should be information that provides another way of thinking

about the place under study, which may lead to new questions and answers.

GISbPDM is a continuously cyclic and iterative decision support process. Because

of this cyclic and iterative nature and structure, when it is necessary with the feedbacks

the process could be run for individual and group decisions and negotiation (See Table of

The Steps of GISbPDM). After establishing a consensus and generating the plan

principles and strategies, the implementation plan could be prepared by using CAD

technologies.

Future decisions about the Saraphane are determined in this step. Because of the

importance of this step, tough argumentation and negotiation procedures may be

experienced between some of the groups. But consensus building would be a lot easier

after running these steps several times and setting negotiation understanding between the

participant groups. The negotiations should be continuing between all interest groups,

technicians and decision makers until reaching out a consensus. In this project, it is

assumed that the negotiated plan scenario for Saraphane Development Plan would be just

like the one in MAP 6.13.
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Table 6.5 is a brief presentation of how different interest groups are agreed upon a

common scenario, how GISbPDM is steered the prerequisites ofthese groups by its steps

and how a consensus is being set between them. Table 6.6 shows the abbreviations and

clear form of the interest groups' preferred land-use types.

The preferred land-use type based on the prerequisites of the interest groups are

modified by considering the diagnosis of the existing situations and other groups' point of

views at the scanning, shaping, designing and comparing steps. After the comparing step

for each group's advocated scenario, objectives and advantages are defined with a

cooperative work. The negotiation process plays an important role in this step. At the

choosing step these objectives and scenarios are scanned and scenarios are ranked and

then a scenario is selected in a consensus.

An example can be given for comprehending this negotiation process better in the

GISbPDM: One of the prime interest group is the tradesmen's group. Tradesmen are

found the "Commercial (Com)" weighted land-use plan very appropriate for Saraphane at

the scanning step and they have insisted on this plan at the shaping step as well. But at the

designing step, they have changed their minds and advocated a plan just as; "Commercial

and Housing with Gentrification (CHG)" by considering the other participants common

pulse. At the comparing step, they have become more conscious about the importance of

technical and social infrastructures for the residential areas and they have modified their

scenario to "Commercial, Housing and Technical and Social Infrastructures with

Gentrification (CHTG)". After this step, all groups have weighted their and others'

scenarios by determining their objections and advantages. At the evaluation stage, all

groups have continued discussions on the proposed scenarios and negotiated until they

select a scenario for Saraphane. At the choosing step, as a negotiated scenario,

"Recreation, Commercial, Housing and Technical and Social Infrastructures without

Gentrification (RCHTg)" is selected.
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The recreation and commercial usages are located in the Port zone. The commercial

zone is set at the area behind of the old Port zone. The southern part of Saraphane is

selected for locating housing and technical and social infrastructures with no

gentrificationon the existing residential zone.

ABBREVIATIONS PREFERRED LANDUSE TYPE

CHG Commercial and HousinQ with Gentrification

CHg Commercial and Housino without Gentrification

CHTa Commercial, Housina and Technical and Social Infrastructures without Gentrification

CHTG Commercial, Housina and Technical and Social Infrastructures \OAthGentrification

CIG Commercial and Industry wi1hGentrification

Cia Commercial and Industry without Gentrification

CIHG Commercial, Industry and HousinQ \'tIithGentrification

Com Commercial

HTa Housina and Technical and Social Infrastructures without Gentrification

Ind Industrv

RCHTG Recreation,Commercial Housina and Technicai and Social Infrastructures with Gentrification

RCHTa Recreation,Commerciai, Housina and Technical and SOcial Infrastructures without Gentrification

RESg Rehabilitation of the Exislina Structures wi1hout Gentrification

RHTa Recreation HousillQ and Technical and Social Infrastructures without Gentrification

Unsurprisingly in every case building a consensus between interest groups cannot

be as easy and quick as in this example. For the success in the negation process, interest

groups or stakeholders should be considered the other groups' point of views, while

advocating their own rights as well as being conscious and rational.

6.5.6 Running the Doing Step

The sixth step of the GISbPDM is the Doing step. In the doing step, the

implementation and monitoring facilities should be observed by the community members



or community organization representatives, by traditional or preferably by using various

information technologies. And after the approval of the plans, decisions and plans should

always be reviewed in GISbPDM process over again for strategic re-evaluation. The basic

reason behind of this action is that, GISbPDM sees planning strategically as a continuous

cyclic process.

Another very important point for the GISbPDM is that, it also encourages the

collaboration and participation. To achieve this, the Community Organization and Local

Administration's Department of Public Relations should handle a propaganda, campaign

and a strong advertising facilities. Billboard, newspaper ads, TV, or WEB advertisements

could be publicized to promote wide range of participation. A sample billboard or

newspaper advertisement is prepared and shown below for Saraphane Pilot Project

participation empowerment and propaganda.



6.6 Evaluation of the Pilot Study

This dissertation emphasizes the importance and positive effects ofthe utilization of

the GIS that considers participative and collaborative tendencies and importance of the

strategic choices in the plan making process for communities.

The new GIS based participatory planning approach has been applied in the

~araphane pilot study hypothetically and the results have provided that this new

GISbPDM is a successful and promising model and applicable particularly to the

neighborhood and community planning. Besides the bright features of the approach, of

course the concentration of the CBOs', NGOs', governmental institutions' and

individuals' broad participation plays the dominant role in the success of the participatory

decision making.

The communities, which are going to apply GISbPDM in their decision-making

processes, avail from the boosted citizen identities, awareness, knowledge and response

on the local and regional problems. Furthermore, utilization of the advanced Information

Technologies and integration of the problem solving mechanisms and environments with

the CSCW in the community and planning organizations, cause multiple advantages for

those organizations. These advantages are basically on the gaining accuracy, time and

democracy through the participation, solution partnership, being informed and involved

This study has showed us that GISbPDM is applicable in ~araphane pilot project

and other planning and decision related projects. Besides that increasing number of the

participatory projects, applications and experiences would lead the culture of negotiation,

consensus building and reconciliation of differences between the participants. Of course

this pluralistic decision-making processes also profit by carrying individual environmental

problems to the communities' mass actions and contributing to the solutions.

In this chapter, a pilot study is mainly accomplished for two important reasons. First

one is to examine the applicability of this approach into planning practice and the second



one is to present how this innovative approach could be applied into an existing planning

problem.

There is no case study has been held which contains such a massive organization

and participation problems. Because, the leading aim of this pilot study is to demonstrate

and prove GISbPDM's applicability in the planning practice, not to realize a massive

project. Instead of a massive case, with a pilot project just like the ~araphane project, the

important principles, steps' details and mechanisms of this innovative approach are

submitted. Also, some assumptions have been accepted for the simplification of this

project and process, such as; sufficient financial aid, a willing local authority,

establishment of a community based organization for ~araphane and widespread

participation from the interest groups.



"The notion that the computer is a tool that allows existing

operations to be carried out more efficiently leads quite

naturally to the conclusion that the computer's role in urban

planning should be enhanced still further. Especially the GIS

technology will have a crucial importance in the third

millennium. So it is fanciful to suggest that soon GIS will be

used in Municipalities, Planning Offices and Community

Based Organizations everyday in the cities for routine

planning operations. GISbPDM is a new approach that can

easily construct the basement of the Public GISfor involving

citizens into these planning operations" (Yigitcanlar 2000a,

p.28).

Since the advent of modern urban and regional planning, planners have relied

heavilyon maps and various kinds of data to assist in the decision making process. In the

last three decades, a mechanism for prediction or modeling has been made available to

collaborative processes through the use of computer-based analysis tools, and most

recently GIS. The advances in computer technology have also made the practical

integration of spatial (map-based) and non-spatial information possible (like

demographics, ownership, land values, environmental, etc.). The linking of maps to

relevant data via these new Geographic Information Systems become relatively new tool

of urban planners. Geographic Information Systems (GIS) can undoubtedly be a powerful
tool for planning.



Even a basic local-level GIS linking, such as, zoning information to parcel

identification, is expensive to set up and maintain. Realistically, such a minimal system

requires dedicated hardware, in the form of a powerful personal computer or workstation,

expensive software and a GIS-trained planner or technician. With these prerequisites in

place, a planning office would still need to assemble the initial data, check it for accuracy

and "digitize or scan" it. In recent years, the use of GIS has expanded rapidly, but many

planners still lack the ability or perhaps the motivation to take advantage of this new

technology. Not surprisingly, Turkish cities and communities are among the last to join in

taking advantage of this new technology.

Technological progress and the decrease in the cost for the system establishment in

recent years have removed many of the barriers, which had been prohibiting the

development of Geographical Information Systems. There is an increasing recognition

that GIS and its usage in the urban planning discipline around the world is getting more

and more popular everyday. This does not stop theorists and practitioners thinking the

deficiencies and criticize GIS. Basically discussions and criticisms about traditional GIS

converge into four groups: ontological inadequacy, inevitability of ethical inconsistency,

GIS being a system or science and insufficiency in participation and decision-making.

Public participation and empowerment issues are some of the central topics in the

urban planning discipline. If the use of GIS is an effective means for facilitating,

increasing or enhancing meaningful participation and individual and community

empowerment, then this is the issue that planners ought to know, understand and actively

encourage.

Public participation has long been recognized as an important component of the

community planning process. A legislative requirement for many public-planning

activities, pursuit of meaningful public participation is a mainstay of the planning

profession. Community planning is a spatially oriented activity that focuses on many

forms of geography (landforms, plots, structures and other geographic units, i.e. census

tracts). The spatial nature of planning offers an opportunity to use automated geographical



informationprocessing systems to enhance participatory activities. The most powerful of

these tools is the geographical information system; the use of GIS to support the

communityplanning process is becoming more common in many communities in Europe

and USA (For further information on GIS supported Community Planning or

CollaborativeNeighborhood Planning see Appendix D).

It is well-known fact that, despite the power and promise of GIS, citizens who

attend planning meetings often experience difficulty in understanding the spatial

relationships portrayed on maps, plans, or projection screens. This occurs regardless of

the media (paper or digital) employed. The resulting frustration leads to

miscommunicationand mistrust amongst all stakeholders including citizens, developers,

planners and politicians. Spatial cognition, the knowledge of local geography, can be

improved through the use of GIS. As with any computer technology, however,

information from the "black box" is often viewed with suspicion and doubt. The use of

sophisticated GIS alone may not engender the trust and consensual participatory

environment that fosters a representative planning process.

By considering these deficienciesand other needs of the urban planning system and

communities, a new methodology for Geographical Information Systems Based

Participatory Decision Making Approach (GISbPDM) has been developed and proposed

in this doctoral dissertation research. Herewith the goal of this dissertation has been

achieved, which is developing a GIS based methodology for plan making and generating

alternative land use plans with the aim to increase participation in the local decisions. In

so doing, it is contributed to the knowledge in the area of planningmethods by developing

an innovative use of GIS technology and other information technologies. This new

methodology incorporates two important components, spatial decision model and

strategic decision model with a collaborative and participatory manner.

The GISbPDM is meant to be the mechanism used for undertaking all of the

studies, identifYing the planning and community goals, drawing up the planning

guidelines and criteria and collecting data and storing them in the GIS environment.



Moreover, the further steps of decision-making, collaboration, participation and

consensus building is integrated in the GISbPDM.

The proposed methodology enhances the effectiveness of GIS; meanwhile improves

the transparency and democracy in public participation. It also allows technicians,

participants and decision-makers work collaboratively and makes the best decision with a

consensus for their communities. Moreover this proposed approach is a new methodology

for urban planning process especially for the implementations in the local administrations

and the community organizations.

There are many reasons to promote GISbPDM in the direction of being a public

technology, while public is increasingly getting wired and computer literate and

demanding access. Traditional GIS has been handicapped by a lack of immediate

response, and abstract output that tends to exclude from such conservations those who are

not technically sophisticated. But in GISbPDM, simplified interfaces can translate

participant desires into commands without difficulty. GISbPDM is a suitable tool for

communities, and not only supports a system for planning, but also a system for

information sharing on any topics that the society is concerned about. GISbPDM is a

system that assists in creating public participation and only full public participation serves

to prevent imbalances in access and most importantly information sharing lead to keep the

strength and identity of the communities. Besides, the mechanism of GISbPDM has the

capacity to expose the use ofplanning support systems and these can lead better-informed

conversations, planning and decision making.

An experiment with the pilot study demonstrated that GISbPDM could be used

easily for implementation of a new vision into the urban planning problems and thus

could refute the suggestion that GIS is unable to facilitate participation and policy

analysis.

By developing GISbPDM, contributions to knowledge were made through a critical

assessment of urban planning (also containing decision making, collaboration and



participation) process and GIS and by drawing conclusion and making inferences about

how the knowledge from each of the two substantive areas could be combined into an

integrated methodology for plan making.

This dissertation underlines the importance of strategic and GIS-based decision

support tools for participatory spatial decision-making. The objective of developing

GISbPDM for participatory spatial decision-making was threefold.

First, it was to create a methodology that, with the help of computer supported

collaborative work, Internet and distributed network, would enable public participation in

land use planning/decision-making. The idea of the approach is to help citizens participate

in anonymous, non-facilitated, virtual town or community meetings, without the need to

be in the same place at the same time, as well as the organized meetings in the community

GIS room/center. Such an approach may soon be the only effective way to solicit public

response.

Second, it was to provide potential meeting participants with a system that not only

helps to explore the problem on the agenda but also educates people about the nature of

the problem and fucilitates its understanding.

Finally, the objective was to empower the public by moving it from the position of

passive participant in the decision process, provided with limited options of either

accepting or rejecting presented alternatives, into the position of active stakeholder

capable of creating new solution alternatives. This would enable the public using strategic

and GIS-based decision support tools in the GISbPDM to become true participants of the

decision process with the position equal to stakeholders and experts.

GISbPDM is addressing the issue of democratizing GIS from the elite user group of

planners and corporations to make it accessible to disadvantaged citizens, in order to

provide effective access to information and to facilitate their participation in the planning

processes. This study aims to explore PPGIS and offer perspectives on



University/Community partnerships. University/Community partnerships may be a

significant provider of GIS resources to marginalized community organizations.

GISbPDM is a flexible system proposal not a particular software dependent system.

However in GISbPDM some particular software are being utilized, the system is not

dependent on these particular software. On the contrary GISbPDM can be run easily with

other software that are endeavoring parallel goals mentioned in the previous chapters.

GISbPDM not only has a potential to support decision making processes but also

has the capability to transform its users from passive "choice-choosers" to active

participants engaged both in the planning and the analysis. However, GISbPDM could not

be applied into a case study with a wide range of public participation and organizational

support (because of the current organizational, financial, social, political and timing

problems), even Saraphane pilot project has showed that GISbPDM is a new promising

approach for urban planning discipline.

The benefits and contributions of the GISbPDM in the urban planning discipline,

communities and geographical information science can be summarized in two groups.

First group is the technical benefits and contributions of the GISbPDM and the second

group is the social benefits and contributions of the GISbPDM to the communities and

democratization of the planning process.

GISbPDM can be called as an expert system and tests the capacity of the

technology in the context of people and communities normally peripheral to spatial

decision-making processes and politics. GISbPDM contains not just the cartographic and

attribute information traditionally associated with GIS but is expanded to become a forum

around which issues, information, alternative perspectives and decisions revolve. In this

respect, the technical benefits and contributions of the GISbPDM can be summarized as

follows:



solving in short and medium terms, at the same time, GISbPDM predicts and

examines the possible long-term outcomes of proposed land-use alternatives

or policy actions.

I5l It is an approach that can basicallyprevail the criticisms on the understanding

of the traditional GIS to the space and societal structures. Thus, GISbPDM

powers the traditional GIS by transforming spatial information and

geographic data into the means for making more informed choices for

communities.

I5l GISbPDM involves ethical issues more than most of the other technology

implementations. The secret of this ethically improved technology is hidden

in its logic. That is its vision of seeing technology just more than a to04 but

caring societal and ethical concerns of the community, by providing

transparency, democracy and accessibility as well as the privacy of the
individuals.

I5l Adjustable access property of the system addresses the unlimited information

sharing between all participants. Chiefly this occurs within two major forms

that are advanced and simplifiedinformation interfaces. Therefore, GISbPDM

supplies equal access to data and information for the users, community

members and other citizens.

I5l GIS and other information technologies have constant place in communities

and local planning authorities. Therefore, the construction of these new

technologies is acquiring an increasing importance. Under this condition,

GISbPDM can easily promote public and private efforts to push GIS systems

and data into local governments and communities.

I5l In recent years, strategic planning has gained an increasing significance and

thus strategic planning and strategic choice approach have been applied more



into urban problems. And they have brought great convemences and

opportunities for the problem solving under uncertainty. GISbPDM applies

GIS to strategic planning processes; in order to benefit from the potential role

of GIS as part of an overall corporate IS framework.

fJ Constructing a joint work possibility, adds numerous advantages to a GIS

project, especially increases its success and broadens its supporters and

adherents. GISbPDM aims to show considerable scope for increasing the

amount, depth and extent of joint local-government and academic project

work. By maintainingand, where appropriate, enhancing such partnerships, it

can extend the potential of GIS in the decision-making and service-delivery

processes can be fullyrealized at all levels.

fJ In a GIS project, it is very substantial for analytical tools and datasets to be in

rapid and easily accessible configuration. In this approach the system

configuration has been set on this principle. Thus, GISbPDM improves the

capacity to make appropriate use of the analytical tools and data sets.

fJ GISbPDM can increase emphasis on the role of participants in creation and

evaluation of data.

fJ GISbPDM can accommodate an equitable representation of diverse views,

preservmg contradiction, inconsistencies and disputes against premature

resolution.

fJ In GISbPDM, system outputs can be redefined to reflect the standards and

goals of the participants, rather than closeness of fit to standards of

measurable accuracy (such as positional accuracy in a Cartesian coordinate

system).



and participant contributions from one interface. Components would include

e-mail, access to data archives, presentation of parallel texts and counter texts

in diverse media, real-time data analysis, standard base maps and data sets,

sketch map and field note capabilities.

t5' GISbPDM is not a traditional geographical information system that only

contains cold zeros and ones stored in the black box of a very complicated

system, which makes no sense for communities. Contrary, it is a system that

employs an educative process for teaching participants the system logic.

t5' GISbPDM can preserve and represent the history of its own development and

be more capable of handling time components than existing GIS.

t5' Eventually, GISbPDM contains both advanced and simplified structures or

interfaces for experts and laymen, which are more successive than the

traditional techniques. These structures are being used for analysis, synthesis,

determining plan alternatives, comparing them and choosing in between.

Additionally, these structures can bring success, wide range of participation

and involvement of people to the planning process. GISbPDM's structure also

helps users to view, project, analyze and understand potential changes to their

community by offering three-dimensional exploration, alternative scenario

building and analysis, as well as regional forecasting for community land-use

planning.

This innovative GIS approach facilitates an environment for fostering public input

in participatory design for the communities. In this respect, the social benefits and

contributions of the GISbPDM in empowering the communities and democratization of

the planning process can be summarized as follows:

t5' This approach has an involving structure for compromising stakeholders and

simplifies the participation process. Therefore, GISbPDM can promote citizen



0' GISbPDM aim to appeal with its ability to involve "others" into the decision

process, by pursuing the principles of democracy and transparency.

GISbPDM can be seen as a powerful tool that significantly increases the

ability of citizens and their government to define and shape their desired

future.

0' Contemporary planning and democracy paradigms are being superimposed

public participation onto the local decision-making practice and as a result

of this participation; this issue is being concentrated in a wider spectrum. By

considering this, GISbPDM attempts to provide group participation

opportunities and group iterative processes.

0' GISbPDM endeavors to encourage and empower community-based

organizations. Especially, the collaborative and communicative sides of the

approach, let users share the collected and manipulated information with a

simplified interface. Thus, the approach can easily be the technological

infrastructure for an organization based on communal decisions.

0' In land use planning, determination of the plan alternatives and analyses of

these alternatives for choosing the best-fit solution are the high priority

levels of the planning process. At these levels, GISbPDM struggles in

assisting communities with spatial decision-making and analysis of land-use

0' GISbPDM attempts for helping communities maintain a healthy balance of

growth and vibrancy, while preserving those specific qualities that give a

community its special sense of place. In addition it can aid in conserving the

cultural identity and enhances the citizen consciousness.

, •• f.-' .1
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r5J Technology has always been such an enigma for social theory, but some

innovative approaches such as GISbPDM can help in bridging the gap

between technology and social sciences.

r5J Eventually, at the same time this new approach can comfortably ground the

transparent and participatory bodies of the information network, which is the

ideal vision of the numerous Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs).

GISbPDM is appropriate for the NGOs, aid organizations and governmental

agencies that are looking towards Public Participation in an attempt to

promote more populist and sustainable development projects.

For finding the application ground of GISbPDM and other GIS based planning

approaches in the actual planning arena, more effort is required from the academicians,

communities, CBOs, NGOs and Federal and Local Administrations. And there is a

desperate need for democratic and brave local administrators for establishing suitable

ground for participatory planning with new Information Technologies. And finally

communities should improve their consciousness on the local problems and should

construct community-based organizations for themselves.

As a concluding remark it can be said that it is very important that all community

groups, local administrations and planning agencies should make every effort to possess

modem information technologies. They also should possess an understanding of its power

and limitations so that they can view it from a critical perspective. And GISbPDM is a

new consideration that shows communities, planning agencies and local governments the

strategic and advocacy way of shaping their future. In addition, it should not be forgotten

that the success of the public participation with a groupware is dependent on -apart from

being well designed- the appropriate quartet of technology, culture, economics and

politics.
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The potential of geographic information systems to empower the community-based

organizations (CBOs) has been realized in early 90s, because of the greater promise of the

IT and GIS technology, to nonprofits such as CBOs and nongovernmental organizations

(NGOs). Those technologies can assist in influencing public policy, through the

sophistication of analysis and presentation of powerful images.

The traditional model of GIS implementation, which implies that hardware,

software, trained technical staff and data are internal to the organizations. Such an in-

house model requires considerable financial investment and may be cost-prohibitive to

small organizations. The models also challenge the notion that implementation assumes

some thresh-old of system usage by the organization. The CBO may incorporate a GIS

into routine activities without owning the technology. In the course of time several

alternatives have been utilized to the traditional in-house model, which could be tailored

to fit organizational Criteria and could evolve with changing needs. The key points and

differences among four models that were identified in the Table A.I (Sieber 1999, p.I 0).
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Proposed set of characteristics of groups that should and should not adopt the

innovation is presented below. The two-by-two matrix presented in the Table A.2 shows

skills that must be acquired, groups that are incompatible with required skills and

conditions and the broader implications for all groups interested in GIS technology. One

axis shows characteristics of groups that do and do not have GIS; that axis is crossed with

another that displays groups that should have and should not have GIS. The profile should

not be construed as an exhaustive list of criteria, nor does it imply that groups cannot

surmount obstacles to adoption. However, it synthesizes the experiences of studied groups

that can frame discussion on the role of supportive institutions (Sieber 1999, p.11).
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The transactions that likely are necessary to satisfYprerequisite conditions and

recommend strategies to support successful adoption of GIS and Internet technologies in

the CBOs has been identified. These recommendations are for CBOs considering

adoption of information technologies, for financial supporters funding expansion of the

use of ITs, for intermediary organizations, including universities, seeking to offer

technical support and for on-line data providers seeking to facilitate enhanced use ofIT as

an information source for community participation. The Table Rl summarizes likely

CBO status, recommended transactions and strategies for a successful IT and GIS

adoption in the organization (Kellogg 1999, pp.450-451).

TECHNICAL
E.qllipH,ent
Selection / acqu isition
L; pgrades
Data retrieval/preparation

• insufficient funding for latest
hardware and sofhvilre

• grants for hardware/ oftware/
networks highly competitive

• upgrades difficult (not covered
in grants)

• insufficient knowledge of hard-
ware requiretl1ents for IT al1"'1ong

new users

• low incidence of n10dems for
on-line retrieval

• slower modems make Internet
use ine ffie ien t

• data preparation soft\o\"are

(spreadsheets) in use at
Inoderate levels

Data
Availability
Stand cuds

• data needs wide in type .and
geogra phic scope

• limited regulatory data aVClil-
able on-line

• mo t data needed accessed in
hard copy (at agency office / via
mail) telephone

• data sources multiple and

diffuse and out of traditional
scope of CBOs

• data collected using mUltiple
units and tandards

• much information about small
geographies not yet collected

• CBOs indicate need for
• technical assistance to identify

data sources
• parcel-level digitized base maps

key for GIS use; often difficult
to obtain

• plan for and incorporate equipnlent
needs into operational budget

• seek donations of 'obsolete' computers
fronl local corporations and government
agencies

• organize to increase federal and state
funding for CBO purchase and upgrades

• fonn local eno equiprnent exchange net-
\'\!ork

• seek technical assi tance from local uni-
versities or computer user-groups

• seek donated telephon lines from local
providers

• intermediary organizations provide
access to server for CBOs

• create/access existing cOlnnlunity
information networks

• get to know infonnation officer at each
agency to shorten data source iden Ii-
Heanon

• form partnerships "\lith local environ·
mental organi£ations for help in identify-
ing data sources

• C BOs collect neighbollrhood data with
assistance frolll local university or high-
school stllden ts

• data prOViders expand d"ta collection
and availability to addre s CBO-Ie\'el
concerns

• environnlental and socio-economic data
providers standardize neighbourhood-
scale data



ORGANIZATIONAL
Cultllre

Support from leader
Adequate plan/co-ordination
Perceived relative advantage

lllJormalioll ml1llagemclIl

Staff skill d velopment
Presence of GIS speciali t
In-house database capacity
Meaning and significance of data

• awarenes of IT advantages for
env ironmental information
limited

• awarene of relative advantage
for organization growing

• planning difficult with limited
knowledge of benefits and needs

• very limited re ources for taff
training

• taff with GIS training Don
leave for better pay

• many C30 already use
pread heets

• frequent taff chang s impede
organizational capacity to
manage information

• ignificance and use of environ-
mental information not
adequately recognized

• leader hip training programme by state
and federal a encies taroeting CBO.

• technical assi tance for CBO
organizational development

• create total CBO information manage-
ment system

• train CBO staff in problem-solving
trategie and use of information

• train more than one staff member in GIS
and Internet

• impro e overall staff skill in GIS upport
activities

• create/adapt intermediary organization
to provide ongoing IT training service for
CBOs

PERSOt\AL
Com piliI' r-orielliatioll/skills

Exi ling staff computer skills
Communication behaviour
Perceived ad van tage

EIIVil'olll/lell tal kllow ledge

Expertise in sub tantive field
Knowledge of data ources

• hard to attract staff \ ith
advanced compuler skill at
typical CBO pay

• small staff ize lend toward
communication and skill-
sharing

• individual orientation tOlVard
compu tel' mitioates perceived
advantage

• relatively less expertise in
environmental science

• relatively Ie knowledge of
environmental regulatory
framework

• minimal knowledge of data
sources for environmental and
env ironmen tal health issues

• CBOs pool resource to increa e alar. to
hire GIS peciali. t shared among
organizations

• in-house train ing of all staff in basic
computer operation

• partner with local environmental
organizations and universities to learn
more about environmental science

• train ( BO staff in ri k concepts and
regulation used by agencies

• information providers identify neigh-
bourhood level concerns and provide
on-I ine sites to focus the re



The concept of any person being able to access government-held information is one

of the fundamental principles of accountable government and participatory democracy.

This ideal should be reflected in the Acts and subject to limited and specific exemptions,

information under the control of government organizations should be available to the

public. However, profound technological advances are transforming the basic nature of

information management and creating new and complex challenges regarding public

access to government-held information. One type of information management system

increasingly being used by government organizations is Geographic Information System

Technology (IPC 1999, p.I).

The government organizations need to consider the impact a GIS could have on

access and to make every attempt to design their GIS applications in a way that enhances

the public's access right. The government organizations should see themselves as the

custodian or trustee of the information they hold. They need to take care to ensure that

issues such as commercial value and copyright of GIS data, do not erode public access.

The primary concern is that, without considering access issues (e.g., what information

should be accessible, to whom, in what circumstances, at what cost and in what format)

during the planning and design of a GIS, the system itself can function as a de facto

barrier to public access of government information (IPC 1999, p.I).

To assist government organizations in their assessment of the impact a potential

GIS application could have on access to government information, the following

fundamental principles should be considered (IPC 1999, pp.1-2).

!51 Government organizations should recognize public access to government-

held information as a central underlying tenet of any program or service GIS

technology. Before introducing any GIS application, the impact on access

should be identified and assessed. Appropriate and effective measures

(technological, legislative and policy) should be developed and implemented.



t5I Government organizations should use GIS technology to enhance access to

government-held information. They should look to the introduction of GIS

technology as a way of increasing the amount of information that is routinely

distributed or actively disseminated.

t5I Government organizations should ensure that all GIS applications are

designed in such a way that the public can exercise their access rights in a

meaningful and timely manner.

t5I Government organizations should provide public education on their GIS

applications to ensure that the public can exercise their access rights in a

meaningful and timely manner.

t5I Government organizations should conduct in·house education about the

access implications of GIS technology for all staff involved in the

development of the application or the delivery of related programs and

services.

t5I Government organizations should ensure that the complexity or cost of GIS

technology, the commercial value of the data, fees, or copyright, do not

become an unreasonable barrier to public access to government-held

information.

t5I Government organizations should ensure that private sector involvement in

GIS applications does not reduce public access to government-held

information.

t5I Government organizations should ensure that their GIS databases are as

accurate, complete and up-to-date as is reasonably possible.

t5I Government organizations should ensure that the use of GIS technology does

not adversely affect the records management or retention of government

information.

t5I Government organizations should review their GIS access policies and

practices on an on-going basis to ensure that they are appropriate and

effective.



APPENDIX D: Framework for GIS Supported CNP

The GIS Supported Collaborative Neighborhood Planning (CNP) framework is

based on structuration models and based on the assumption that uses and effects of

technology emerge based on complex social interactions among its users; it presumes that

groups are organized around practices that are task-related and social in character. Group

spatial decision-making as a process of social interaction is a decision processes involved

intelligence (i.e., argumentation or discussion), design (i.e., structuring of the decision

problem) and choice (i.e., analysis, selection and problem closure) (Heckman 1999, p.4).

The stages of decision-making are as the three process aspects of:

1) Convening a collaboration,

2) Collaboration as a group process and

3) Collaborative process outcomes.

The framework for examining GIS supported group decision making is one in

which input constructs (e.g., the structure of technology, the structure of a group's

character and structure from task and environment) are appropriated during the actual

collaborative decision making process. This appropriation of structure(s) facilitates and

influences group processes, leads to emergent sources of structure and ultimately leads to

decision outcomes and possibly new social structures (Heckman 1999, p.4).

Characteristics of these various constructs, might be thought of as individual

variables; these listed construct characteristics/variables are not exhaustive, but illustrative

of the aspects of structure that may be significant to PPGIS and neighborhood decision-

making (Heckman 1999, p.5).
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Structure of Advanced ColI aborative Neighborhood Planning
Information Technology as a Process of Social Interaction

Structuraljeatures as Appropriation of Group Decision
procedures, operations, and Structures Processes
databases

Com prehensivene ss Appropriation Moves Phase in Decision

(e.g., map display type, interface (e.g, direct or indirect, Process

response time, image types, coerced or voluntary) (e.g., problem

video or sound, analysis, data
structuring,

management, communications) Faithfulness of altern ative
Appropri ation generation,

Sophisti cati on (e.g, true to intent or evaluation, choice)

(e.g., specialized map types, spirit of GIS or other

simple or complex models, issue AIT) Task Management
•• (e.g., amount of time

management) ,.
Instrumental Uses using decision ai ds by

Restrictiveness of Structure phase, number of
meetings to(e.g., operations restricted to a (e.g., count and type

preset order of executi on) of instrumental and accomplish task,
non-instrumental uses order or iterati ve

sequence of tasks and
Spirit as underlying intent oj Persistence of phases)
tools Appropri ati on

Decision Process Intent
(e.g., frequency of Participati on

(e.g., rational, bounded rational,
structure (e.g., fre quency,
appropri ati on, duration)

or political - open ended)
repeated use of same

Leadership Intent structure in sam e Conflict Management
context) (e.g., is sue

(e.g., democratic - open ended, differenti ati on, is sue
facilitated, or preset/autocratic) integrati on, conflict

Effici ency/Effe ctiveness Intent
level)

(e.g., more accurate information
or less work effort for same
answers)







WORK GROUPS COMPANIES EMPLOYEES UMURBEY COMPANIES UMURBEY EMPLOYEES EGE COMPANIES EGE EMPLOYEES

INDUSTRY 158 835 123 514 35 261

V.g.hbl. OillOOu>1,y 6 27 5 22 I 5

Akoholic 6< NonAkol1oil< _ •.••••• InduJlry 2 42 I 21 1 21

Cotton Gann;ng Indll,try 11 109 9 81 2 22

(otton 'YVfI • f.Kl:iIei¥'l<d (ombirl~ Indu.slli41s 15 113 12 31 3 6

I.",n • ."d R•• dy t. Ill •••• Indu"ry 12 it7 10 <lO 2 1

loc"o PfOct"in~Plw, 2 29 1 16 1 13

Dned Fia U'l<I Ruin Proctnin~Plws 3 89 1 21 2 62

fu'n •••••• lndu>1ry 9 39 6 25 3 14

lulhiltr \nd 500lc l.dh,r tnd",rtry 23 63 20 54 3 9

Plasti< lndust'V 3 18 2 10 1 8

(uti"" IndurttV 2 19 1 8 I 11

M",hin.,y Ih .•• Produd~ 20 12 18 55 2 11

fo.bnc."d lIlotollnduJltV 18 81 15 69 3 12

~jJctlllU'lotl)UJ Spwt PattI IndusttV' 3 14 1 5 2 9

l..",pOll ••••••<1•• 1nd'u.lttY 21 n 18 10 3 1

Automotiv.: Amcil'uv Indusrliu 3 12 1 5 2 7

:.1t,,,tlIVltl>US flhnlAdGnna lndunl1t1 5 54 2 23 3 31

lOMMEAUAL 19 145 20 122 9 23

Whol. o.n.dR.lii! Sol. 29 145 20 122 9 23

ADMINISTRATION 12 425 10 404 2 21

Pu~ic EJt~i,hMtnh 12 425 10 404 2 21

TOTAL 199 1405 153 1100 46 305
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Park
Schoo1
'''ate..- _ •.••3/Day
WasteWater_M3/0ay
S01idWaste_Kg/Day
O:i..11:i..onTL
HectarBa1ance
Inhab~tants
E1ectr:i..c:i..~y_Hw/"o

MAP
••lAP
75.3 .•.•.6_100
68.436_UO
••5..••••55_00
9.304.229_00-----See Be:J.ow.•..•..•.
6.317_&1U
1,.233,.565_00

L~nk-Ind~ca~or: Park
Hode1 HaAe: Eua1_Std_Bu~~er
M:ln_ Ua1ue: H/A
Max_ Ua1ue: H/A
Resu1t:s:

L~nk-Ind~cator: Schoo1
Mode1 Name: Eua1_Std_Bu~~e..-
M:l.n_ Ua1ue: H/A
Max_ Ua:Lue: H/A
Resu1.ts:

L~nk-Ind~ca~or= Water_H3/Day
Mode1 Harne: Eua1_Std_Sum
M~n_ Ua1ue: 10,.ODU_DO
Max_ Ua1ue: 50,.000_00
Reosu11:s:

L~nk-Ind~ca~o~: Wa5~eoWa~eo~_M3/Day
Mode1 Harne: Eua1_Std_Sum
M~n_ Ua1ue: 8_08
Max_ Ua1ue: 100,000_00
Resu1t:s:

Link-Indica~or= So1idWaste_Kg/Day
Mode1 Harne: Eua1_Std_Sum
Min_ Ua1ue: 0_00
Max_ Ua1ue: 500~OOO_OO
Resu1t::s:

Link-Indicator: Oi11:i..onTL
Mode1 Harne: Eua1_Std_Sum
M:i..n_Ua1ue: 5,000,000_00
Max_ Ua1ue: 8,000,000_00
Resu1ts:

Link-Indicator: HectarDa1ance
Mode1 Name: Eua1_Std_SumByTheme
Min_ Ua:Lue: H/A
Max ..Ua1ue: H/A
Resu1ts:
MIXUSE-79_04
RESIDENTIAL-10_0B
CO ••.•MERCIAL-3H_22
PARK-25_72
EDUCATIOH-"'1_:J2
SPORTS-S_70
PUBLIC-S_65

L~nk-Ind~cator= Inhab~tants
Mode1 Ham@: Eua1_Std_SumM:Ln_ U.a1ue: 0_00
Max_ Ua1ue: ~o.ooo_ao
Resu1ts:

L~nk-Ind~ca~or= E1ec~r~c~ty_KW/"O
Mode1 Name: Eua1_Std_Sum
Min_ Ua1ue: 0_00:
Max_ Ua1ue: 1.500.000_00
Resu1ts:
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Advocacy Planning: Advocacy is the pursuit of influencing outcomes - including

public policy and resource allocation decisions within political, economic

and social systems and institutions that directly affect people's lives.

Advocacy planning developed within the context of the burgeoning popular

movements of the '60's-foremost of which was the Civil Rights Movement

and from which grew other movements. Advocacy planning made great

strides in institutionalizing the notion of community participation in

planning, at least planning in the public sphere.

Agency: A government organization, an element of the city government, or a

private corporation working with the proposed Urban Geographic

Information Systems (RSISCO 1998).

AMIFM: Automated Mapping and Facilities Management. The management of

mapping and facilitiesmanagement using integrated computer software.

AMIFM GIS: Automated Mapping/Facilities Management GIS see Automated

Mapping/FacilitiesManagement.

Application: An automated system or part of an automated system, which

provides the end user with access to and processing of stored data. An

application may be a manual process, which has been automated.

Arc: A coverage feature class used to represent linear features or the boundaries

of polygons or A continuous string of X, Y co-ordinate pairs (vertices)

beginning at one location and ending at another location. Connecting the

vertices of an arc creates a line.



ArcIMS: ESRI software that allows Internet mappmg and distnbuted GIS

solutions. The administrative framework lets users author MapServices,

design Web pages, publish MapServices over the Internet and administer

ArcIMS servers.

ArcSDE: ESRI's object-based spatial data access engine implemented in several

commercial relational database management systems using open standards

and a true client/server architecture. ArcSDE is chosen as a means of storing

an extremely large number of features in a continuous database.

ArcView: Geographic Information System Software produced by Environmental

Systems Research Institute (ESRI). In ARGIS, ArcView provides the

geographic context on which Smart Places operates.

Area: A two-dimensional graphic element made up of a series of arcs, which

form a closed figure.

Attribute: Information stored about a graphic element. Usually, a specific, non-

spatial characteristic of an object or entity.

Attribute Table: A table containing rows of geographic elements (objects) and

columns (vertical fields) of attributes (no spatial characteristics) describing

the object.

Automated MappinglFacilities Management: The use of GIS technology to

map, plan, manage and engineer utilities, especiallythe network aspects.

Basemap: A map containing visible surface features and boundaries, essential for

locating additional layers, or types, of geo-referenced data for a predefined

area, i.e., country, city, project.



Cadastre: Public record of the extent, value and ownership of land within a

district for purposes of taxation.

Collaborative GIS: is a module that provides collaborative work facilities and

participation opportunities in the publicly shared GIS platform.

Collaborative GIS is also a new technique that pursues public amenity and

consensus buildingefforts.

Collaborative Planning System: Interactive planning system employed during

meetings, or located at information kiosks in public spaces (library), or in

shopping centers. Although the CPS may depend upon GIS software, the

inherent of the CPS is to provide a "pleasurable engagement" by providing

an associated hypermedia environment that limits direct interaction with

GIS software (Howard 1998).

Collaborative Spatial Decision-Making (CSDM): an emerging field of research,

which involves group-based problem structuring and problem solving using

digital spatial information and facilitated by computer technologies

(Jankowski 1997).

Column: A vertical field in an attribute table or A vertical group of cells in a grid

or pixels in an image.



operates ill urban neighborhoods to benefit neighborhood residents and

address their concerns. CBO typically serves a relatively small geographic

area, tend to have a small full-time staff and often depend on neighborhood

volunteers for program delivery (Kellogg 1999).

Community Development Organization (CDO): An organization aims the

process by which residents of neighborhoods in a city work together to (a)

achieve political empowerment (that is, efficacy in self-organizing, self-

governing and achieving collective goals); (b) improve the supply, quality

and affordability of neighborhood housing resources; (c) ensure an ad-

equate human services infrastructure of education, physical and mental

health services and life as well as job training; (d) create economic

development that results in stable, well-paying jobs and opportunities for

entrepreneurial and business growth; and (e) provide a clean, safe

neighborhood environment. Information technology includes primarily

personal computers; computer networks; facsimile machines; scanners;

cellular telephones and personal communications services; Internet access;

web page development; various general, specialized, packaged and custom

software applications, ranging from word processing to expert systems;

geographical information systems; and other technologies based on

digitalization and information management and administration (Nunn 1999).

Community Neighborhood Networking: Use of maps and photos delivered

through electronic mail, community bulletin boards, or online meetings to

disseminate information about places and plans (Howard 1998).

Computer Simulation: Computer simulation involves computer modeling and

photographic imaging techniques designed to illustrate the potential results

of planning, development and design projects. This technique provides

participants with an ability to visualize the outcome of a design or planning

action and assess its desirability before implementation. Computer



simulation can be effective for modeling community plan alternatives

(Howard 1998).

Computer Supported Cooperative/Collaborative Work (CSCW): is a platform

for collaborative work and is facilitating group meetings, especially when

supported by appropriate technology, it may reduce common meeting

problems such as a counterproductive focus on position instead of task and

power-related dominance patterns of specific individuals. Also, group

facilitation may enhance the synergy of group work and improve their

information processing capacity (Hendriks 2000).

Consensus Building: is a participation process where participants work together

to try and reach a result, which has benefits for both, a win/win outcome. It

is an alternative to adversarial confrontation where one side is trying to gain

supremacy "win/lose" or a compromise which neither side achieves what

they want "10sellose".

Conversion: The process or work of transferring information from an information

system to another. Conversion may be the input of data from paper maps to

a computer database, or migration of data from one automated system to

another.

Coverage: A layer of information as stored by the ARCIINFO data model. Also

termed "cover.".

Data Dictionary: A document, which identifies and fully defines entities, entity

characteristics and entity relationships. This document is the basis for

developing applications.

Data Interchange Format: A format consisting of ASCII codes in which

database, spreadsheet and similar documents can be structured to facilitate



Data Store: Represents data at rest or in storage. Examples of data stores are

filingcabinets and computer files.

Database: A collection of interrelated data sets stored together in an organized

manner, usually as related tables.

Decision Support System (DSS): can be described as an interactive, computer-

based system designed to help decision makers solve poorly structured

problems. Using a combination of models, analytical techniques and

information retrieval, such systems help develop and evaluate appropriate

alternatives. Decision support systems should focus on strategic decisions,

not operational ones. More specifically, they should contribute to reducing

the uncertainty faced by managers when they need to make decisions

regarding future options.

Delphi Method: is a group communication structure used to facilitate

communication on a specific task. The method usually involves anonymity

of responses, feedback to the group as a whole of individual and/or

collective views and the opportunity for any respondent to modifYan earlier

judgment. The method is usually conducted asynchronously via paper and

mail but can be executed within a computerized conferencing environment.

At the essence of the method is the question of how best to tailor the

communication process to suit the situation. Delphi method is also a

technique to arrive at a group position regarding an issue under

investigation, the Delphi method consists of a series of repeated

interrogations, usually by means of questionnaires, of a group of individuals

whose opinions or judgments are of interest. After the initial interrogation of



each individual, each subsequent interrogation is accompanied by

information regarding the preceding round of replies, usually presented

anonymously. The individual is thus encouraged to reconsider and, if

appropriate, to change his previous reply in light of the replies of other

members of the group. After two or three rounds, the group position is

determined by averagmg.

(http://pespmcl. vub.ac.be/ASCIDELPHI_METHO.html).

DGPS: Differential Global Positioning System. A positioning procedure that uses

two receivers, a rover at an unknown location and a base station at a known,

fixed location. The base station computes corrections based on the

differences between its actual and observed ranges to the satellites being

tracked.

Digital Elevation Model (DEM): Terrain elevation data organized by quadrangle

and provided in digital form.

Digital Terrain Model (DTM): A three-dimensional model of the Earth's

surface, provided in digital form.

Digital Transfer File (DXF): A standardized format for transferring digital files

from one computer system to another.

Digitizing: The process of converting hard-copy maps into electronic, or digital,

maps by storing X, Y co-ordinates of points, lines and polygons, using a

digitizing tablet. This process can be performed semi-automatically by

scanning, manually by marking points with a digitizer puck on a tablet, or

manuallyentering co-ordinate values (X, Ys) at a data entry terminal.

Distributed Geographic Information: Traditional spatial query, analysis and

display capability delivered through a system featuring individual or



personal access to GIS software that is characteristic of current desktop

systems (i.e. ArcInfo, ArcView, Maplnfo) (Howard 1998).

Documentation: The written descriptions, discussions and instructions of all

stages of systems analysisand systems building.

Enterprise GIS: A GIS that is used by multiple agencies within an organization,

public or private.

Entity: An object category, which can be geographic. Examples of entities are

roads, wells and people.

Environmental Decision Support System (EDSS): is problem solving

environment that provides an advanced modeling and analysis system for

environmental scientists, engineers, policy makers and educators. EDSS's

design goals include allowing modelers to incorporate new science with

minimal effort, providing flexibility to model diverse issues and scales,

helping decision makers reliably generate and understand more information

with less effort and contributing to a community modeling and analysis

system. To achieve these goals, EDSS includes a paradigm, components and

tools for building air quality models from interchangeable components; data

analysis and manipulation tools; an extremely fast emission processing

package; a graphical computation manager; and an experimental

optimization-based strategy development tool.

Event: Phenomena such as changes in attributes, which take place along a route.

It is a complex entity defined one-dimensionallyalong a route.

Features: Features and components are used interchangeably in GIS. Both terms

refer to elements of a land use scenario, such as buildings, roads, etc.



Feedback: The process of confirming gathered information through the use of

written documents and interviews. Often this process is conducted with the

original source of the information.

Geographic Feature: An object, real or imaginary, with geographic position

classed by point, line or area; for example, a valve, road centerline, or an in-

place utility pole.

Geo-Technologies: That group of technologies which are applied to and support

charting, research and management of the Earth, natural resources,

ecosystems and infrastructure.

Geographical Information Science (GIScience): is the basic research field that

seeks to redefine geo-graphic concepts and their use in the context of GIS.

GIScience also examines the impacts of GIS on individuals and society and

the influencesof society on GIS.

GIS: Geographic Information System(s). Describes any automated system for

spatiallymanaging and analyzinggeographic information.

GISbPDM: Geographical Information Systems Based Participatory Decision

Making approach is meant to be the mechanism used for undertaking all of

the studies, identifYingthe planning and community goals, drawing up the

planning guidelines and criteria and collecting data and storing them in the

GIS environment. Moreover, the further steps of decision-making,

collaboration, participation and consensus building is being integrated in the

GISbPDM.



organization (Sieber 1999). In the literature, an individual in high position

who displays active acceptance of the GIS paradigm often is referred as the

GIS Champion. A GIS Champion has two important roles to play. First is to

get the tangible part of GIS, e.g., data, hardware and software etc. in place.

Second is to nurture the acceptance, particularly the active acceptance of the

GIS paradigm into the visions of decision-making units in the organization.

GIS Coordinator: The role of the main participant charged with implementing

GIS within an agency. This participant can be an analyst, project leader,

coordinator or other.

GIS Coordinators Group: A group, which would consist of all GIS

Coordinators, mandated to investigate common problems and work together

to form a standard approach to implementing GIS within each agency.

GIS Steering Committee: The proposed high-level committee, which would

oversee all aspects of GIS implementation within the Government.

GIS Technical Sub-Committee: A standing sub-committee established by the

GIS Steering Committee to be responsible for GIS-related technical issues.

A technical organization that is intended to impartially serve the GIS

requirements of agencies, as requested by the GIS Steering Committee.

GIS Working Committee: This is a committee consisting of members from the

agency and GIS Technical Sub-committee. This committee directs and

assists the GIS implementation within the agency and raises GIS issues that

inter-organizational concern.

GPS: Global Positioning System. A technology that enables an individual to

identify the location of an object by triangulating hislher coordinates from a

network of satellites.



GUI: Graphical User Interface. A human-machine interaction that relies on

graphic symbols and a pointing device to control a computer rather than

entry of text from a keyboard. Sometimes referred to as "point and click.".

HTML: Hypertext Markup Language. The coding language used to make

hypertext documents for use on the WWW.

HTTP: Hypertext Transport Protocol. The way hypertext files move Hypertext

Transport Protocol. The way hypertext files move and an HTTP server

program on the other.

Image: A graphic representation or description of an object that is typically

produced by an optical or electronic device. Common examples include

remotely sensed data such as satellite data, scanned data and photographs.

An image is stored as a raster data set of binary or integer values

representing the intensity of reflected light, heat, or another range of values

on the electromagnetic spectrum. A generic term for pixel-based

representation of a document.

Information Technology (IT): A The devices and systems designed to transfer

information through telephone, fiber optics lines or airwaves, the computer

hardware that receives and stores the information transferred and the

computer software programs and data storage devices that facilitate such

transfer and allow the recipient to use and analyze data to create information

for a specificpurpose (Kellogg 1999).

Internet: The global network of computers that communicate through a common

protocol, TCP/IP.



Intranet: A network based on TCPIIP protocols inside an organization's firewall

accessible only by the organization's members, employees, or others with

authorization.

Label Point: A coverage feature class stored as a single X, Y co-ordinate pair and

used to represent point features (e.g., well sites or telephone poles), or to

assign feature centroid identifiers to polygons or A point in a polygon which

has general information representing the polygon and which has the output

text for the polygon displayed. Also referred to as the "centroid.".

Layer: A logical collection of geographic entities among which a compulsory

physical relationship exists.

Library: An organized, uniformly defined collection of spatial data partitioned by

layers and tiles into components. Map libraries may organize geographic

data spatially as a set of tiles and thematically as a set of layers. The data in

a map lIbrary is indexed by location for optimal spatial access.

Link-Indicators: A term used to refer to the circles shown on the radix screen,

which represent the models, used to evaluate aspects of these elements, in

the Smart Places environment.

Local Area Network (LAN): A computer network that provides service over a

limited geographic area, i.e., office or building.

Map Sheet: A unit of geographical division, which comprises the typical unit of

work. Map sheets partition a map library into component sub-regions or

tiles or the unit of data storage in a map library. A map sheet is the data for

one layer in one tile of a map library.



Meta Data: Data about data. For example, the title, subject, author and size of a

file constitute Meta data about the file. The content of a data dictionary is

considered Meta data.

Negotiation: is a back-and-forth communication designed to reach an agreement

when you and the other side have some interests that are shared and others

that are opposed. A process for getting to Yes.

Network: A group of computers and associated devices connected by

communications facilities.

Node: The beginning and ending locations of an arc. A node is topologically

linked to all arcs that meet at the node or in graph theory, the location at

which three or more lines connect.

Non-Positional Attribute: An attribute, which does not have geographical

position.

Normalization: A process, particular to relational database management systems,

for organizing entity attributes into data files optimal to the relational data
model.

Open Systems Interconnection (OSI): The computer industry standard network

protocol or model for computer-to-computer communications.



Orthophotography: Aerial photographs that have been rectified to produce an

accurate image of the Earth by removing tilt and relief displacements, which

occurred when the photo was taken.

Participation: is a process during which individuals, groups and organizations

are consulted about or have the opportunity to become actively involved in a

project or program of activity.

Participatory Planning: is the systematic assessment of physical, social and

economic factors in such a way as to encourage and assist land users in

selecting options that increase their productivity, are sustainable and meet

the needs of society. And in Participatory Planning a bottom-up planning

approach is being considered especiallyat the local planning levels.

Partnership: like community, is a much-abused term. It is useful when a number

of different interests willingly come together formally or informally to

achieve some common purpose. The partners don't have to be equal in

skills, funds or even confidence, but they do have to trust each other and

share some commitment. In participation processes - as in our personal and

social lives - building trust and commitment takes time.

Photogrammetry: The SCIenceof deducing the physical dimension of objects

from measurements on photographs.

Pilot Application: An application built to demonstrate the feasibility of a larger

application.



Pilot Project: A project, which exhibits possible applications using a subset of

the possible data and geographic area - Pilot Data and Pilot Area.

Planimetric: The horizontal (X, Y) locations of non-topographic features, such as

rivers, lakes, buildings, roads, etc.

Planning Support System (PSS): A Support System that uses the undisputed

display and analytical capabilities of GIS, together with traditional planning,

spatial analysis, modeling and forecasting methodologies, to address a range

of planning tasks, in conjunction with emerging technologies and hyper-

media systems, including links to virtual reality (VR) software. However, a

fully integrated PSS has not yet been developed, despite the fact that the

required software elements are readily available (Gill 1999).

Pocket Attributes: A term used to refer to the characteristics of a particular

feature. For example, the pocket attributes related to a residential feature

define the number of dwellings per acre, the number of persons per unit and

various consumption factors, such as gallons of water per person per day, or

Kilowatts of electricity per unit per month. In Smart Places, pocket

attributes are computed automatically as features are added or modified.

Polygon: A multisided figure representing an area on a map. A polygon is a

spatial feature defined by the series of arcs comprising its boundary and a

label-point establishing its centroid. A closed plane figure usually with more

than four sides but in GIS, any closed plane figure, such as parcels,



Primary Key: An attribute, which will uniquely identuy a single record or row in

a data table or file.

Public Participation Visualization (PPV): is an important component ofPPGIS.

The traditionally, geographic visualization research focused on particular

users and applications where the end user was a sophisticated scientist.

However, recent advances in technology are allowing non-scientists to

engage in visualizing research in a simple fashion. This sort of visualization

technology aims to produce non-threatening graphics. Non-threatening

graphics are graphics that encourage rather than discourage participation.

These technologies are enabling the lay public to make sense of complex

information and dynamic scenarios in an engaging manner. The ultimate

goal of Public Participation Visualization (PPV) is to empower users rather

than to simplyprovide information for them (Al-Kod.many1999).

Radix: A Smart Places decision tool that allows a user to evaluate a scenario

design.

Raster: Data displayed as discrete picture elements (pixels). A cellular data

structure composed of rows and columns. Groups of cells represent features.

The value of each cell represents the value of the feature. Image data is

stored using this structure.



Region: A complex set of points, lines, or polygons intended to extract specific

thematic information for GIS coverages. A region can be extracted from

multiple layers (coverages).

Relational Database Management System: A database or database management

system that stores information in tables (rows and columns of data) and

conducts searches by using data in specified columns of one table to find

additional data in another table. In a relational database, the rows of a table

represent records (collections of information about separate items) and the

columns represent fields (particular attributes of a record). In conducting

searches, a relational database matches information from a field in one table

with information in a corresponding field of another table to produce a third

table that combines requested data from both tables.

Remote Sensing: Any of the technical disciplines for observing and measuring

the Earth from a distance, including satellite imaging, Global Positioning

Systems, Radar, Sonar, aerial photography, etc.

Route System: A complex entity, formed by a collection of routes representing

different instances of a common linear entity. For example, a collection of

bus routes within a city would be termed a bus route system.

Row: A record, instance, or occurrence of attributes in a table or A horizontal

group of cells in a gird or pixels in an image.

Scenario Builder: A Smart Places view that allows a user to develop a scenario

by incorporating various features such as buildings, on a map.



sco: Saraphane Community Organization is a community organization aims to

empower and provide the participation of the community to the local

problems and solutions.

Section: A feature class (complex entity) that is a component of the route system

data model, used to implement linear features or routes. It is an arc or part of

an arc or the contents of a layer within a tile. Map sections are the data for a

layer within a tile.

Server: A computer or device on a network that manages network resources. For

example, a file server is a computer and storage device dedicated to storing

files. Any user on the network with permission can store files on the server.

Slope Distance: The 3D vector distance from one GPS station to another. The

shortest distance, or chord, between two points.

Shapefile: A ahapefile is a simple, nontopological format for storing the

geometric location and attribute information of geographic features.

Spatial Data: Information about the location, shape and relationships among

geographic features.

Spatial Decision Support System (SDSS): Spatial Decision Support System is a

framework for integrating database management systems with analytical

models, graphical display and tabular reporting capabilities and the expert

knowledge of the decision-makers. Such systems can be viewed as spatial

analogues of decision support systems developed in operational research

and management science to address business problems (Hendriks 2000).



Spatial Group Decision Support System (SGDSS): is the collaborative use of

GIS and SDSS as decision support tools.

Strategic Choice: is a sophisticated technique for making decisions and

developing action plans in situations with many options and uncertainties.

This can be done in a workshop session, or using Strategic Choice software-

STRAD.

Strategic Planning: Formulation of a set of alternative routes or options for

achieving the chosen set of goals, together with a procedure for systematic

comparison and assessment. Strategic planning is flexible and leads

planning to search out controversies, which are invariably, fascinating,

troublesome and political. There is not a unique solution. It is much more

dependent on sharing experiences and weighing many factors in the balance.

Synchronous Collaboration Transport Protocol (SCTP): SCTP takes into

account collaboration requirements and is designed based on the

characteristics of the interaction stream. From an Internet protocol stack

perspective, SCTP is a host-to-host layer protocol, comparable to the

transport layer in the ISO protocol stack. SCTP is encapsulated into UDP

packets and assumes that the underlying physical network supports IP

multicasting. By using IP multicast, it becomes scalable and fast due to the

utilization of the low-overhead UDP packets (Shirmohammadi2001).

Table: A collection of columns and rows. Often represented in a single database

file.

Tactical Planning: Delineating the sequence of actions necessary to implement a

particular strategy. The technological aspects of tactical planning would be

concerned with reaching well-defined technological (as opposed to



TCPIIP: Transmission Control ProtocollInternet Protocol. The group of protocols

that defines the Internet.

Tile: A unit of geographical division. In traditional mapping, this would be

represented by a map sheet. Tiles partition a GIS map library into

component sub regions.

Topography: Shape or configuration of the land surface; represented in map form

by contour lines.

Topology: Descriptions of geographical relationships of features; especially

which features are adjacent to or connected to other features. The explicit

representation of the position of a feature, relative to features it defines, or is

defined by.

Triangulation: A method of locating the position of an object. May be calculated

from the known locations of two other objects. Creating a triangle from the

three objects, the angles and sides of the triangle can be measured and the

location of the unknown object can be calculated trigonometrically.

URL: Uniform Resource Locator. The standard method to give the address to any

Internet resource that is part of the WWW.

User Needs Assessment: A comprehensive study of an agency with regard to

what data it has, what it does with the data and what it needs to do' with the

data. It can also be referred to as a "system study.".

Vector: A geometric element, stored as a point with X, Y coordinates within a

computer database. A coordinate-based data structure commonly used to



represent linear map features. Each linear feature is represented as x,y

coordinates. Attributes are associated with the feature.

Vertex: An X, Y co-ordinate pair representing one location on an arc or segment.

A node is a terminating vertex.

View: An ArcView window, which contains a map (i.e. "Scenario Builder" is a

view).

Virtual Feature: A feature, which resides in and is described on a layer but has

no directly observable (real) characteristics, for example, a road centerline.

WAP: Wireless Application Protocol.

Web Browser: Client software that is used to look at various kinds of Internet

resources. The two most popular browsers are Netscape and Internet

Explorer.

Wide Area Network (WAN): A network that provides connectivity over a large

area, such as a city.

WYSIWYG: What You See Is What You Get. A term used to describe software

such as page and map layout programs that let you see what your work will

look like in finished form.
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